
/V/?tV 

LCD^ 
Watch1 

$29.95 

i Shave Cream 
"Bomb” 
$3.95 

AM Can 
Radios 

.$9.95 
3-Way Signal Light 

$9.95 

Radi^^ 
Control 

Tank 
j^$39. 

Johnson Smith Co. 
35075 Automation Drive 

Mt. Clemens, Mich. 48043 
Phone: (313) 791-2800 



Massive 
Military 

Rings 

#8311 (Red Stone) i 
|#8340 (Blue Stonejt 

#8333 (Red StoneT 
#8348 (Blue Stone) 

#8344 

NAVY (Sizes 7 to 13) 
8336. Golden Finish .. $2.50 

"8337.18KTKaratdad' 12.95 

VARSITY SPORTS RING LOVE STONE RING 
Gives rugged, athletic look. With simulated diamond. 

□ 8327. Sizes 5-12 .... $2.50 G8328. Adjustable .... $2 
□8316.71 
08382.71 

SIMULATED STAR SAPPHIRE 
Brilliant, six-ray star effect. 

□8287. Sizes 7 to 13 ■ ■ $2.50 $8.95 □8249. Sizes 71 

DIAMOND CUT BAND 
Satin like finish. Assorted styles 
□8232.Sizes5to 12 .. $2.25 

CHINESE GOOD LUCK RING 
Wealth, Health. Silver plate. 

38211. Sizes 5 to 10 . .$2.25 

ENGAGEMENT RING 
With Wedding Band 

□8378. Adjustable .... $3.95 

DOUBLE HEART 
ENGRAVABLE BRACELET 

Excellent gift for your special 
friend. You can get engraved 
locally with names or favorite 
wording. Unhooks at side of 
heart for easy on-off. Beau¬ 
tiful golden finish. 
[18656M. Heart Bracelet 
.$1.96 

BULL PENDANT 
Very masculine look for 
today's open collar leisure 
style. Finely detailed pol¬ 
ished silvery face with 
coppertone horns. 
□8868M. Bull Pendant 
.$2.95 



Authentic Replicas 
Famous Military Medals 

World famous medals awarded for Out¬ 
standing Bravery! Wonderful for collectors, 
historians or dress parade. Each is impres¬ 
sively designed, complete with long chain, 
ready to wear. About 2” high. 
a 8948. German Iron Cross..$2.95 
D 8846. Croix da Guerra, France.$2,95 

Hypnotic 
Color Disc 

Create millions of 
rainbow-like pat¬ 
terns with pocket 

. _ mind-expanding 
_ n. The patterns and hues swirl and 

ly eerily. Seems like every shade of the 
universe is locked inside this 3” disc.. 
□ 4161. Disc With Keychain_$2.50 
a G4158. Disc With Nocfcchain.$2.95 

Men's 3-Way l-D Bracelet 

REPLICA 
DIAMOND RING 
ORIGINAL WORTH 

THOUSANDS 
LOOKS REALI MEA 
SORES OVER 1 INCH 
ACROSS. Stunning ring 
to give or wear. Realistic 

of HOPE DIA- 
IND RING. Has 
the sparkle fire 

Bold 'N Brawny Watch Eland 
Strap it on and flex your muscles. Extra 
heavy wide genuine leather band that says it 
for you. Styles vary slightly. 
□ 2071. Watch Band . $2.49 

18-IN. BEADEI 
CHAIN 

For Charms. 
Tags. Whistles, 

Keys. Etc. 

Used in army for 
identification 

j 

bags, compasses. 

Hundreds of prac¬ 
tical uses. YcUow 
gold color. 
□ 4542. 18-in. Chaii n .set 

GLADIATOR WATCH BAND 
the MIGHTY LOOK and FEEL. Triple 
band and buckle with heavy nickel studs 

rugged elegance. Fashion- 
2‘”mches wide. Genuine 

WITH SECRET COMPARTMENT for_ 
messages, paper money, etc. Plus fold-out 
frame to hold photo or insert name, address 
important numbers, medical info, etc. Big 
face plate over 2 x W’ & rugged men’s expan¬ 
sion bracelet. Sold blank, ready to be 
engraved by you or your local engraver. 
Nickel Silver finish. 
a 8689. 1.0. Bracelet, Plain.$1.89 

I 
Midget 

Bottle Lighter 
Keychain 

The lighter for those who 
don’t drink (Hie!) 
Miniature bottle lighter. 
Nickel plated. Bottle opens to 
reveal lighter unit. 1V4" long. 
With keychain & ring. 
--Bottler ’ "— □ 9398. Bi le Lighter. $1.39 

colors. Enough tc ...... . „ n entire wardrobe 
of Indian jewelry. With several feet of special 
wire for bracelets, neck bands, etc. Includes 
basic Indian beadcraft instructions. Indian 
bead weaving is easy to learn. Nothing else 
to buy. 
a 2450. Indian Beads Galore.- $3.50 

separate, but difficult to 
Jr put together unless you 

: know secret Handsome, 
interlocking ring. 

a 3394. Secret Puzzle Ring-$3.50 

Coin-Medallion 
NECKCHAIN HOLDER 
Beautiful silver plated coin 

\ holder with 24” neckchain 

a 5701. Neckchain Holder. ..$1.10 

Shark's 
Tooth 

Neckchain 
Only 591 

Attractive neckchain. For men end 
. 24” link chain with replica 
i tooth. “Tooth” is about 

i plastic. Wear with open 
—tr sweaters, etc. The 

item in body jewelry. 
□ 8659. Shark's Tooth .594 

Rabbit's Foot Charm 
Popular Lucky Chertn. Believed 
by many to conjure good for¬ 
tune in all life’s dealings, from 
love to business affairs. Mount¬ 
ed in cap with ring & chain, 

belt or carry in pocket. Wear 
a H3060. Rabbit's Foot . 

Natural Stone Cross 

J|L Various legends have grown up 
IwW about these crosses which are 
■ found in natural form & then 
ll hand finished as a lovely jewel or 

charm. Perhaps the most curious mineral 
found in U.S. is this brownish-black crystal 
occuring in well defined crosses. Each fitted 
with link for chain. Includes legends & 
explanation. With neckchain & gift box. 
□ 9121, Stono Croat.$3.96 

M Catacomb Skull Cross 
Cj Symblematic of the early Chrie- 

Ten Commandment Bracelet 

etched on il arid hangs from rugged link 
bracelet. Miniature Bible cover also attached. 
□ 8698. Commandments Bracelet.... $2.50 

Solid Copper 
Indian Thunderbird 

Pendant 
itifully engraved copper 

symbol of the 
r——.. —i American Indian. Join in 

T p|I ,support of our oldest 
\ -A.-. .1 jcitizens - wear this 

handsome good luck 
harm. With matching link 

□ 8644M. Ii 
Pendant...$5.95 

Indian Good 
Luck Band 

Ancient Indian symbols 
of luck. Said to bring 
fertility, rain, crops. 

_ meat, love, etc. Wide 
__V. Silver-like finish. Sizes J to 9. 
□ 8319. Indian Ring.$1.76 

Copyright 1979. Johnson Smith Co. Reproduction Prohibited. 



Swiss "Instant 
Time" Digital 

Watch 
Tells Exact Time 

At A Glance! 
Only $16.95 

"Direct Read" wa 

Luminous Dial Pocket Watch 
READ AT NIGHT! f . -r. -t 
Thin model, dur- [ ',1 Made i 
able dust-tight USA 

case, break- 
able ltv .tal, \ 

dl.ll ' 1 

hands, second V 
actors \ Full pocket' 

size. Polished i 
P'a'Cd □ 8p$Q, ?v»i«s Stop Wat 

Swiss Automatic a 
Day & Date 1 

Watch fA 
Alarm Pocket Watch 

$17.95 

Changes Dey & Date j| i 
You'll Find this J 
watch will save you 'ofc* 
time and keep you ‘ 
informed of exact 
date. Has sweep .. 
second hand for pre- 
ciston timing. Styling is equal to nun 
dollar watch. Raised numerals. Satin 
Golden finish. Matching band. 
□ 8005. Pay-Pete Watch.SI 

Complete with gold finish 
link chain. Men wear in 
vest or pocket. Women 
wear as pendant, from 

belt, carry in handbag. 

MIRACLE 

WATER 

CROSS 

ments. etc. Polished gold finish case. Class i- 
■cally styled white dial. Luminous hands. 
Snap open case to stand on desk, dresser. 
□ 8423. Alarm Pocket Watch.. $17.95 

Discover The Amazing Healing Miracles Of 
Lourdssl Beautiful crucifix pendant import¬ 
ed directly from Lourdes, Francs. Contains 
drop of water from underground spring that, 
according to the Catholic Church, has been 
responsible for scores of miracle cures. 
Famous water has been said to cure the 
incurable, make the crippled walk, the blind 
see, the deaf hear. We cannot guarantee a 
miracle, but we do guarantee that the drop 
orwaterisauthentic. SPECIAL BONUS: The 
story of St. Bernadette & dozens of little 
known facts about the Grotto at Lourdes. 
1-3/4” cross with raised sculptured figure of 
Jesus. Transparent crystal-tike cross with 
24” chain A clasp. 
□ 8847. Lourdes Miracle Cross. . . . $4.95 

Comic Clock 
Runs Backward, Reads Backward 
"Wow! Am I goofed up!" Keeps perfect, 
accurate time - backwards. For office, den. 

GIANT POCKET WATCH 

Indian Good Luck Wrist Band Only $12.50 

NEBVH BRACELET 

■asms 

ATCH 



Star Trek Coin Medal 

$5.95 

Official coin in beau 
tiful jeweler's bronze. 

Spock, Kirk on one 
side. Enterprise on 

dollar size. Available 
with matching 24" neck chain-holder. 
□ 5711. Star Trek Coin.„.$5.95 
□ 5715. Star Trek Coin & Neckchain,$6,95 

Handy Mini-Tool Keychains 
Working miniatures of full size counterparts. 
Each with fine quality key ring on durable 
snake chain. Approx. 3” long. 
□ K5495. Plier Keychain.994 
□ K5497. Wrench Keychain.994 

Genuine 4-Leaf 

Only $1.95 
V'j'rU*—/ Considered the luckiest of 

/ plants. Only one out of 
N-^ 10,000 to 200,000 clovers 

has 4 leaves. Expertly dried, pressed and 
mounted in plastic case, with keychain. 
Each certified authentic by U.S. Dept, of 
Agriculture. 
□ 3164M. 4-Leaf Clover Keychain. ■ $136 

Beautiful flower hidden in shell. Amazing 
transformation when placed in water. Flower 
blooms in water, lasts for weeks. Imported 
from Orient. Set of 3. 
□ 3374. Shell Flower . 694 

Death Cross Medal 
Beautifully designed 5- 

□ 8962 .... $8.95 

Giant Iron Cross 
Silver-finish medal with 
large black cross is the 
favorite of surfers, skin 
divers and the action 
boys. Well made. Abouti 
3”. 24” link chain. 
□ 8955 Surfer's 

Cross .. $3.95 

W£ Wm 
Hand Painted Butterfly Pin 

Only $1.25 
Beautiful eye-catching porcelain enamel 
butterfly pins are as pretty as r 

Look real enough to 
fly. Each is hand-painted in a sparkling rain¬ 
bow of colors. With sturdy pin. Makes 
excellent gift. 
□ K5633, Butterfly Pin.$125 

Blue Max Medal 

iery. Beautiful¬ 
ly made with let¬ 
tering “Pour le 
Merite.” Over 2” 
high. Fine quali¬ 
ty. Usually sells 
for $5 to S10. 
.$2.95 

Genuine Pewter 
Eagle Pendant 

The lord of the skies 
in striking position. 
Very handsome when 
worn with open collar 
sports shirts. Fine de¬ 
tail. Superb craftsman¬ 
ship. Beautifully sculp¬ 
tured. Manufactured 
from finest genuine 
pewter. With attractive 
matching neckchain. 
About 114”. 
□ 8639M. Eagle 

Pendant. $3.95 

Super Thin 
Credit Card Case 

Only $1.39 
1 Handy wallet size. Genuine 
I leather. 2 inside clear 
I window pockets with a 
I printed l.D. card on each 
I side. Ideal for business cards, 
■ licenses, bus passes, member- 

□ 7064M. Credit Card Case.$1.39 

Electric Police 
Siren & Flashlight 

Powerful beam flashlight. 
Loud, ear-piercing siren. For 
protection, fun. Heavy duty. 
b 4,-**** - ■—— □ 4444M. Police Siren 

. $3.95 

Money Clip 
Case 

Only 954 
Genuine Leather. 
Ultra-thin way to 
carry bills. With 
sturdy metal clip. 
Attractive. 

□ 7056M. Money Clip Case.954 

HOW TO ORDER FOR FASTEST SERVICE 

1. Use order blank on last page of catalog before using inside 
order blanks. 

2. Use a BALL POINT PEN & PRINT clearly. 
3. We accept BANK CHECK. MONEY ORDER. PERSONAL 

CHECK OR CASH. For your protection, it is best to send a bank 
check or money order (which you can get at bank, drugstore or 
post office). If sending coins use as few as possible to avoid 
damage, delay or loss. Use one extra postage stamp on your 
letter for each 3 coins you send. We cannot be responsible for 
cash before it reaches us. 

4. DOUBLE CHECK your order before you send it to us. We need: 
A. Your name, address & zip (include apartment number if 

CREDIT CARD CUSTOMERS 

ORDER BY 
PHONE 

|313) 791-2800 I, 

ordered). 
C. Your payment in correct 

and handling) or your order cannot oe sni 
n. Use one extra first class postage stami 

ss stamps are currently 

er & prices for al 

(always include si 

you send. Firs 
!. Use any sheet of paper it you 

Add 304 shipping & handling f< 
use plain paper). 

id (if yi 

5. Sorry, we cannot ship C.O.D. You must always send FULL PAY 
MENT or your order cannot be shipped. PRICES IN THIS 
CATALOG SUPERSEDE PRICES IN ALL PREVIOUS 
CATALOGS. 

6. WE DO BUSINESS BY MAIL OR PHONE ONLY. We do not 
have a store. Sorry, you cannot pick up merchandise at our ware- 

7. Almost every order will reach you promptly If there is a delay 
we will notify you. When writing about an order always give us 
the date the order was mailed, catalog numbers of the items you 
ordered & a copy of the cancelled check or money order. 

8. While we are very selective about making our mailing list avail¬ 
able to other organizations, 
ceive their mailings. If so, P 
this catalog to: Johnson Sr 

CHARGE-IT On Your 

Visa or Master Charge 

Call Our 24 Hour Answering Service 
For Instant Ordering! 





Fashionable Jewelry and Handsome Watches 
See Opposite Page for Complete Descriptions 

JL 

Heart Pendant *2.96 Pendants $4.96 

74V ' O 



Colorful T-Shirt Iron-Ons Only $1.15 
Quality T-Shirts With Transfer From $2.25 

Dazzling Giant Shirt Designs. Easy to iron onto any shirt, jacket, cloth, etc. Takes only 
seconds. Completely fade-proof, permanent, washable colors. Big 10" x 10" designs in |g 
& 5 super-hot glowing colors. Brilliant in normal light, spectacular in Black Light. Be sure to 
see page 10 for our new "glitter" transfers. We stock a wide variety of shirts in several 
colors. YOU CAN ACTUALLY "CREATE" your own custom printed T-shirt wardrobe! Or, 
you may have your own shirts or jackets on which you would like to iron your favorite trans¬ 
fers. We include instructions that make them easy to apply at home. Why not order more 
than one shirt or transfer from our big selection? AH fluorescent transfers. $1.15 each- 
3 for $2.95: 6 for $5.50: 12 for $9.95. Use special order blank on page 11. 

7177 H7275 

G7235 G7246 

7101M 7248 

K7187 K7188 

H7214 

G7250 

H7277 

K7174 

K7189 

K7157 

EX-LAX 

8 7133 

K7181 7249 





Dazzling Glitter Transfers Only $ 1.50 
Brilliant, scintillating colors and hundreds of sparkling silver flecks have made these "glitter" transfers the latest rage in 
T-shirt fashions. They are eyecatching on both light and dark backgrounds and so stunningly fashionable that you'll want 
to wear them most anywhere you go: school, work, parties, beach, discos, sports events, etc. You may wish to buy your 
favorite transfers and iron them onto your own shirts or jackets, or you may refer to page 8 and buy your favorite shirt 
with any glitter transfer, ready-to-wear. These transfers look good on any of our shirts and are especially effective on B 
our black T-shirts. Glitter transfers, $1.50 each; 3 for $3.99; 6 for $7.50. 

10 



Deluxe U.S. 
Stamp Outfit 

__._si Includes spaces 
for Airmail, Special Delivery & Postage Due 
stamps. Extra blank pages provided for new 
issues. With stamp collector's dictionary A 
spaces for Presidents & Hall of Honor labels. 
Album alone is wall worth our price, but you 
getaSPECIAL BONUS: 50 all-different U6 
stamps; U.S. President labels; hinges; magni¬ 
fier; perforation gauge; watermark detector. 
□ 9160. U6. Stamp St.$2,49 

Stamps 
From 101 
Different 
Countries 

Only $2.75 

world s countries. 
<1975 Almanac lists 155 countries). You got 
10> DIFFERENT STAMPS, eoch from a 
DIFFERENT COUNTRY. Exclusive stamp 
packet made available by our special pur¬ 
chase. Tremendous value. Hours of pleasure. 
□ /040. 101 Stamp Packet.$2.75 

mentary. post card. etc. ALL DIFFERENT. 
200 par pack. 
□ 7021, US. Stamps .$2.95 

$3 Million Stamp Packet 
Authentic reproductions of the 50 rarest 
stamps in the world. Originals worth approx. 
$3,000,000! Collection of the originals 
would be impossible to duplicate without 
unlimited financial resources. Includes the 
1856 British Guiana It Magenta with esti¬ 
mated value of $350,000. All stamps re¬ 
produced in full color A I Vi times larger 
than actual size for convenience in studying. 
Booklet explaining the stories behind each 
stamp also included. 
□ K7058. $3 Million Pack.*2.69 

2000 illustrated spaces! Includes helpful 
stamp identifier, stamp collector’s diction¬ 
ary, A simplified instructions. Spaces pro¬ 
vided for flags of the world. Even though 
the album alone is well worth our price, we 
are offering a SPECIAL BONUS: 25 all- 
different, album-matching worldwide 
stamps; 170 flags of the world: hinges: 
magnifier. A COMPLETE COLLECTING 
KIT FOR THE PRICE OF A DELUXE 
ALBUM! 
□ 9112. World Stem 

U.S. Coin Albums 
Each album opens like a book and has open¬ 
ings for inserting coins. Gives dates, informa¬ 
tion for each year. Imitation leather styling. 
All 4 alburt.s.S3.25. Coin collector’s neces¬ 
sity. 
□ 9030. Penny lid) Album .89* 
□ 9009. Nickel (5*1 Album .89C 
□ 9029. Dime UOdl Album noa 
□ 9031. Quarter (25*1 Album 

if Stamps ^2 

!\! Bag contains genuine for- \1 
eign stamps from dozens 11 
of countries. Unpicked. 
Unsorted. Just as received ■ > 
from missionaries, 
banks, etc. Worth 
$10 to $20 at cata¬ 
log prices. 

□ 7036. 200 Stamp 
Baa $1 49 

Q 7678. 600 Stamp 
$2.98 

Silver Plating Compound 
DEPOSITS REAL SILVER. Save money on 
silver plating. RESTORES SILVER PLAT¬ 
ED ITEMS TO ORIGINAL BEAUTY IN 
MINUTES. Easy to use. Just rub on, then 
rinse. New layer of real silver covers areas 
where original silver has worn off. Actually 
change copper, iron, bronze or brass items 
to "silver." For housewares, silverware, heir¬ 
looms, jeweliy, hobbyist. 1 ounce tube 
covers over 250 square inches. (Less than 2<J 
per sq. inch.) 
□ H4039. Silver Plate-lt.$5.95 

Cards 
2 

Excellent 
Collections 

Only 
$2.50 
Each 

Full-Color 
Worth Up to *2000. Authentic r*r.__ 
tions of hard-to-find baseball cards. Siml 
collections of originals would take years of 
searching 8i thousands of dollars to match. 
The Classic Baseball Cards set contains 91 $ 
cards from baseball’s Golden Age (1880- 
1940). Includes superstars Babe Ruth, Lou 
Gehrig, Ty Cobb, Dizzy Dean, Bob Feller, 
Joe Dimaggio & many more. The Hall of 
Fame Set contains 92 cards of players who 
have been elected to the Maiot League Hall 
of Fame. Included are Sandy Koufax, £ 
Roberto Clemente, Mickey Mantle, Ted 
Williams, Jackie Robinson, Stan Musial A :. 
many more. Each card is exactly like its 
valuable original with full-color picture 
actual advertising & vital stats. There is no 
duplication of cards in these 2 sets. 
□ 1273. Classic Base Cards.$260 
□ 1264M. Hall of Fame 

Baseball Cards.$260 

GEMSTONE & MINERAL SET J 

Uranium, Quarts, Petrified Wood, e_ 
excellent 32 page guide to rocks 8 minerals. 
□ 4284. Gemstone 8 M ~ “ 

iooo 4 
Worldwide ;j£ 

Stamps 4 

Quantity 8 Quali¬ 
ty! ALL DIFFER- 

1 ENT! Wide range 
1 of countries, com- 

memoratives of et 
Catalog value is easL,... .. 
You will be overwhelmed with the great val¬ 
ue A wonderful contents for the low price. 
Q 7090. 1000 World Pack.$5.95 

Stamp to I lector Book® 

Great for surplus or < 
special stamps, swapping or selling extras,- s 
etc. Also protects your stamps from damage 

necessary. Attractive. About 6x9’’. 4 page 
“stock book” holds up to 1000 sumps. De- 
luxebook holds up to 3000 stamps (10 pgs.) 
□ 7683. Stamp Stock Book 89* 
O 7055. Oeluxe Stock Book. S2.50 

15 FOREIGN COINS for $1.00 
TREASURE CHEST COIN COLLECTION. 

tremendous value! Here is a collection of 
suitable for the beginner or advanced 

collector which will give you real 
for your money and hours of 

ue. 15 different foreign coins 
4 continents. Shipped in handy 
ly bag. 
5886M. 15 Coin S«t . .$1.00 

a 5950. 30 Coin Set. 
From 20 Countrisa. 
Approx. $860 cata¬ 
log value .... $2.25 

Big Money 

- Set consists of $1.00- 
$2.00 bill. $5.00 bill, $10.00 bill A 
$100.00 bill. This *118.00 ■ the big 

□ 1990. Big Money Set.$1.95 



Deluxe U.S. 
Stamp Outfit 

__,_Includes spaces 
for Airmail, Special Delivery ft Postage Due 
stamps. Extra blank pages provided for new 
issues. With stamp collector's dictionary 4 
spaces for Presidents & Hall of Honor labels. 
Album alone it wall worth our price, but you 
gataSPECIAL BONUS: 50 all-different U5 
stamps; U.S. President labels; hinges; magni¬ 
fier; perforation gauge; watermark detector. 
□ 9160. US. Stamp Sot.$2.49 

<1975 Almanac lists 155 countries). You got 
10> DIFFERENT STAMPS, eoch from a 
DIFFERENT COUNTRY. Exclusive stamp 
packet made available by our special pur¬ 
chase. Tremendous value. Hours of pleasure. 
□ /040. 101 Stamp Packet.$2.75 

Valua up to $5,001 Special purchase allows 
us to sell them at special price while they 
last! You receive only commemoratives, reg¬ 
ular issues, airmails, special deliveries, post¬ 
age dues, etc. Absolutely no revenues, docu¬ 
mentary. post card. etc. ALL DIFFERENT. 
200 par pack. 
□ 7021, US. Stamps .$2.95 

$3 Million Stamp Packet 
Authentic reproductions of the 50 rarest 
stamps in the world. Originals worth approx. 
$3,000,000! Collection of the originals 
would be impossible to duplicate without 
unlimited financial resources. Includes the 
1856 British Guiana 1« Magenta with esti¬ 
mated value of $350,000. All stamps re¬ 
produced in full color A I Vi times larger 
than actual size for convenience in studying. 
Booklet explaining the stories behind each 
stamp also included. 
□ K7058. $3 Million Pack.$2.69 

150 Countries! 
Only $2.98 

64 bi* p**®*1 B>9 
_r£*tHSBi8)4 x 11"! About 

2000 illustrated spaces! Includes helpful 
stamp identifier, stamp collector's diction¬ 
ary, ft simplified instructions. Spaces pro¬ 
vided for flags of the world. Evan though 
the album alone is wall worth our prica, wa 
are offering a SPECIAL BONUS: 25 all- 
different, album-matching worldwide 
stamps; 170 flags of the world: hinges: 
magnifier. A COMPLETE COLLECTING 
KIT FOR THE PRICE OF A DELUXE 
ALBUM! 
□ 9112. World Stam 

U.S. Coin Albums 
Each album opens like a book and has open¬ 
ings for inserting coins. Gives dates, informa¬ 
tion for each year. Imitation leather styling. 
All 4 elbun s.S3.25. Coin collector’s neces¬ 
sity. 
□ 9030. Penny (Id) Album .89d 
□ 9009. Nickel (5d) Album .89d 
□ 9029. Dima (KM) Album .89* 
G 9031. Quarter |2S<) Album.89* 

Bags of Stamps 
Hunt Hidden Treasures! Vfi 
Bag contains genuine for- Y1 
eign stamps from dozens 11 
of countries. Unpicked. || 
Unsorted. Just as received ■ > 
from missionaries, 
banks, etc. Worth 
$10 to $20 at cata¬ 
log prices. 

□ 7036. 200 Stamp 
Ban . $1 49 

Q 7678. 600 Stamp 
$2.98 

Silver Plating Compound 
DEPOSITS REAL SILVER. Sava money on 
silver plating. RESTORES SILVER PLAT¬ 
ED ITEMS TO ORIGINAL BEAUTY IN 
MINUTES. Easy to use. Just rub on, then 
rinse. New layer of real silver covers areas 
where original silver has worn off. Actually 
change copper, iron, bronze or brass items 
to "silver." For housewares, silverware, heir¬ 
looms, jewelry, hobbyist. 1 ounce tube 
covers over 250 square inches. (Less than 2<t 
per aq. inch.) 
□ H4039. Silver Plate-lt.$5.95 

Excellent 
Collections 

Only 
$2.50 
Each 

Full-Color 
Worth Up to $2000. Authentic rer.__ 
tions of hard-1 o-frnd baseball cards. Si mi 
collections of originals would take years of 
searching & thousands of dollars to match. 
The Classic Baseball Cards set contains 9tf 
cards from baseball's Golden Age (1880- 
1940). Includes superstars Babe Ruth, Lou 
Gehrig, Ty Cobb, Dizzy Dean, Bob Feller, 
Joe Dimaggio ft many more. The Hall of 
Fame Set contains 92 cards of players who 
have been elected to the Major League Hall 
of Fame. Included are Sandy Koufax, E 
Roberto Clemente, Mickey Mantle, Ted 
Williams, Jackie Robinson, Stan Musial ft ■ 
many more. Each card is exactly like its 
valuable original with full-color picture 
actual advertising & vital stats. There is no 
duplication of cards in these 2 sets. 
□ 1273. Classic Base Cards.$250 
□ 1264M. Hall of Fame 

Baseball Cards.S250 

GEMSTONE & MINERAL SE1| 

Fluorspar, Obsidian, Gold Ore, Feldspr 
Uranium, Quarts, Petrified Wood, e“ “ 
excellent 32 page guide to ' ~ 
□ 4284. Gemstone & M 

1000 i 
Worldwide 

Stamps i( 

Quantity & Quali¬ 
ty! ALL DIFFER¬ 
ENT! Wide range 

1 of countries, com- 
memoratives of ei 
Catalog value is easily several 
You will be overwhelmed with the great va. 
ue ft wonderful contents for the low price. 
□ 7090. 1000 World Pack ..$5,95 

Stamp Collector BooWft 

stamps not mount¬ 
ed in an album;*; 

Great for surplus or » 
special stamps, swapping or selling extras,;.-a 

Also protects your stamps from damage 

luxe book holds up to 3000 stamps (10 pgs.) 
□ 7683. Stamp Stock Book 89* 
□ 7065. Oaluxa Stock Book S2.60 

15 FOREIGN COINS for $1.00 
TREASURE CHEST COIN COLLECTION. 

tremendous value! Here is a collection of 
suitable for the beginner or advanced 

collector which will give you real 
value for your money and hours of 
ileasure. 15 different foreign coins 
tom 4 continents. Shipped in handy 

--lybag. 
5886M. 15 Coin Set ..$1.00 

O 5950. 30 Coin Set. 
From 20 Countria*. 
Approx. $850 cata¬ 
log value .... $2.25 

Big Money 
Giant size bills (17V5 x 7”) are the 
hottest item in the novelty collector’s 

your friends 'whfT^dia^a'of^ymi* 
"wad." Set consists of $1.00 bill, 
$2.00 bill. $5.00 bill, $10.00 bill ft 
$100.00 bill. This $118.00 is tha big 

□ 1990. Big Mo nay Sat . 



5-Coin Confederate Set 
Authentic replicas of penny, nickel, dime, 
quarter and half-dollar of Confederate coins 
Issued in 1861. Extremely fine copies with 
all detail. Most people cannot tell from the 
valuable originals. Set comes in plastic case. 
□ 5887. Confederate Coins..*2.50 

"Keimtedy Looks at Lincoln" 
Genuine penny with Lincoln lookin 
Kennedy'. Unusual collector’s coins. 
□ 5990. Eoch . . . 60* 3 for . . *1 

Lincoln Smoking Pipe 
Genuine penny. Lincoln smoking [ 

□ 5989. Each .... 60* 3 for .. *1.60 

Lincoln Looks at Carter 
Carter looks at Lincoln with famous smile. 
□ E5971. Each. . . 60k. 3 for . . $1.50 

AUTHENTIC REPLICAS OF 
EARLY U.S. CURRENCY 

Facsimile copies of famous early 
U.S. currency notes. Authentic in 
every detadl. Look old and feel old 
yet in perfectly preserved condition. 
Makes a wonderful addition to your 
collection._ 

REAL PENNY! Lincoln Talking 
dSjPw*. |F»a i Lincoln start- 

in* to recite 

f 1 J sbutg Address. 
Genuine penny. 

^ AvittF □ 5993. Each 60* 
3 for $1.50 

LINCOLN SMOKING A CIGAR! 
^»£^<*E>-REAL PENNY. Lin- CONFEDERATE < 

1862-64. Set includes 6 
ate State bills. 

REAL FOLDING COINS 

they actually “fold". When 
released, “spring device’ \ 
automatically snaps it back I 
into original shape. Do 
“impossible'' tricks. Insert 
into pop bottle. You can remove without 
breaking bottle. Often sold for $10 or more. 

Was. No copper^rennies 

here iTone/WORTH^A 
FORTUNE IF 
GENUINE - yet it is a 
genuine 1943 steel 
penny copper plated! 
.60* — 3 for *1.50 

REPUBLIC OF TEXAS 
Issued 1838-1841. Face value $188. Six 
different currency notes. 
□ 5821. Texas Set. 85* 

PENNY INSIDE 
GLASS JUG 

Mystery Lucky Pocket 
Charm. How did it get in¬ 
side? Fully formed minia¬ 
ture glass jug. lJ4-in. high. 

$1,000,000 U.S. BANKNOTE 
Trus replica of s rare, genuine U.S. Bank- 
note for a MILLION DOLLARSI Interesting 
as a collector’s item, but also have fun 
showing it to your friends. 
Cl 5823. Million Dollar Bill Only...65i 

3 for *1.25 -Special 10 for *2.75 

tricks. 

REPLICA U.S. $5. GOLD COIN 
Exact replica of famous 
California $5 gold piece 

f? nowCEx«llentrc<^ector^s 

V / ft°m the real coin. 2 for 

5997. Roplka _ „ 
Awl ‘ (J Gold Coin.*1-50 

LUCKY POCKET COIN 

5 Genuine wooden nickels 

'MOON LANDING" PENNY 

REAL "I LOVE 
YOU"PENNY 

Lincoln looks at heart 
with three most impor¬ 
tant words engraved 
within. Excellent gift 
for someone special. 

ly.Each 60* 3 for 31.50 

Data July 20. 1969 also 
on penny. Fascinating coin 
that will serve as beautiful 

Coin Collecting Outfit 
Only $3.95 

Everything you need to get a good start in 
the absorbing, entertaining & profitable 
hobby of coin collecting. Get going today - - 
tomorrow you may run across a rare coin 
worth hundreds, even thousands of dollars. 
With all you need to collect, store, identify 
& determine the value of your collection. 
Outfit includes Lincoln Penny coin folder, 
coin tubes & fully illustrated U.S. check list, 
grading guide, & latest complete coin catalog. 
□ K9040. Coin Outfit.$3.95 

REAL "LORD'S PRAYER" OR 
"10 COMMANDMENT" PENNIES 

A real penny with entire 
Lord’s Prayer or 10 Com- JBgty 

graved in completely read¬ 
able form. Amazing souve¬ 
nir and pocket piece. 
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POCKET COIN 
SORTER - 

| DISPENSER 
Have correct change in¬ 
stantly - without fumb¬ 
ling. Slots fot quarters, 
dimes, nickels, pennies. 
Know how much you 

- have at a glance. Holds 
about 25 coins. 2 extra pockets for bill, 
credit cards, important papers, etc. Zipper 
closing. Black leather-grained vinyl. About 

0 3181. Pocket Coin Sorter_$1.49 

Deluxe Coin 
Computer 

Only $6.95 

"Shoot" Coins Into 
Your Bank 

Shown On Opposite Page 
enamel finish. Takes all coins 4 bills. Holds *50.00: automatical¬ 
ly opens at $10.00. 4x4ttx5M-in. 
□ 2619. Cash Register Bank . $8.95 

inflation. Place coin on spoon, press 4 release. Spoon flips coir 
which is caught by false teeth 4 gulped down to disappeai 
forever. They put their money where YOUR mouth is. Mak< 

1 About 5”. 

□ 30; . $2.95 

□ D6178. Mini Lock & Key 

□ 2975. U 

□ ‘e! 

H. Double Door Alarm Safe. Keep Money, Valuables TRIPLE 
SAFE: 1. Heavy gauge steel vault has double doors. 2. With real 
combination lock. 3. Alarm blares instantly when doors are 
opened scaring off thieves. Modeled after famous Mosler Bank. 
Alarm added for extra security. No batteries needed. Alarm shuts 
off automatically 4 resets itself when doors are closed. Weighs 

.$10.50 

$6.95 
C. Greedy Fingers Bank. Spooky skeleton reaches out of coffin to 

make you profit. Automatic mechanical pickpocket. You, your 
friends or relatives place coins on coffin 4 gruesome green hand 
with eerie, bony fingers appears like magic from the grave to 
snatch them. Great way to save and profit Coffin makes tortur¬ 
ous, grinding sound as skeleton head bobs back 4 forth - seem¬ 
ingly watching its long fingers do their job. Attractively de- 

D. Tabletop Cedar Chest Beautiful high-gloss finish red cedar 
chest Genuine aromatic cedar, rich cedar odor. Fine for keeping 
money, valuables, etc. Attractive addition to any chest of 
drawers, mantel, etc. Makes wonderful gift, odds 4 ends or 
notion chest. Mini lock 4 key also available. About 7 x 5 x 3”. 

I. The Electric Pick Pocket. Silently steals money! The greatest 
money getter since the internal revenue. He does the job so 
silently, so mysteriously, so ghostly that even though he has 
pilfered your own cash, you find yourself amazed at his actions. 
Place a coin in slot 4 action starts. Lid slowly comes up, 4 out 
of the bowels of the box comes the slimy green hand that greedi¬ 
ly snatches up the coin 4 takes it down to its secret hiding place. 
This little devil can cam a lot of money for you in a single hilar- 

Runs on standard battery (not included). About 

E. Automatic Mouse Bank. Automatically brings coins into your 
bank! Great way to save! Fool your friends 4 make their money 
disappear into your bank! When coin is put in “wagon”, Magic 
Mouse quickly pushes it into his hiding place inside bank. Holds 
about 200 coins, from pennies to halves. Open bank whenevei 
you wish. Beautiful colors. About 4” across. Powered 
by hidden spring motor. No batteries needed. 
D 3154. Mouse Bank.$2.95 

1. Puppy Dog Action Bank. Cutest little puppy you've ever seen 
makes off with coins left on his doghouse doorstep. You get 
richer every time the loveable pooch plays his version of “Fetch." 
He never gets tired of filling his house with savings for your rainy 
day. Friends 4 relatives love to pay to see him play. No batteries 
required. Colorful, attractive. About 4” high. 
" ...$2.95 □ E3920. P 

F. Mechanical Uncle Sam Bank. Place coin in colorful Uncle Sam’s 
Hand, push button, 4 watch the action. Great way to save 4 
MAKE money. His "Carpet Bag” opens 4 the hand drops the 
coin into the bag as his mouth 4 beard flap. The coin disappears 
as he appears to be saying, “I want you.” Patriotic red, white 4 
blue. Plastic bank is about 9” tall. Authentic replica of Early 
American bank popular in 1800’s. 

--nk ... $3.50 

C. Haunted House Bank. Mysterious action they will pay to see. 
Place any coin at door, house lights up, door opens, ghost 
emerges to cover coin then fades back into house. Coin has dis¬ 
appeared to amazement of all as lights go out. Takes all coins. 
Realistic design. Durable plastic and steel construction. About 

G. The Great American "Con” Machine.Have friend (or foe!) place 
a dime in coin slot 4 push. The box starts jumping 4, after a few 
seconds, a sign pops-up reading “OUT OF ORDF“ ‘ 
stops 4 it’s goodbye money! It’s amazing how muc 
can bank. Other labels included such as “TILT”, 
“THANKS”, and blanks, so you can print your own. Great fun..' 
and oidy you know the secret of opening the money box. Re- 

1RDER”. Motor 
ch money you 
, “SUCKER”, 

.. Apple Worm Bank. Mischievous little worm makes 
rich! A “Rotten Apple” that isn’t so rotten! Place coin on appw 
and watch as wily worm whisks it away to his “secret" hiding 
place. Great fun to watch hidden door slowly open so that the 
little fellow can jump out to add to your savings. Holds ov«f 
$25.00. Easy to remove money through bottom. No batteries 
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B.Money Hungry 
Bank $6.95 

D.Miniature Cedar Chest 
$4.95 

E.Automatic Mouse 
Bank $2.95 

A. Cash Register Bank 
$8.95 C. Bank 

H. Double Door Alarm 
Safe $10.50 

I. Electric Pickpocket 
Bank $6.95 

See 
Opposite 

Page 
For 

Complete 
Descriptions 

K. Haunted House 
Bank $9.95 

J.Puppy Dog Action 
Bank $2.95 

L. Apple Worm Bank 
$2.19 



D. Live Sea Horses 
$8.95 

G. Self-inking Markers $ 1.29 

E. Opaque Projector $ 11.95 

H. Talking Teeth 

I. Spanish Wine Flask $4.95 J. Strat 0 Matic Baseball $10.95 

K. Electric Super Slot L. One Arm Bandit M. 3-Coin Slot Bank N. Jackpot Bank 
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A. Disco Ballroom Lamp 
$6.95 

SLOT MACHINE BANKS 

Spin To Win. Spin To Save! 

B. Chromatic Action 
Light $9.95 



nmracie iyiikaul iviacnine 
CREATE INCREOIBLE 3-OIMENSIONAL ILLUSIONS that APPEAR TO ACTUALLY EXIST yet YOUR HAND PASSES THRU THEM I 
Baffles, puzzles, fools you & your brainy friends. Use any small objects (money, jewelry, keys, candy, etc.) to create the PHANTOM 
REALITY that is so mystifying. May explain UFO’S and psychic phenomena. No electricity. No moving parts. Amazing illusions are 
produced by precision-polished dual parabolic mirrors. Fools everyone, even the camera. Hold in hands or place on tabic where its beautiful 
design & dramatic effect will amaze all who see it. Its classic design A eerie mirages caused a sensation when diisplayed at a museum of 
modern art. Complete, reedy-to-use with 24-page booklet showing its many mysterious uses & scientific . 
source of fun A mystery. 9" diameter. 
□ 3976. Mirage Machine. 

Shown On Opposite Page 
bright colors. Gently rotating white & color_„__ 
sparkle against the walls & floor from this globe with 150 prisms. 
Turn any party into a disco, any room mto a ballroom. Does 
something magic wherever you use it. With well-made base, bulb, 
cord. About 10” high. 110 volt. 
□ 6187. Ballroom Lamp.$6.95 

With “bug out” ears, hairy body an 
standard batteries. 11” high. 
□ 6067. Live Action Electrical Chin 

H. Talking False Teeth. They walk! They talk! They’re “alive." 
Look like real set of false teeth, then bean to open A close, 
chattering A moving. Amazingly realistic. Powered by wind-up 
spring motor. This makes wonderful surprise or party gift to 

people who you would like” to SHU^-UP i 

□ 2167. Talking False Teeth.. $2.60 

a Chromatic Disco Action Light. Rainbow of Multi-Color Light 
Spots Put on Dazzling Op Art Show! Sparkles over entire 360 
degree circle. Place anywhere or use for background. Mood 
and color of your guests change with light patterns. Dramatic, 
far-out effects. Attractive room decoration even when off. Stands 
12” high. With cord and plug for standard 110 volt outlet. 
□ 4340. Disco Action Light.$9.95 

C. Live Action Electrical Pet Chimp. Start him up and he shakes his 
head and clangs his cymbals in what seems like a never ending 
beaL But when you tell him to “shut up” and tap him on the head 
to show him you mean it, the action really begins. Hi* eyes seem 
to bug out in anger, he bares his teeth in a defiant manner and he 
starts chattering and screeching IT 
With “hue nut" parr hairv hnHu a . colorful dress. Runs on 2 

»--$19.95 

D. Live Sea Horses. Head like a Horse! Tail like Monkey! Pouch like 
Kangaroo! Change color! Father gives birth to about 30 babies 
from his pouch. Grow to 2". Kit includes certificate for 2 
mated pairs (4) including pregnant papa seahorse, seasheDs, coral, 
food, sea-snail, live plant A instructions. Keep these fascinating 
pets in jar or fishbowl (not included). Live Delivery Guaranteed. 
□ D2470. Sea Horse Set.$4.95 
□ 5032. Deluxe Sea Horse Set. Includes certificate for 3 

sea horses & sea horse corral as shown 
. $8.95 

.. . _d enlarges it to 3x4 feeL Projects copy in full natural 
color. Takes any material such as clippings, photos, copy. For 
home, schools, business, shop. Complete with adjustable lens. 
Heavy duty moulded plastic. On-off switch. Carrying handle. 
Uses standard bulb. 110 volts. 
Q 6007. Opaque Projector.$11.96 

F. Wrong Color Playing Cards. RED Clubs and Spades! BLACK 
Diamonds and Hearts!??? This trick deck, regular in every other 
way, simply blows their mind when you deal. WILD FUN! 
Actually an attractive deck of cards that can be used for any 
card game. However, the chances are that your opponents will 
be wondering what else you have up your sleeve after you pull 
this one on ’em. 
□ 3144. Wrong Color Cards —...$1.25 

G. Magic Self-Inking Markets. Needs no ink! Put your mark on most 
anything, anywhere. Prints thousands of color impressions with¬ 
out ink. For letters, envelopes, books, body, “Tattoo” friends, 
etc. Gives strong impressions. With chain, for use as key chain. 
Q 3412. Hot Lip*.-...$1.29 
□ 3413. Feet........$1.29 
a 3414. Roedrunner.....$1.29 

. Spanish Wine Fla*. Hold Spanish Bota above your head, squeeze 
and your favorite drink squirts out like a fountain. Keeps liquid 
cool A fresh. Use for skiing, hunting, football games, fishing, etc. 
Wonderfully useful gift, outstanding decoration. Hand sewn 
leather. Airtight plastic cap. Holds about 1 quart. 
Q 4311. Wine Fie*..... $4.95 

. Strat-O-Matic Baseball. The best selling baseball game in the 
USA! Major league players such as Pete Rose A Catfish Hunter 
actually hit, pitch, field A run according to their baseball abilities 
A managing manipulations of participants. You, the manager, can 
call all strategy moves for all Major League Teams. Each ball 
player has truly individual qualities. He slumps A goes into hot 
streaks, performs heroics A commits errors. For example, in 
batting Mike Schmidt will be among the leaders in both home 
runs A strike outs. Rod Carew will be among the batting average 
leaders, but won’t hit the long ball too often. In fielding, Paul 
Blair will make catches which other outfielders would fail to 
make. Aurelio Rodriquez will make fewer errors A take away 
more would-be base hits than other third basemen. This game 
has no equal in realism A play value, it has become so popular 
that it has been featured in Newsweek Magazine. Hundreds of 
thousands of baseball fans are now addicted to it. Strat-O-Matic 
Baseball is activated by dice A results are read off individual 
hitters A pitchers cards. Set includes 2 prior year major league 
teams A a free coupon for 6 current major league teams. 
O E6B21. Strat-O-Matic Baseball Gama.$10.95 

K. Deluxe Electric “Super Slot" Bank. Takas Pennies. Nlekles. 
Dimes, any foreign coin that fits slot. Can hold up to $100. 
Exact duplicate of machines in Harold’s Club A Harrah's in 
Reno. Coins are paid out one at a time just like authentic 
machines. Pay out mechanism operated by 2 “C” batteries (not 
included). 4 ways to beat or control outcome. Requires only 
light handle pull to start the action. Even emits authentic slot 
machine sounds. Beautiful case is injection molded of expensive 
Cycolac plastic (used in telephones, business machines, etc.) 
Front case A slot are metal coated A highly polished. Two metal 
keys ^supplied for locked case. Overall height is 11”. Case is 

which can easily be removed. Looks like real c_ _ 
machine. Place a dime in the slot, pull handle ... it pays off... 
in fun. Gives real jackpot. Uses 1 “D” battery (not included), 
a 3084. Electric One Arm Bandit Bank.$24.95 

M. 3-Coin Slot Bank. This beautiful 6” chrome plated Las Vegas 
replica takes pennies, nickels A dimes. Gives real jackpots! Very 
smooth operation. Made in Nevada. 
□ E2600. 3-Coin Slot Bank... $9.95 

N. Slot Machine Jackpot Bank. Pays Off Real Jackpot In Real 
Money! Replica of Las Vegas machine. Take a Chance! Insert 
coin, pull “one arm bandit and watch dials spin. Big Payout if 
you hit jackpot Precision made. 6” high. Makes authentic 
Las Vegas action sound! 



Looks like attractively bound book, but opens i 
lock safe. Near impossible to detect when pleci 
books. About 4 x 6 x IK". 
□ 4012. Secret Book Safe. 

SECRET MONEY BELT 
Wear under shirt: carry money, small 
articles. Used to conceal money, valuables. 
Also can be worn on outside to give you 
big pocket to carry things, make change, 
etc. Light, hard wearing. Water repellent 
nylon. 
□ 7076. Money Belt.*2.96 

ELECTRIC 
LOVE 
BANK 

Whet a way to 
save I Deposit 
any coin & 

fully dressed 
boy & gjri delightedly dance around in circles 
& then kiss again & again. Take this cute 
couple to parties & use it as moneymaking 
icebreaker. Everyone will want to pay to see 
them do their love dance. Holds up to $20. 
Requires 1 “C” battery. 5” high. . 
a E3962. Love Bank .*3.95 

Trucker's Leather 
Theft-Proof Wallet 

moth-sized wallet 
with belt loop & 
chain for hip poc¬ 
ket safety. Has 2 
pockets. 4x9-in. 
with heavy duty 
snaps. Thick lea¬ 
ther. beautifully 
finished. Used by 

The Calendar Computer Bank 
MAKES 

YOU SAVE! 
SAVE $100.00 A YEAR 

AUTOMATIC 2-in-l DATE 
’ 4 AMOUNT BANK. 25« day 

’:eeps calendar up to date 
‘ Totals amount saved. 

Beautiful unbreakable 

□ 2615.*6.25 

Holds over $1000 in coins and bills. Kxccl- 
[lent place to keep your money, valuable 
papers, letters, contracts, etc. Made of heavy 
gauge black steel with attractive embossing 
and lettering. Double painted. Rust proof. 
Has own combination different from all 

[ others. Stands on durable, “no mark” rubber- 
legs. Coin slot in top. 6x5x4**. 
□ 6491. Frontier Safe . $7.50 

PORTABLE CHECK WRITER 
8t PROTECTOR 

New low cost Check Writer and Protector 
writes checks up to*9999.99 and guarantees 
their safety at the same time. Eliminates 
chance of forgery. Perfect check time after 
time. No worry about making mistakes. 
Does job of check protectors many times 
more expansive. Lightweight, attractive. No 

Valuables Safety Cash Box 
Insert money while locked. Heavy gauge 
steeL Can be bolted to table, etc. Strong, 
durable. About 5x3Kx2K-in. With key. 
□ 6496. Safety Cash Box.*330 

Graduated i 

□ 2602. 

2-Pocket 

"Long John" 
Back Pocket Purse 

Deep pocket over 6-in long. 
Made popular by farmers 
because of large capacity. 
Leather on metal. 

g John" Purse .*2-26 

Xjr Sorter Counter Bank 
Holds Over $100 

Takes any coin. Bank automatically stacks 
and counts them so you know exactly how 

see the action. Has compartment for bills, 
too. Sturdy plastic. About 5x5xlV4”. 

If they guess1 
right, you give coin back. If not, you add it 
to your “savings.” Colorful plastic. 6” high. 
□ 3930. Roulette Bank . *2.95 

1 R 

RAPID COIN CHANGER 
WEAR ON BELT 

ke change fast Hangs on belt counter, ’ 
.... 4 Barrels. Holds Pennies, Nickels, i 
Dimes, Quarters. Easy push buttons dispense | 
coins. All metal. Rugged. 
□ 9246. Coin Changer. $3.50 



Pocket TV Radio 
Enjoy TV Sound, AM and FM 
Outdoors, In Car, Anywhere, Anytime! 

Portable solid state radio receives sounds of all TV channels 2 
| through 13 plus AM and FM radio. 5-band radio includes: 

I TV1 Hear all TV shows on channels 2 through 6. 
j TV2 Hear all TV shows on channels 7 through 13. 

AM Hear popular music, sports, news programs. 
1 FM Hear beautiful music, educational programs. 

WB Hear 24-hour official weather reports. 

Take the sound of your favorite program with you anywhere. 
Listen while you drive, shop, work, play, read, study . . . even 
listen to one program while you watch another. Hear TV sport- 
casts, musicals, soap operas, talk shows, news, games shows, 
movies, variety and comedy shows. 

Features: Slide rule dial. Telescopic antenna. Earphone for private 
listening. Carrying Strap. Handy pocket size. 5" x 2" x 2". 
Operates on 9-volt battery. Also runs on 110V with AC adaptor. 
Manufacturers warranty. 
□6570. TV Radio ....'.$21.95 
□6573. AC Adaptor.$4.95 

ONLY 

AUTOMATICALLY! 
Unique “Whipping 
Action” of 30 whirling flexible carbon steel 
fingers does hundreds of big & little jobs on 
all surfaces - furniture, metals, autos, 
masonry, boats - without sanding, burning, 
scraping or harmful chemicals. Simply fit 
over Va electric drill & go to work. Even 
puts satin smooth finish on your best 
furniture when used as directed. Choose 
between COARSE for big jobs and FINE for 
furniture. 

. $4.95 

Automatic Light 
Switch 

ON at Dusk 
V • OFF at Dawn 
1 Set and Forget. LIGHT-A- 
■ MATIC automatically oper- 

Tl ON at d OFF 
at daylight. Home and 
sonal protection when you 
are away or at home. Never 
come home to dark house. 
Useful for stores and offices 

for DISPLAYS. SIGNS, FLOODLIGHTS, 
PROTECTION. Electronic photocell is 
placed near window where daylight activates 
it. 8-foot cord with triple outlet plugs into 
standard electrical outlet. For up to 3 lamps 

i. Heavy duty, ruggedly made. 

light. As easy to use as plugging in an exten¬ 
sion cord. 
a K6114. Light-A-Matic.$16.95 

Only $59.95 Deluxe 8-Band 
Portable Radio 

• AM • FM 
• TV1 (2-6) • CB Monitor 
• TV2 (7-13) • Aircraft Band 
• Police High Band • Weather Band 

The most exciting radio you've ever owned. 
40 Channel CB Receiver. AM, FM, TV 1 & 
TV 2, Aircraft Traffic Band, High Police Band, 
Weather Band. Operates 3 ways: 4 “D 
batteries; regular house current; 12-volt car 
battery. With push button band selector; 
Slide volume & tone control; Dial light; Ear¬ 
phone jack; Squelch control; Power switch; 

Telescopic long range antenna; Solid state circuitry; 3” speaker; 16 transistors; Swing 
handle; Black leatherette cabinet with brushed chrome trim. 11x9x4”. UL Approved. 
□ 6074. Deluxe Multi-Band Portable Radio.$59.95 

AM-FM 

Digital 

Clock 

Ceiling 

Radio 

or 24-hour alarm. Excellent sound. 
Features: 24-hour alarm system with 
AM/PM markings; silent, precision syn¬ 
chronous motor for ultra-accurate time¬ 
keeping; slide rule tuning; built-in AFC; 
rotary volume control; slide radio-alarm 
switch; built-in antennas; illuminated leaf- 
type numerals; manufacturer's 90-day 
warranty; UL listed. 
□ 6005M. Ceiling Clock Radio. . . $49.95 

Pillow Speaker 

through pi 
disturbing roommate or 
bed mate. Flat dynamic 
pillow speaker plugs 
into any radio or TV 

set. Molded plastic 
case. 6-ft. cord. 
3.5mm plug. Good 
quality sound. 
Ready-to-opcrate. 

□ 6558M. Pillow Speaker. ...... $3.95 



Record Yourself Anywhere 
I Compact Mini-Cassette Tape Recorder 

& Dictation Unit 
Only $44.95 

t High quality hand size "memory" for recording 
I creative ideas, thoughts, dictation, business meetings, 
| lectures, phone calls, interviews, music. Also plays 
I your favorite pre-recorded tapes. Plays or records 
it touch of a switch. No cords or wires to bother 

_ FEATURES: Tapes anything, anywhere; "One- 
r Touch" controls for one-hand operation; Built-in con- 

_jr mike; Built-in powerful speaker; Solid-State circuitry; Easy- 
d Pop-Up cassette door with eject button; Pause control; Fast 

forward; Multi-function bar for playback, record & stop (push/ 
push type); hand strap, earphone. Size: 6x4V4x2". Standard be- 

Ultrasonic Rem< 

Control Switch 

New Solid State Transistor Radio Fits On 
Your Wrist Like Watch . . . Leaves Both 
Hands Free For Action! For the MAN OF 
ACTION. Take it hunting, golfing, cycling, ; 
skiing, fishing, to games, work, school, play, 
etc. Pulls in all AM stations. Hear music, 
latest news, weather, sports. Exceptionally* 
fine tone, lightweight Weighs only 6 ounces. - 
6 transistors. 1" speaker. Mounted on stylish 
removable wrist band. Only 2” x 2”. Oper¬ 
ates on 1 penlite battery. 3H 
□ 6564. Wrist Radio.S1135 

HOUR INSTANT 
PHONE ORDER SERVICE 

For Visa & Master Charge 
- 313-791 2800 

CDAKin DELUXE MODEL 
g UMllU PORTABLE 

RADIO 
Only $28.95 
With Built-In Battery 

Charger 

— Top Quality 
Portable Battery and 

Electric Cassette Recorder 
state cassette recorder. Makes clear, 

distinct recordings using quick-loading, tape 
cassettes. For home, school, office. Dynamic 
speaker. Push button controls. Automatic 
level control. Full range volume, tone con¬ 
trol. Built-in mike. Operates on standard 
batteries or regular 110V household current. 
Carrying handle. 10x5x3”, 
□ 6545. Portable Cassette Recorder.$29.95 
□ E6534. Cassette Tape (60 min.) ...... 85<f 

3 for $2.25 
Hand 

$44.95 



Deluxe Wireless 

Electronic Guitar 

• Play through any FM radio or ttero 
• No wiras. corda or hook-up raquirad 
• Easy to play 

Fully playable electronic guitar amplifies & 
broadcasts through any FM radio or stereo. 
WITHOUT WIRESI Simply tune in youi FM 

- to the correct frequency 4 you can stroll around the room, into 
the next room or even outside as the music you are playing is myster¬ 
iously amplified. Features: Modem double cutaway guitar designjworm 

is for precision turning; on/off switch for transmitting; adjust sound 
wuh radio volume control: plays as regular acoustical guitar when not 
transmitting; accurately fretted fingerboard with position marks; com¬ 
plete with pick; musical instruction booklet, operating instructions, 
shoulder strap; sunburst finish on rugged polystyrene body; 3 nylon 4 
3 wire strings. 30” deluxe guitar requires one 9-volt battery. 
□ 73Q9M. Wireless Guitar.$29.95 

Bicycle RadioKA \1J jSUI 
• Solid State Transistor Radio 
• Mounts On Any Bike Handlebars 
• Detaches Easily For Safety & Use As Portable AM Radio 

Listen to music, news, sports as you ride. Attractive, futuristically 
designed, boldly colored AM radio. Engineered for durability & 
value. Abo use at beach, home, camping, hiking, etc. Requires 9-volt 
battery. With dial on/off/volume control 4 tuning. About 5x3x3”. 
U 4075M. Bike Radio.$13.95 

AM Can Radios 
soft drink cans. Each is exac 
great sounds anywhere . .. p: 
dorm, etc. With dial control: 
9-volt battery. 
□ 6094M. Coots Radio . . . 
□ 6071M. Budweber Radio 
□ 6076M. Coke Radio . . . 

reproduction of real 12-oz. can. For 
mic, ballgame, beach, patio, bedroom. 
Each in matching gift box. Requires 

.$9.95 

.$9.95 

.$9.95 

.$9.95 

With 2-Tone 
Emergency Call 

Formula I 
Race Car Radio 

Authentic replica of famous John Player 
Texaco Special is also a solid state AM 
transistor radio. Virtually impossible to 
detect hidden radio diab without very close 
examination. 9'A” model looks like the real 
thing, right down to the movable chromed 
wheel racing slicks 4 markings. No building 
required. Makes excellent desk or shelf 
decor & it’s functional. Made of beautiful 
black, high-impact plastic. Requires 9-volt 
battery. 
□ 6202M. Race Car Radio.$15.95 

call & gather cattle. Handsome 
finished horn fits all 12-volt systi 
complete with variable-pitch 
mounting hardware, instructio 
8 x 5 X 6". Weighs about 4V4 lbs. 
□ 6183M. Bull Horn. 

"Galaxy" Communicators 

movie science fiction. Vi to 1 mile range 
under ideal conditions. Bold colored units 
with hinged protective speaker covers, belt 
clips, extra long telescopic antennas, 
on/off/volume dials, push-to-talk buttons 4 
emergency call buttons. Loud emergency 

3-ln-One~~e!2s^^L jfr 
"Camera" Radio 
Combination solid state AM Radio— 
Flashlight-Secret Compartment, yet looks 
like a camera! Handy 4V4 x 2V4 x 134”. Light¬ 
weight. Carry with you wherever you go 4 
people will think it’s a camera. Listen to 
your favorite radio stations. Use as flashlight 
if necessary. Hide money, keys, etc. in 
secret compartment with hinged compart¬ 
ment. Also equipped with mirror for signal¬ 
ling or grooming. Very well made. Requires 
2 “AA” batteries. 
□ 620OM. Camara Radio.$9.95 $23.95 



Pocket Size 
Midget Self-Powered Radio 

Plays day and night at no axpanse. Re¬ 
quires no electrical connections or bat¬ 
teries. 3-inch pocket size radio gets its 
power from the broadcasting r~ — 

from the air. Germanium rectifier 
operates without any other current. Com- 
■ ‘e with hearing aid style earphone, dial 

4 ground wire. Ground wire not always 
necessary in many areas. Guaranteed to pull in 
eral stations in your area, although reception de¬ 

pends on your location 4 broadcasting power of stations. 
“*"**■-Includes compass on tuner. Handy Attractive plastic 

enough to take with you 
□ 6598, Pocket Radio 

Cordless Electric 
Lamp Only $5.95 
Decorative portable 

self-contained. 
a wiring. No in¬ 
problems. Simply 

„ - ... — ...jr door, window. If 
either is opened, alarm goes off warning you 
and neighbors. Alarm also will go off auto¬ 
matically if temperature rises suddenly dur¬ 
ing fire. Operates on 2 standard batteries 
'not inch) Does not depend on your, electric 
current, so less likely to fail when you need 
it. About 6x3x2” 
□ 4062. Police Alarm-.S7.9S 

Portable Radio 
ceiver & Transmitter 
SURPLUS BARGAIN 

Only $5.95 while they 
I ;l.-f ■ r..i:. ! 
Radio Receiver 4 Trans 
mitter. Use as regular 

standard broadcasting. 

like to broadcast talking, singing, music, 
_jn regular AM standardbroadcast band. 
Tuner permits you to select broadcast fre¬ 
quency so you can use a clear channel. Any 

o overhear baby crying, bird o 
ii< »tr r.ft two and use a 

-----, Complete wit! 
speaker and microphone. Wiredyust con 

ard 9-v. battery. l4rts alone worth con¬ 
siderably more. 
O 6259. Each $5.96.2 for $10.95 

Auto Power Cord Converter 
Operate battery powered equipment direr 
from car battery. Run appliances, audi 
equipment, devices, shavers, etc.. in cai 
6-foot shielded cable with cigarette lighte 

other. Voltage supplied to adaptors 
voltage supplied to cigarette lighter. 
□ 4015. Auto Power Cord . , , , . 

Headphone 

AM Radio 
Hands free listening. 
Perfect for biking, 
hiking, beach, sports, 
joggers, hobbyists. 
Comfortable, light¬ 
weight. Adjustable fit. 
Excellent sound. 5 
transistors. 2-2)4” 
speakers. Attractive, durable. Dial 
volume control. Operates on 9-volt battery 
(not included). 
O G6013. Headphone AM Radio. . $14.95 

Ultraminiature AM Radio 
Microminiature Transistorized Marvel 

7/8”. So _ _ 
your pocket, your purse or even wear it on 
- — Take it anywhere to listen to 

...... J, sports, ect. Operates for up to 
approximately 100 hours on one “AA” 
battery (not incL). Ready for instant use 

janywhere. Dial tuner. Good reception. 
IComplete with earphone. 

... $7.95 

Gives illumination over 
wide area. Handsome 
high impact white 
shade. Compact, rug¬ 
ged tapered bass.Guar- 
ranteed tip free. Push 
button switch. Handy 
chrome ring for carry¬ 
ing. Ideal for 

_j. Over 12” high. 
_>n readily available 6-volt battery. 

□ 4337. Cordless Lamp_$8.95 

Miniature Carbon 
g/Sjth. Microphone Transmitter 

Tiny carbon microphone picks up 
11 .Mill sound* almost anywhere. Use as 

pick-up, amplifi 

Style may vary slightly. Complete 
with instructions 

different experiments. Booklet with addi¬ 
tional instructions also available. 
Q 2988. Carbon Mike.$1.49 

Experiment Booklet . . 75d 
□ 6592. Earphone. . . ■ ■ . . .... $1.19 

Powerful Mini Earphone 
nost radios or phone 

.... Tiny. Fits ear. Deluxe 
element gives high 
power & sensitivity, 
better reception. With 
about 30” cord, 3.5mm 
plug. 

□ 6592. Earphone. . . ■ >1.19 

Radio Crystal Diode 
Super-sensitive 

germanium 
. tl diode is 
radio detector 

by itself. Size of paper clip! Connect phone 
* -J bike frame, - 

JL |W*I S«P‘ 

Tl §F_h crystal 

4 clip one end tc , _telephone clip, 
bedspring, etc. Brings in stations within 25 
miles. Up to 150 miles with regular aerial 

ground. No electricity; no batteries. 
Complete except for phone 4 wire. Devel¬ 
oped for radar, performs at high level of 
—•  vr-  — iperate. With instruc- 

55. Super Crystal Diode .60* 

IP*i 
«\telephone pick 

Use with recorder or amplifier. 

a 6744. Telephone Pick-Up.$2.25 

2-Way 
SUPER LIGHT 

TWO LIGHTS IN ONEI T 
COMBINATION AREA 
LIGHT AND POWERFUL, j 
PIERCING SEARCHLIGHT. ! 
1. Area light: emits cool, ! 
soft light for area use at pic- I 
nics, campouts, backyard, 
beach, cottage, etc. 
2. Brilliant searchlight: for 
long range directional use. 1 
Perfect for boaters, motor- I 
ists, hikers, firemen, police- ' 
ment, repairmen, hunters, 
fishermen, emergency and general utility I 
use around the house. Powered by 4 “D” •? 
batteries (not included). Bums dependably t 
for hours. Handsome, rugged high-impact J 
plastic housing with carrying strap. Water- 
resistant, smokeless, flameless. Fits into , 
glove compartment. 8Vix3x3”. 
□ H4241.2-Way Light.$10.95 

TELEPHONE SET 

office to shop, house to house, indoors and 
outdoors. Convenient, practical French-type j 
phones. Electric, dry cell battery operated. I 

clearly. Set of 2 phones, each with electric 1 
speaker and earphone, bell to signal call, 25 l 
feet of wire. Easy to connect. Ready »d 3 
operate immediately 
□ 6809. Home Desk Phone Set. Pair $16.95 

LETS OUT LOUD, PIERCING SCREAM 
when anyone tries to open door. Awakes or i 
alerts you. Scares away intruders. Slips into 
position under door in seconds. Small, light. 
Take it with you wherever you go for protco- ■ 
tion. Only 6x2x1”. Uses 1 standard battery. 
□ 4048. Door Slop Alarm. $4,48 

lidget. power galore. 

PLUG IN AERIAL 

□ 6028. Aerial. . $2.25 



$21.95 Cordless Pocket Size 
FM Microphone Transmitter 
• SMALL & LIGHTWEIGHT 
• HIGH LEVEL SENSITIVITY 
-1 UPT0 300-FT. RANGE 

Picks up the slightest sounds & transmits them through 
your FM radio or FM stereo receiver. No wire connec¬ 
tion between the microphone-transmitter & the radio. 
Amplify business meetings, speakers, musicians, singers. 

as mini-CB to communicate between can, intercom, _ 
—m system, patient or baby alert, magic shows, entertainment, in di___ 
many others. FCC-approved microphone operates up to 100 hours on two ”AA” batteries 
(not incl.) Transmission is within the 88-95 MHz range. Under ideal conditions you can 
hear most anything up to 300-ft. outdoors & 150-ft. indoors. Weighs 214 ounces with 
batteries. About 114” wide x 4” high x 4” deep. 
O 6265M, Cordlrm Pocket Mike.$21.95 

"You Turn Me On" 

Faucet Radio 

message to your favorite . 
with special chart so you can chack off your 
true fellings. "YOU TURN ME ON BECAUSE 
YOU'RE”: gorgeous; sexy; sensuous; unique; 
experienced; delicious; lovable ;intellignet; passion¬ 
ate; romantic; and others a bit too naughty to 
mention. Solid state AM radio looks exactly like a 
handsome chromed faucet on black plastic base. Faucet knob is 
on-off switch & volume controL Well made. Good sound. Requires 
9-volt battery. About 6” high. 
□ 6054M. Faucet Radio..$16.95 

Rolls Royce Radio 

$16.95 

Rolls Phantom 

Silver Plated Disco Ball 
Only $29.95 

r Room Into A Wild 'N Crazy Disco Party 
■eate sensuous lighting effects exactly like 
1 see at any jumpin' discotheque. Our 10” 

completely assembled molded plastic 
Disco Ball has hundreds of silver plated 
facets designed to cast their fascinating 

spell over your entire room or dance 
floor. For heightened effect, add a 

ceiling motor for motion & play lights 
on the ball. This turns the area into an 
ocean of shimmering spots of light. 

Disco Ball.*29.95 

AC Ceiling Motor & Disco Spotlight 
Our battery operated ceiling motor is heavy-duty enough to constantly rotate loads up to 
10 lbs. (Our Disco Ball weighs about 2 lbs.) Will run over 500 hours on 2 “D” batteries, 
(not incL) Complete with “S” hooks & chains. Our Disco Spot contains a high energy trans¬ 
former that creates a pencil thin light source for sharp projection of the Disco Ball. 55,000 
candlepower unit is enclosed in a 6”x6” wood housing with adjustable for any angle of 
elevation. 
□ 6086M. Ceiling Motor.*21.95 
O 6174M. Disco Spotlit.*39.95 

EVER-LAST NITE LITE 
«r buy bulbs again! If bulb fails manu- 
turar will replace - FREE. New night 

light should theoretically last over 100 
years. Some customers have used same unit 
continuously for up to 15 years. Burns ALL 
NITE. EVERY NITE for only 2i of electri¬ 
city par week. Two llOv bulbs connected 
in series produces long life, cuts current in 
half. Plugs into any standard outlet. 
□ 4085M. Nlte-Llte .*2.25 

Only $44.95 

Micro Personal Memory 
Recorder 

Palm-Size ^athKy operated unit is designed 

now available on the market. Its compact 
size, built-in electric microphone, electroni¬ 
cally controlled motor & other features 
makes the unit ideal for use as a personal 
memory device. Features: only 5)4 x 2)4 x 
1)4”; weighs only 10 oz. with cassette; ear¬ 
phone jack permits private playback; built-in 
loudspeaker provides ample volume for 
group listening; with earphone remote jack, 
wrist strap & deluxe protective carrying 
case; 150 mw. power output; requires 
standard batteries. 
□ 6277M. Personal Recorder. . . . $4495 
□ 6278M. 30-Minute Mini-Cassette . *2.50 

Touch-O-Matic 
Nite-Lite 

FUN 8. USEFUL. Kick It 
- Touch It to Turn it Off 
or On. No stoop; no bend. 
Beautiful modem stream¬ 

line design. Shade rotates 
360° & can be adjusted to any light desired. 
Provides soft glowing light in hall, kitchen, 
bathroom, etc. Uses only 7 watts. Plugs into 
any standard outlet. Complete with 3000 
hour bulb. 3)4” long. 
□ 4070M. Touch-O-Matlc Lite *1.95 

Bible Pocket Light 
The Bible lights your 



Citizen's Band Transmitter Kit 
a Low priced transmitter with WCKS-UP& AMPLIFIES 

band. Add nexibility to 
your CB rig. Use this trans- 

mitter to communicate 
■ through any CB receiver. 

Carry anywhere. Kit 
with instructions re¬ 
quires 9-volt battery. 
Works through any CB 
receiver. 
□ 6182. CB Kit.. $9.95 

Electronic Hearing Aid Kit 
Amplify alt conversation to aid your hearing. 
Hearing aid or personal listening device uses 
crystal mike, 3-transistor, high-gain amplifier 
& high impedance earpiece for maximum 
efficiency. With sensitivity control to adjust 
volume. Kit with instructions requires 9-volt 
battery. 
□ 6214, Hearing Aid Kit.$10.95 

Sound/Light Control Center Kit 

with an audio light show. Any sound 
from radio, phono, Hi-Fi, Stereo, etc. can be 
fed into this unit. Modulate 3 independent 
strings of colored lamps with the intensity 
of your music. Volume frequency sensitivity 
to a peak rating of 300 watts per channel. 
Simply plug in your favorite colored spot or 
floodlight. Features metal housing. 3 in¬ 
dividually controlled circuits, instructions; 
About 2"x4”x6". 
□ H6317. Color Control Center . . $33.96 

Sun Powered Radio Kits 
ANY BRIGHT LIGHT ^9 
operates solar cell which ^ 
powers this transistor 
radio. Full AM band. M 
Handy pocket sire. Nev- He 
er needs batteries. No ■ 
expense. Complete kit H 
with earphone. With ■ 
assembly instructions. I 

□ 6122.  $6.95 

garage, etc. Use in model 
rocket payload section. 

9 volt battery. Complete with 
Adjustable transmitting fre- 

tge restricted to 200 feet. Not 

SOUND ACTIVATED 
ELECTRIC SWITCH 

SURPLUS BARGAIN! Turns on lights 
Complete set of 2 Wireless Walkie ' 
with volume control. Push to talk 
Full solid state circuitry. Telescop 
tenna. Black high impact plasfi 
Uses 9 volt batteries. Sire 5 x 2 lAx ] V4” 

RECHARGE 
OLD 

BATTERIES 

Crystal Stethoscope 
Earphone 

High impedance under-the- 
chin lightweight headset, pro¬ 
vides the utmost in listening 
comfort. Ideal for all appli¬ 
cations where a high impe¬ 
dance unit is requited. Sup- 

t ft. cord and miniature I/S’ 

Save up to S3.00 
on a single 50tf 

flashlight battery. Re-charges all standard 
pen light, radio, flashlight, toy. camera, 
etc., dry batteries. Type AA, C, D, 9 volt 
transistor batteries, carbon zinc, alkaline, 
nickel cadmium, mercury batteries. Re- 

FLY-WEIGHT WET CELL BATTERY 
Postage stamp size f "Vj,- 

AM Wireless Mike 
TRANSMITS VOICE ACROSS ROOM & 
EVEN THROUGH WALLS INTO ANY AM 
RADIO ENTIRELY WITHOUT WIRES. 
Professional style. Real thing used on net¬ 
work TV. Anyone can operate with ease 
Just push button to sing or talk. Approx. 
30-fL range. Durable, high-impact plastic. 
Telescoping antenna. Requires 9-volt bat- 
tery (not incl.). About 11”. 
□ H6546. Wireless Mike.$14.95 

Scientific Detective 
Crime Lab 

Modern Mini Fingerprint Lab Set. Use 
tested police & FBI methods to discover ft 
perserve hidden fingerprints. Develop com¬ 
plete detective file with the “Instant 
Access” classification cards included. Cany 
with you to use professional methods when 
necessary. 
□ 6429M, Fingerprint Lab.$338 

Electric 
Quick 

Start Car 
/Battery 
' Charger 

Electronic Stethoscope Kit 
UNUSUAL SENSITIVITY. -HEAR 
"INAUDIBLE" SOUNDS. Special high-gain 
amplifier greatly increases sounds so you can 
hear and analyze sounds not usually audible- 
even thru solids. Many uses aside from regu¬ 
lar medical purposes. Comes in kit form, 
ready to assemble. Special stethoscope, sensi¬ 
tivity control, 3 transistors. Runs on stan¬ 
dard 9-volt transistor battery. Assembly 
instructions included. 
□ 6211. Electronic Stethoscope . . $10.96 

starts in coldest weather! Car batteries can 
lose up to 60% of their power in cold 
weather. This charger with precision trans¬ 
former keeps battery charged without over¬ 
charging. Just hook it up overnight. Virtual¬ 
ly guarantees your car will start in any 
weather. Also helps extend battery life. 
Plugs into any 110 volt A.C. outlet. UL 
listed cord included. Hook up with spring 
dips. For 12 volt batteries. 
□ 6737M. Car Battery Charger. . . . $6.95 

g Colorful polka do* 
wings open and close 
Dial Tuner. Carrylnfl. 



Pocket "Pen” Radio 
Real Working Radio Hidden In Pen Case! 

Fits Into Your Pocket Like Pen! 
Hut SPORTS, MUSIC. LATEST NEWS AND EVENTS in office. school, bed. «c 
Slips into pocket like ordinary pen. Tiny earphone for listening. Full range 
tuner. Guaranteed to pull in several stations in your area, although reception will 
vary from place to place. No additional expense. NO BATTERIES NEEOED. Self- 
powered solid state circuit. Germanium diode type radio (pulls in radio wares 
from air). Ground wire included but not always necessary in most areas. Com 

Crystal Radio 

Amazing Super Thin "Credit Card" Calculator. Electronic marvel is 
about the size of a regular charge card. YET IT HANDLES ALL 
THE CALCULATIONS THE BIG ONES DO. Only 2-3/16” high 
x 3-5/8” wide x an incredible 3/16” thick. Weighs only 1 Vi ounce. 
In wallet, pocket or purse, you won't even know you're carrying it. 
FEATURES: 50% larger 8 digit LCD display; 4 functions; floating 
decimal; memory calculations; algebraic mode; percent with auto¬ 
matic mark-up & discount; automatic constant; chain calculations; 
slide on-off switch; keys spaced for easy operation; Leatherette 
pouch; includes 2 replaceable batteries that give about 1000 hour life. 
□ K6237. Mini-Card Calculator... <24.95 

Atomic cloud chamber 
with projector illuminator. - 
See the vapor trails of I 
alpha and beta particles IHmJ I I I 
and cosmic rays. Spinthari- -ah''- pBgJ I 
scope which shows the ex- 
exploding atoms. Electro- ^ 0 H 
scope that measures back- ■ 
ground radiation and tests 
sample sources. Radio- Hlbw IHHHHHI 
active materials with alpha source in handy container and uranium 
ore. With the equipment in this set, you can do many advanced 
experiments. Includes over 40 parts to construct the above appara¬ 
tus and 22 page instruction booklet with experiments. Great science 

AW\ Scientifically Perfected 
rfTm, HATCHER & INCUBATOR 
cV/-. Hatch All Birds Eggs! 

LIVE BABY CHICK INCUBATOR 
Wvss & HATCHER. See entire process 

through clear plastic dome. Can be used to hatch bird's eggs includ¬ 
ing quail, chickens, ducks, pheasant, etc. Use over and over again and 
even raise chickens! Easy to operate, lust plug into any standard 
electric outlet. Watch babies break out of shell as they are bom. 
Incubator can be used as brooder until they grow up. With guide 
book. 3” high. 7” diameter. Holds 2 to 3 eggs. 
□ 6816. Incubator....$8.50 

Private TV-Radio 
Listener With Remote 

Volume Control 

Auto Power Converter y 
Only $16.95 fil,. 

Converts 12 Volt To 110 hU OP 
Volt DC. Instant 110 1 
Volt Power Anywhere J'W"v 
You Drive! EBgggSSB* 

At tha flick of a switch you operate electric drills, battery chargers, 
saws, power tools, heaters. Hood lights, household appliances, 
shavers, light bulbs, etc. EASY TO INSTALL. EASY TO USE. 
Installs on dash or under hood in 10 minutes. Rugged high impact 
shock resistant case.-Indicator light which comes on between 90 and 
110 volis to show when in use. Voltage range: 30 volts DC to 300 
volts DC (max.). 3000 watt capacity. 1 year factory warranty. For 
use with most American and foreign cars. Not recommended for 
use on vehicles with voltage regulator internal to the alternator. 
Supplies DC power - not AC power. Not for use with appliances 
with induction motors. UL listed. 
O 6990. Auto Power Converter.$16.95 

\ Transistor 
Megaphone 

Broadcast your voice one-quarter mil 
Just press the button and talk. Strong 
amplifies whatever is spoken into iL F 
coaches, cheerleaders, announcers, bo: 

Professional: 
Style 

just another continuity checker. Does every¬ 
thing without expensive meter* Si hard-to- 
handle test leads. Operates without cords or 
switches! Test for continuity, voltage & 
polarity with just a touch of the probe. 
Keep in pocket or tod box to instantly 
check: floating grounds;capacitors;leakage; 
fuses; AC line voltage; DC voltage; lamps; 
diodes; auto voltage; breaks in printed 
circuit boards; AC neutrals; much more. 
Test 6v—240v AC & lv-90v DC. 100% solid 
state. Brushed aluminum case. Requires 
readily available batteries. About 5)4” long. 
□ 6561M. CVP Pen Tester.$12.95 



BUY 5 SHOWS, GET 1 SHOW FREE! 
OVER 100CLASSIC. 

RADIO lOUNS 
THE W) BEST wKj 
COMEDY 
& MYSTERY 
SHOWS IN 
RADIO HISTORY 

On Cassette! Only $2.98 Per Show! 

NOW is your chance to collect all your favorite classic radio 
shows at a substantial savings. Great entertainment for all 
ages. Each 30 minute show as originally aired including com¬ 
mercials. REMEMBER — For every 5 shows you buy you get 
to choose 1 FREE! 

CODE NO. 

COMEDY 

TITLE AND DESCRPTION 

res tf Topp«r-"The Psychiatrists ' 7/S/4S 

Show-‘The Hotdog Vendor' Dole Award 1939 
-"The Arrested Canary"-2/4/49 At Her Funniesl 
rcher-"Dexter's Insurance"-1947 Campbell Award 
how- Wake Up. Pa"-wir -- 

242. lum Md Ahotr-Classic Thanksgiving and Christmas Shows fra 
243 Lum Mid Ahom-Jot em Dowr *-- --1— AU 1 
MYSTERY ANO DRAMA 
46 The Green Hornet-A Matter ol Evidence"-/ 
47 The Green Hemet- The Gas Pen" early 1940 
48 Inner Sanctum-' Only The Dead Die Twice" 

11933 

I "Who's on First'1 an all hrr 

20. W.C. Fteld«-"The Day I Drank A Glass ol Water"-All Time Classic 
21 Lum and Abner-' The Boys Get Tricked into Graveyard Plots" 1950 
25. Ames ‘N’ AnJy-'Cv Theft and The Kmghsh 1946 
26 Amos 'N' Andy-10.000th show, excerpts trom old shows 11/16/52 
28 Amos *H' Andy- Kingtish's Travel Bureau" 4/47 
29 Amos IT Andy-Kingflsh in "The Car Accident" 11/46 
31 Wynn Rre Chief Program-Ed discusses animals 3/26/35 
33. Bah and Ray-Best ot their comedy routines-"Bits & Pieces" 
o, — i_AI«e Faye Bhow-P^--* 

Go Round"-All Time Classic 

.  -- ....jtar- "Dracula" - w/Orson Wells & Martin Gabel Part II 
73. Big Town-"Death Rides The Highway' with Edward G Robinson 1940 
74 Academy Award-' The Maltese Falcon" w/Bogart. Greenstreet. Astor 
75 The F8t In Peace and War- The Bungler" Award Show 7/25/46 
77. C8S Radio Workshop-' Spoon River AnthoJ" w/W Conrad AH Time Clas 
79. Captain Midnight-"The Queen of Sheba Ring" 48 & "Stolen Star" 47 
80 Jack Armstrong-Episodes 4 & 5 from 1/34 w/Jim Ameche as Jack 
81 Tom Corhett-Space Cadet-Crystal smugglers on Titan 1/3/52 
82 Mark Tral-"Satan and the Devil s Herd" 1950 Award Show 
83 Straight Arrow- White Comanches' 3/24/49 Award Show 
88 The Cisco Kid—"The Braggert" 
89 Hopakyg Cassidy -^Secret to T- uu,“" 

lysol 

os 'H' Andy- "Marriage ( 
os *H* Andy- Kingfish le 
>tf McGee and Mo»y- E 

5 K 
128 Ufa WHhJ.M|l- 

awn—Gf- 
nth Garry I 

-Voted Best ol Senes 
its to he a singer" 9/10/49 

th Martha Raye 10/18/38 
cunniest Ever 

an's cleaning fluid 

an You Top TMs7- I 
he Hardy Family- C( 
he 

au Bet Your Lifl 

k: 
fc and Sada-Their last program-Cotlecfor's Item 9/30/44 
... LMt_secret word is "water with Groucho Marx 

i Frank Orch and Helen Gleason 4/21/35 
/-"That Ol Closet Routine" 3/5/40 
I—"Jury Duty "-All Tune Classic 

it and Mody-"The Old Jalopy' Best ol 
ner-The Boys qo to Washington for Tri 
ner-Opemng picture show in Pine Ridgi 

net- The Big Key" A 
-a- Arena of Death' *warc anow luai 
a—"Curse ol the Pharohs" Best ol Series 1952 
wafers- Case of the Four Feathers" Award Show 
•osiers-"Case ol Black* Thompson" 6/12/37 
ick Holmes- The Traitor" Award Show 1955 

1. Circle the "NUMBERS" of the cassette shows you wish to order. 2. Very carefully trans¬ 
fer these numbers to the attached order form. 3. Be sure to choose "1 FREE" show for each 
5 you order. 4. If you wish you may tear this page out & return it with your order form in 
order to avoid any chance of error. 5. Send $2.98 for each cassette you purchase. 

Organize your Old Radio Shows 
and other cassette tapes today! 
Snap-in and pop-out your favorite Twenty cassette labels plus twen- 
cassettes with ease. This lux- ty indexing labels Included. Six- 
urious Montana style, leather-like teen cassette tapes can be stored 
vinyl cassette holder fits under the '» each holder, 
car seat or on your library shelf. □ 6535 M. Tape 

Holder. . $6.95 



SUPER PHONES 

and longer dis- 
nce reception. 

jLarge chrome 

ipiendid a d d i - 

100 
MAGNETS 

Ireds of useful, novel and intei 
ts. They stick to each other c 
surface. They con be used tc 

offices, h 
experime 
D 4969. - 

-radical ways. Used in schools, 
mes ond laboratories. Do many 
is. Each 1/4x1/4x1/16.” 

interference caused by motors & electrical 
appliances. Installed quickly: just plug in. 
Any voltage, AC or DC. Sire 2(<-in. long. 
□ 6576. Radio-TV Filter. $3.25 

CRYSTAL RADIO 

phones. Completely assembled and wired 
with supersensitive crystal, stand, base ciystal 
cup, amt with cat’s whisker, etc. Reception 
guaranteed. 
□ 6690.Crystal Radio..$2.25 

Scientific Walking Spring 
POCKET 

Does “impossible 
things. Walks by 
itself. Keeps in 
motion from po-1 

L Nom m Nothing to wind. 
Lifelike in your hands! Used -- 
classes. Retains its energy and “keeps 
going". Special high tensile steel developed 
for Army. Cany m pocket. Have fun any 
place. Get 2 and *■- 
□ 2682. Walki 

Photo-electric Cell, Electronic Relay, Power 
Transistor Amplifier. Complete in one unit 
Make any type photo control system. Door 
opener, burglar alarms, door chimes, turn 
lights on or off, counters, activation elec¬ 
tronic targets, toys, etc. One of the most 
versatile electronic units available. 
□ 6111. Photo Electric Call $2.95 

BIG EAR - POWERFUL ELECTRONIC SOUND COLLECTOR 
Magnifies Sound Over 1000 Times! $37.95 
18" Parabolic Reflector. Works day or night, ind 
outdoors. What the telescope is to the eye, the Electronic Sound 
Collector is to the ear - only many times more powerfuL Combines 
sound-gathering power of GIANT PARABOLIC "EAR" with HIGH 
GAIN TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT and super-sensitive STETHESCOPE 
EARPHONES for tremendous high-gain amplification. Opens up 
world of sound around you: Hear whispers at 30 ft., conversation at 
100 ft. Operates for hours on standard 9 volt transistor battery. 
Portable with adjustable tripod legs. 40” high. 
U 6999. Big Ear Sound Collector.$37.96 

e Big Ear Transmitter-Broadcasts Thru Your Radio 
Now you don’t have to be near the Big Ear. lust plug into your Big 
Ear, and reception is broadcast thru any FM radio up to SO feet 
away. Also gives 30 times more sound amplification for greater sensii 
□ 6967. Big Ear Wireless Transrm 

SPARKLING 
ELECTROSTATIC 

GENERATOR 
I Lights up from Atomic Ee- 

f. Self-generating* Do ex- 

Gold rr 
_ 'oltoge chorge that 

:s neon light to light up 
i discharged. Operates 

Pocket size. 
D 4997 . 2 for $250 

| Price Each.$1.39 

A 

Marked in feet & inches to 1/32” plus 
meters, centimeters & millimeters. Bold, 
easy-reading l/2”steel blade. 6' 9”. 2 meters, 
Spring return. Pocket size, 2x2” plaatic case. 
Indispensable as metric gets popular. 

□ 4298. Metric-Inch Tape. $2.75 

Cordless Electric Shavers 
Shave Anywhere & Anytime. Ideal for home, 
office, travel, sportsmen. So convenient it 
will be your constant companion - in car or 
pocket. So extra smooth you can shave in 
dark or EVEN BLINOFOLDEOI Precision 
made by world leader in electronics. Super 
compact, but dynamo of power. Powerful 
high speed micro motor. Super-thin multi- 
perforated flexible foil screen follows con¬ 
tours of skin to give closest shave without 

Stainless steel. 
finish, easy-cleaning h _ 
ed, balanced plastic body. Pocket size. 

Rechargeable Shaver (Above Left) 
Runs for weeks on each charge. Contain! 

built- . . 
cords necessary. No batteries to replace. 
Plugs Into standard 110V outlet. Weighs 
7 oz. 4x114x254". In handsome travel case. 
□ E4932. Rechargeable Shaver.$22.95 

Battery Shaver (Above Right) 
Runs for weeks on single "C" cell. 3 high 
speed revolving cutting blades. Weighs 3 oz. 
414" long, 2" diameter head. Case & brush. 
- “ 115J5 

Giant Horseshoe Magnet 

|. With instructions f< 

netism. Colorful. Powerful. 

on face of clock & also 
projects time in large digital numbers on ceil¬ 
ing over your bed. No more squinting & 
groping In the dark. Just glance at ceiling to 
check time. Invisible no-glare beam cannot 
disturb or keep you awake. Switch beam off 
when desired. Attractive styling. Sweep sec¬ 
ond hand. Gentle alarm. About 6” high. 5" 
wide. UL listed. 
□ E8043. Ceiling Clock.$32 JO 

INSTANT 
U.S. - METRIC CONVERTER 

U S.-Metric 
Rapid Converter 

=3 s 

Includes: TEMPERATURE (Fahrenheit - 
Celsius/Centrigrade). LINEAR (Miles/Yards/ 
Feet/Inches - Kilometers/Meters/Centi- 
metcrs/Millimeters).WEIGHT (Tons/Pounds/ 
Ounces - Metric Tons/Kilograms/Grams). 
LIQUID (Gallons/Quarts,fPints/Ounccs - 
Liters/Milliliters/cc). AREA (Square Mea¬ 
sure). VOLUME (Cubic Measure). PRES- 
SURE,Etc. Metric to U.S. and U.S. to metric. 
Range .01 to 100,000 units. Pocket size. 
4x9’! Excellent business gift & premium. 
Each with blank space for name, logo, 
address, message. Have imprinted locally or 
use your rubber stamp or pressure sensitive 
labels. 2-11 12-24 25-49 

90c ea. 65c ea. 80« ea. 
□ 4296. Metric Converter. each $1.00 



Exciting Electronic Project Kits 
•USEFUL & FUN TO BUILD 
•RELIABLE SOLID STATE CIRCUITRY 
•PRE-DRILLED PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 
•EXCLUSIVE "PANEL MOUNT” GIVES PROFESSIONAL 

APPEARANCE 
•EASY STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS 

Sound Activated Switch 
Voice, click of fingeis oi slap activates electrical equipment & appliances from distance of 
20 feet. “Kill” commercials on TV. tape record only when audio signal is present, activate 
any remotely operated device. Electromagnetic relay will open or close depending or ’ 
you connect them to device you wish to control. Requires 6V battery. 
□ 6104. Sound Switch Kit.$13.95 

Police/Fire Hi-Band Converter 
Use your AM radio (in car or home) to tune in the entire, exciting 152-174 MHz band VHF 
communications bands used by police & fire departments that transmit AM only. Requires 
9V battery. 
□ 6123M. Police Converter Kit.*13.96 

FM Radio 
Receives the FM broadcast band from 88 MHz through 108 MHz. May be utilized at 
private listening personal radio (with the earphone supplied); or as an FM tuner wh 

*...$1' 

Phone 

Silently indicates whether someone else it 
listening to your phone calls. Eliminates the 
possibility of TAPS or UNAUTHORIZED 
listenert-in on your phone. Indicates the 
presence of upping devices, if line is busy, 
if extension is listening. Makes your phone 
secure. Prevents interruptions & argu¬ 
ments. Works whether call is being made or 
received. ADJUSTABLE FOR ALL TELE¬ 
PHONE INSTALLATIONS. No interference 
with normal operation. Simple hookup done 
in minutes. Requires 9v battery. Not a kit. 
□ 6743M. Eavesdropper Stopper . $34.96 





Power Magnets 

50-Pound 
Pocket Magnet - 

Lifts 50 Lb. StMl Block. Pocket 
size, yet fantastic power. Double 
steel poles 

□ 4006. 50-Pound Magnet.$3.50 

Treasure Hunter — 
100 Pound Magnet 

Lifts 100 Lb. Steel Block. With 
metal handle. About 4”. 
□ 4055. (Right) too Pound Magnet ... 

_ __ SUPER POWER . 
manent Magnets. (Not war 
surplus). Never lose power. Light 
weight More powerful than any mag¬ 
net you've seen. FISH underwater 
for Tackle, Metal Valuables. Co 
Treasure Hunting. These magnets will 
pick up the weight advertised. These 

175 Pound Lift 
Ceramic Magnet 

Equipped with a stainless steel 
carrying handle, this powerful 
magnet weighs only 1 lb. but 
lifts up to 175 lbs! It’s made 
of four ceramic magnets sand¬ 
wiched in series between four 
steel plates that direct and c< 
centrate magnetic flux for maximum 
pull Convenient handle fits in the ps 
of your hand for easy carrying of the 
and loads. Terrific for sport, hobby 
“magnetic fishing”, & tool retrievaL It 

the palm 
■ of the magnet 
lobby and industrial uses including 

,_zvaL It measures only lxl-l/4x4-3/8 
fits easily in tool box, work bench drawer, even 

Top Quality Dial Telephone 
USED TELEPHONE BARGAIN. 
Slightly used phones in excellent 
operating condition and made 
available at a fraction of 
original cost. Each phone is tested 

" •*asan'exte si ' 
, _ .. telephone sys_,_ 
Each phone is complete with 
handset, cradle, dial and approx. 
5-ft. connecting cable with 
4-prong plug, ready-for-use. Full 
standard size. Black. 

□ 6729. Desk Telephone.$19,95 

Electric Pen Set 

WELD-SOLDER FASTIMake and repair electrical circuits, 
radios, TV’s, appliances, repair broken metal toys, jewelry, 
any metal item. Pays its cost first time vou use it. Heats and 
welds fast. Save $100 year in repair bills. Pencil point tip. 30 
watt. 9" long. 110-120 volts AC-DC. UL Listed. 
□ 6095. Soldermg Iron..... *6.95 

PROSPECTING RODS 
For Prospecting for Buried or Hidden Trea¬ 
sures, Exploring and Divining the Location 
of Out-or-Sight Objects. These Prospecting 
Rods are imported from Europe where they 
have been purported to locate lost, hidden 
or buried objects of every sort and descrip¬ 
tion - even non-metallic objects! Supposed¬ 
ly based on sound scientific facts, try it as a 
useful tool for serious discovery or experi¬ 
mental purposes. Let a friend hide coins, 
clothing or even a few dollar bills, then see 
if these Prospecting Rods don’t lead you to 
the hidden objects! We make no claims that 
your prospecting will be successful, but we 
think youll have fun with this mysterious 
item. If not completely satisfied, return for 
refund. 
□ 4401. Protracting Rods. $3.95 

Do Tricks & Experiments 
ALNICO MAGNETS are well known among 
amateur scientists. So powerful are these 
magnets that with opposite poles together, 
one magnet will float in air, if prevented 
from turning. Powerful magnetism makes it 
possible for you to do many stunts with 
**—n. They spin, jump, etc.—ell due to their 

erkebte power. These are the same style 
jnets used in the “invisible power" 
tic tricks. Each about 1 ”, Shape may vary, 
1972. Alnico Magnets. 

leather, ceramics, plastics Easy as writing 
with a pencil. Powerful motor. Lift it, it s 
on. Set it down, it’s off. Fast clean work. 
Hard tantalum carbide point. 110 volts. 

□ 8945. Men's ID Bracelet. 

90% of radio & TV 
troubles are tubes. Just 
replace bad tubes. 
TUBE CHECKER auto¬ 
matically checks all TV, 
radio, electrical appli¬ 
ance, Hi-Fi component 
tubes. Easy to do. Just 
plug into 110V socket. 

□ 6548. Tube Taster .... ... *6.95 

MINI-BIKE 
REQUIRES 

NO WELDING 
to build. Complete 

easy-to-follow plans i 

with absolutely n 
tailed parts list. Tells w 
tires, clutches, brakes, si . 
motors at low, low prices. You build 
similar to factory produced models f 

ironic Tester 

10 and 50, 
250 and 1,000 

AC volts - 10 and 50, 
250 and 1.000 

._ ...____s) - zero to 100,000 
(2.500 ohms midscale). 
SENSITIVITY 1000 ohms per volt full 
scale AC and DC. SIZE: 3Vi’’x2V.”.x 1-1/8”. 
Test leads and size AA pcnlighl cell included, 
□ 6603. Electronic Multi-Tester. $16.95 

All Purpose Amplifier 

code practice set oscillotar. sianol inj. 
solar cell amplifier, etc. Uses standard c 
ies. Instructions & experiments include 
□ 6557, Amplifier. $1j66 

i The 0 :! Stay 
Safel Just plug into 
car cigarette lighter 
& you’ve got close 
to a floodlight. 

Bright, penetrating 
warning. Very attrac¬ 
tive with black handle, 
chromed reflector, red 
lens guard & plastic 
lens. 7" long; 3’ lens. 



Energy - Fun From The Sun!! Solar 
A. MINIATURE SOLAR 
CELLS. Convert light to 
electric current. No batteries 
necessary. Virtually unlimit¬ 
ed life. Many experimental & 
practical uses. Get several for 
added power. V4 volt each. 
With instructions & experi- 

□ 4924. Solar Call 
(3/S3.00). . . . $1.10 ea. 

□ 4925. Experimenter's 
Guide. Includes demon¬ 
strations, experiments, 
circuits, etc. 24pp. . 75d 

8. INVENTOR'S KIT. Con¬ 
tains necessary items to con¬ 
vert small toy car or truck to 
solar power plus equipment 
to make a solar powered 
“beanie” from plastic hat. 
Contents: High powered 
solar cell, electric motor, 
propeller, gears, wheels, 
axle, solder, wire, ideas & 
instructions. 
□ 6247. Inventor's 

Kit.$13.95 

C. POCKET SOLAR 
LIGHTER. Concentrates sun 
rays so you can create fire, 
burn objects. Useful as ever¬ 
lasting cigarette lighter, for 
scouts, experiments. Even 
works in cloudy weather, or 
with any light source. 
□ 9368. Solar 

Lighter.*2.95 

D. SOLAR FURNACE. Use 
sun power to start fires, boil 
water, cook food, conduct 
experiments with solar heat 
and energy. Build working 
searchlight. Demonstrate 
principles of reflection, 
works on same principle as 
giant industrial solar fur¬ 
naces. Set contains all neces¬ 
sary parts, complete instruc¬ 
tions, experiments. With 7” 
reflector. 
□ 6442. Solar 

Furnace.$4.95 

Pocket Slide Viewer 
Breakthrough in slide viewer design. Now 
you can view your 35mm slides anywhere, 
anytime. Convenient 5x2x1” unit easily 
fits in pocket or purse. Lightweight, easy to 
use with one hand yet powerful enough to 
make your slides appear as 8x10” enlarge¬ 
ments. Features: 5 power magnification; re¬ 
quires 2 “C” batteries; compact design; 
distortion-free optics; bulb included, satin- 
black, impact resistant thermoplastic 
housing. 
a 6035M. Pocket Viewer.$8.95 

Mobile Rainbow Starlight Lamp 
Great Party Light 

Spectacular moving light display. Hundreds 
of breath taking jewel-colored lights swirl 
softly in slightest breeza. Dramatic mood 
lamp provides cascading celestial beauty 
unmatched by any lamp we’ve seen. You 
can combine with soft music to produce 
completely relaxing, hypnotic effect. With 
on-off switch. 14” talL Requires 2 “C” 
batteries. 
a 4244. Rainbow Lamp _ $6.50 
O G4339. Rainbow Lamp 1110 VolL 

Run Battery Powered Equipment 
On House Current 

3-6-9 Volt 
Battery Eliminator 

Run Battery Powered Equipment On 
Regular House Current With This AC 
Adapter. Should be in every home. No more 
worry or expense of batteries by using this 
handy eliminator. FULL POWER ACTION 
at all times. Miniature precision adapters 
replace almost any battery power in tape 
recorders, radios, calculators, etc. For 3, 
4.5, 6, 7.5 or 9 volt. Use both 110 or 220 
volt house current. Saves you many dollars 
in replacement batteries. Compact size. 
About 2% x 1%”. Two models are available. 
□ 6549. 3-6-9 Volt Eliminator. Uses 

110 volt.$6.95 
□ 6270M. 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9 Volt Eliminator. 

Uses 110/220 Volt. . . . *7.95 
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10-Power Pocket Magnifier 
World's most popular pocket magnifier. 
Only \ x 1%'* when closed. Megnifies finest 
details 10 times. Used by jewelers, gem & 
coin collectors, engravers, machinists, manu¬ 
facturers. printers, proofreaders, hobbyists, 
anyone required to do fine detail study. 
Sturdily mounted in all-metal casing. Lens 
system swings into a metal protective 
“sleeve” equipped with keychain loop. V4” 
clear lens diameter. 10-power, completely 
color-corrected, flat field, cemented lens 
system. Chromed plated. In snap-shut 
carrying case. 

light. Ideal replacement for conventional 
lighters. Functions not only as a cigarette 
lighter, but also illuminates road maps, 
written instructions or change for the toll. 
Simply depress center section to get a beam 
of light adjustable in any direction. Depress 
the entire unit for lighter function. For dash 
panel use only. For all cars except Chevrolet, 
Buick & Oldsmobile. 
q 4026M. Auto Lighter-Light .... $5.95 

? i 
Black Light 

Bulb 
Only $1.59 

k Light" 
, lorescent 

s, articles, or shirt emblems, etc. glow 
e dark. 75 watt. Fits any standard 

household lamp or socket, 
q 6316. Black Light Bulb. $1-59 



POWERFUL^FSBfkENLARGER & PROJECTOR 
^jfers —- ENLARGE PICTURES 

\ 10*10 FEET (100 
■R fffSrj SQUARE FEET) New 
e*>3l SBSV* 1 optical system produces 

(bright, mammoth blow- 
jflBi from a compact. 

W -3jWM»88g' fxirtable projector. Will 
take any copy or pic- 
tures, material from 
books, magazines, or e- 

’ ven objects 6x6” in size 
Projects in full brilliant color, with sharp over all 

detail, uj> io 10x10 feet. JExact proportions, true colors. Wonderful 

cmrrinKDeluxe Art Studio 

Iffte W Only $8.95 

IS » III a L-.-J • Complete Aaorftnent of 
Eg ", llu § 1 IHf Artist's Materials. 
Big “ m "*"**SI;- * Supplies for Drawing, Paetal 
DIMM MB m (7B5ra Painting, Watercolor Painting 

* F asy-To-Learn By Doing. Prac- 
\-sepMmT tically everything you need to 

WjjJHRA’i « * studio. If bought separately 
a 'JJLr. ••-•a the materials in this set would 

Wd|\ |_fc* • lfV.. l cost much more. Includes 25 
- V*S8Bk.^oil pastels, chalks, 16 water- 

' „ - colors, brush, pencils, big 64 
Project on'wall, paper, canvas, screen, etc. Make or copy posters, 
signs, drawings. Quick, easy, accurate. Heavy duty motor with 
large fan keeps unit and copy cool at all times. Slide tray in bottom 
for changing copy. Remove tray and set directly on book, magazine 
or object to project almost anything. Compact efficient optical sys¬ 
tem in all metal housing 13" wide 1316" deep, 8" high. 
3Vi" diameter lens. Switch. Insulated handle. 10 lbs. completely 
portable. 400 watts. 
6025. Opaqua Projector....... $99.95 

L——:r page drawing instruction book, 
16 page book on watercolor 

painting, etc. Developed by Jon Gnagy, foremost television art 
teacher. In attractive box. 
□ 6808. Deluxe Art Studio. $8.95 

Deluxe Photo Developing 
& Enlarging Set 

PHOTO DEVELOPING & PRINTING SET 
•» ~i rv Hava Finished Pictures the Seme Day & 

p » ~~ r\a,-B Save Money Doing III Do better job at 
I IfiSS/i' JHf less than half the usual coat. And it’s 
/T"fyjf Wri rt easy and fun *° do- For ,nY cnn No 
II O"y special darkroom necessary. No experi- 

ence required. You get everything you 
need. Includes tank, 3 trays, paper, darkroom light, chemicals for 
black A white, graduate, thermometer, 4x5 print frame, 2 clips A 
instructions. Color chemicals not included. Tank accepts most 

enlarge any 126 (instamatic), 35mm 
or 110 pictures.Make beautiful 3)4x5" 

p Tti Jumbo Size Prints. Set includes en- 
, w - larger, developing tank, 2 film clips, 

20 sheets 3V4x5” paper, 3 trays, special 
light bulb, 2 sets chemicals, print 

^5x1®. A J Inas't*. negative carriers, graduate, 
thermometer, complete instructions. 
a 6242. Deluxe Photo Developing- 

Enlarging Set. $34.95 
popular film sizes: 35mm, 126,110,620, 120,116,616. 
□ 7042. Developing Set . $19.95 "MAGIC'ART REPRODUCER^ Q 

DRAW OR PAINT OBJECTS. /S' rf K 
PEOPLE OJ3 SCENES WITH EASE. 

doors, you can copy in black^A-white S 
or natural colors any object, picture. 1 j[ ‘I 
scene, etc. Reduce or enlarge. Amaz- * ' -3 

portion, any size. No lessons. No 
talent. Actually dutch people in lr 
minutes! Made of plastic, metal slide A stand. 
Q 6916. Art Reproducer___ *2.25 

Developing & Printing Chemical Set , 
Develop your Negativee & Print . aj 
your pictures the same day you ^a 
take them! Save Moneyl Prints —1j 
for pennies. Quick end easy. To 
develop negatives, just dip in solutions^^S!^ 
A let dry. To print pictures, expose negative A 
paper to light then dip in solutions A let dry. ^ 
That’s all. Any size film. Eastman Kodak biack A white chemicals. 
Fot both negatives and up to 50 prints 2‘A x 3Vi". Full instruc¬ 
tions. Paper A trays not included. See No. 4919 on this page for 
paper needed. 
O 4912. Photo Chemical Set.$1.26 

BLACK & WHITE 
PHOTO PRINTING PAPER 

Hm fun making prints from any negatives. 
25 Greets 5x7". High quality enlarging paper. 
Rich neutral, warm tone. Also makes 50 
3'AxS” jumbo album size prints. 
□ 4919. Luminos Enlarging Paper. . $3.49 
□ 4912. Chemicals for Making Prints 
See Above ■ ea. $1.25 

FILM DEVELOPING 

TANK 

DAYLIGHT 
ANY 

block & white 

JZT including 3 5n>m 
08V- In a tamo lie. 121 

Midget 35mm Camera 
Takes beautiful color or black & 
pictures. Economical A convenient t_ _ 
Features: 50mm F .8 single element fixed 
focus lens; lens setting for bright A dull 
days; fast action winding crank for rapid 
picture taking; picture counter, double 
exposure preventing system; synchro pi 
for use of flash gun; bright eye-level vie 
finder; soft carrying case; wrist strap; 

weighs 12 oz. Takes 

ita photos at home. Makes 316x5" or 3'/«3Vi” J 
ints from your 126 (insfamalic), 35mm or L 
7 square negatives. Operates on house- 
ild current C.S.A. A U.L. approved. Nega- 
e carriers, masks, instructions for easy 

operation included. 
□ 621- - □ 6243. Photo Enlarger .. . $19.95 

250-Power Telescope Lens Kit 
SEE CRATERS OF MOON, 

RINGS OF SATURN, 
MOONS OF JUPITER. 

CORONAS. STARS. GALAXIES 
other fascinating sky phenomena. 

o -J THIS POWERFUL 6-FOOT TELESCOPE IN ONE EVENING 
Set includes completely finished & polished lenses with eyepiece unit ready for use. Guaranteed to give sharp unaaes. Main 
objective lens is 56 mm. Lem system supplied magnifies from 65 to 250 times. AU you do is mount lenses in tubes. Use ordinary 

—d tubes or rolled-up paper. Slip lenses and eyepiece in position and telescope is ready to use. No special tools. Complete 
□ns included. Easy-to-do! Save money! 

□ 6061. 250-Power Telescope Lens KIt___......_______...._*10.96 
rD 6038. Special Reedy Made Tubing........... S4.5C 
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MAGNIFIES 900 TIMES! 

30 POWER POCKET TELESCOPE 
Excellent long-distance observation. Beauti¬ 
ful, imported telescope at bargain price. 
Magnifies 30 diameters (900 times area). 
Brings objects 30 times nearer! 1V4” objec¬ 
tive lens. BV'r" closed: 13” open. 7 ounces. 
Finely polished, achromatic (color-correct¬ 
ed). hard coated lens (for greater light trans¬ 
mission) sharp bright images. Attractive 
finish, chrome plated tubes. 
06723. Powerful Telescope . . . . $14.95 

vases 
POCKET MICROSCOPE 

50 Power. 2500 Titties Area. 
Achromatic (color corrected) lens for sharp, 
clear view. Useful for hobbyists, scientists, 
shop, home, office. Pen size. With pocket 

CD 9111. Microscope .. S6.95 

Giant 200-Power 
Telescope 

• Stands Full 4-Ft. High 
• Sturdy Steel Tripod Included 
• Locks in Any Position 
• Made in U.S.A. 
• Excellent For Landscape 

Observation & Amateur Astronomers 
OBJECTS UP TO ONE MILE AWAY AP¬ 
PEAR TO BE ACROSS THE STREET. 
Quality 3” reflecting optical system. Rack- 
and-pinion operated eye-piece with locking 
mount on 4’ steel tripod. TELESCOPE RE¬ 
VOLVES FULL 360 DEGREES. Locks in 
any position for motion-free observation. 
Use day or night. With well-illustrated in¬ 
struction book. Ready to use. Nothing to 

Only 
$29.95 

Your Vest Pocket Spyglass 
Terrific power In a small vest pocket telescope about size of 
fountain pen. Conceal in your hand. Slips into pocket. Also a 
microscope for examining speciments, skin, objects; etc. Preci¬ 
sion ground lenses. Excellent import value. About 6" long. 
□ 9724. Pocket Telescope .$1.95 

PLUG-IN TV ANTENNA 

INDOOR 1 AERIAL u 

reception. Plugs into any outlet. Excellent for 
difficult or fringe-area reception. Guaranteed 
better reception or money back. Also use on 
FM radio. For black & white sets. 
□ 6052. Phig-in TV Aerial.$2.99 

New Army Style 
Radio Command Unit 

NOW HEAR THIS! 
Only $19.95 

Solid State Portable AM Radio t> 
--- Syetorn. TALK SING 

-». tuning dW, w___ 
9-volt battery. Rugged militarv style case. Reedy to 
□ 6962. Radio Command Ur" 

Heavy Duty Sewing Awl SEWS LEATHER. 
CANVAS. Lock 

ng. Need- 
directions, aivl 

.. *2.95 
- 854 

Electric Steam Engine 
Horizontal boiler, double acting, os¬ 
cillating cylinder. Solid brass boiler 
2W dia. by 6” long nickel plated 
and polished, electrically heated 
and equipped with water gauge, safe¬ 
ty valve, whistle and two speed 

ver take-off pulley. Throttle valve 
itrols speed of engine. Fire box 

brightly, realistically brick em¬ 
bossed, engine parts in nickel 

-•-te. Furnished with 6 ft. of 
ivy duty heater cord and 
ounted on 9x9” metal base. 
Overall height 9”. Wt. 5 lbs. 

6441. Steam Engine ._ *47.96 

Turn television or radio on or off from chair, bed, etc. without mov¬ 
ing. Can also be used to control lights, electric appliances, etc. Easy 
*” ‘“***,, 1-* *-*-electric outlet. Complete 

Automatic Siphon Pump 
Transfer any liquid automatically, quickly 
aafaly. lust squeeze bulb and liquid stalls 

lowing automatically from one tank to 
another. Use for gasoline, water, etc. For 
cars, engines, campers, shop, home, lab. etc. 
about 6-ft. 
a 6947. Siphon Pump , ,.*1.69 

LIVE ANT FARM 
Start Your Own Ant City I 
See Them Live, Work, Pley, Fight. 
See busy ants digging tunnels, build¬ 
ing bridges, moving mountains. Fasci¬ 
nating. Thrilling. 5x9” house has 
clear plastic walls. Escape-proof. 
Complete with California Sand, Ant 
Watcher's Guide, Certificate for all 
the ants you want. 

□ 6680. Ant Farm.*4.95 

Steam Powered 
Machine Shop 

This perfect 

operated by either one 

consists of shaper, saw, 
forging hammer, drill press 
& milling machine, all connected by belts to a line shaft as illustrat¬ 
ed. Each “machine” actually moves like its full size counterpart. 
Heavy gauge metal models finished in red enamel with gold trim. All 
mounted on 11V4x14” wooden base. Overall height: 5”. 
O K6262. Machine Shop.$45.95 

Horizontal Steam Engine 
Powerful, precision-made hori¬ 
zontal engine with grooved pulley 
and balanced flywheel for driving 
'*■' Brass boiler stained blue, 

fittings including osciUat- 
cylinder, safety valve, steam 
stle.etc. 7” chimney. No elect¬ 

ricity required. Bums dry or liquid 
fueL Comes complete, ready to 
operate. 6x7” metal base. With 
fuel tablets. 

., —— 
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STANDARD 8mm MOVIE PROJECTOR 

ONLY • Show and Edit Your Own Filma 
$15.95 * Battery operated bulb. Uae Indoors or Outdoor*. No Plug In 

• Table Top Screen Included. Or Project on any Clear Surface 
• Project ftandard 8MM 60' reels in both color & black and white, 
e Polished Lenses 
• Includes 2 Popular 8mm Home Movies! 

Projects bright, sharp movies using standard 8 mm color or black & white film. Completely 
portable. Ground polished lens. With table top screen or use any regular screen or clear 
surface. Operates on standard 2 flashlight batteries. 
□ 6018. Standard 8mm Projector__Send S16.9S 

LIST OF FILMS 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

STANDARD 8 and SUPER 8 FILMS 
Mott projectors show either standard 8mm 
films or super 8mm films (not both). We do 
not carry standard 8mm films. So, be sure 
you do not buy our super 8mm films if your 
projector is for standard 8mm films only. If 
in doubt, check the Instructions with the 
projector. All films listed are black and white 
& silent unless otherwise noted. 200 ft. 
films are approximately 11 minutes long. 
Silent films are carefully edited with the use 
of super-imposed sub-titles to indicate 

Horror Titles 
The Original Frankenstein 

902 Super 8, 200 ft.S11.95 
House of Frankenstein 

907 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 
Frankenstein Meets Wolfman 

910 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 
Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed 

920 Super 8, 200 ft..$1135 
950 Super 8, 50 ft.$335 

Frankenstein Conquers The World 
970 Super 8. 200 ft.$1135 

Wolfman 
965 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 

966 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 
Doom of Dracula 

967 Super 8, 200 ft.$1136 
The Blood Of Dracula 

921 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.95 
When Dinosaurs Ruled Earth 

924 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 
Monster That Challenged World 

925 Super 8. 200 ft.$1135 
954 Super 8, 50 ft.$3.95 

Night Of The Blood Beast 
937 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 

Planet Of The Apes 
Planet Of The Apes 

901 Super 8. 200 ft.$11.95 
Beneath The Planet Of The Apes 

903 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 
Escape From Planet Of Apes 

904 Super 8. 200 ft.$1135 
Conquest Of Planet Of Apes 

908 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 
Battle For Planet Of Apes 

909 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.95 

Kung Fu Titles 
Thunder Kick 

911 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 
Godfather Of Hong Kong 

913 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 
Hong Kong Connection 

914 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.96 
Fists of Double "K" 

968 Super 8. 200 ft..$1135 

Miscellaneous Titles 

934 Super 8. 200 ft.$11.96 
John Dillinger 

936 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.95 
Great Heavyweight Fights 

983 Super 8, 200 ft.$1136 

STANDARD & SUPER 
8MM MOVIE PROJECTOR 

200-FT. CAPACITY 
Projects brillantly clear and sharp home movies at low 
cost. Here is a full size modem designed movie pro¬ 
jector with features found only in expensive models. 
Uses low cost 8mm film in black and white or color, 
standard or super. Show home movies or buy excit¬ 
ing cartoons, westerns, travel, comedies and adventure 
films. Look at these outstanding feature: 200 ft. 
capacity for continuous projection. Blower 
cooled for efficient operation. Coated projection lens 
for bright images. Nylon bushings for quiet operation. 

gate for easy eleanin 
110 volts, 60 cycles. 

Harlem Globetrotters. Learn their tricks. 
942 Super 8. Color, 200 ft. ... $19.9 

St. Valentine's Day Massacre 
969 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.95 

Hellfighters (John Wayne) 
958 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.96 

Science Fiction Titles 
War Of The Worlds 

915 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 
943 Super 8, 50 ft.S3.95 

917 Super 8,200 ft.$1135 
944 Super 8, 50 ft.$335 

D-Day On Mars 
919 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.95 
946 Super 8, 50 ft..$335 

Moon Zero Two, 2021 A.O. 
926 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.95 
947 Super 8, 60 ft..$335 

927 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.96 
948 Super 8, 50 ft.$335 

First Space Ship On Venus 
928 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.95 
955 Super 8, 50 ft.$3.95 

Monster From Prehistoric Planet 
929 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.95 

Master Of The World 
931 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 

Super Heroes 
Capt. Marvel & Curse Of Scorpions 

932 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.95 
956 Super 8, 50 ft..$3.95 

Return Of Captain Marvel 
933 Super 8,200 ft .$11.95 
957 Super 8, 50 ft.$3.95 

Origin Of Spider min 
986 Super 8,200 ft.$1135 

987 Super 8, 200 ft.$1136 
iron Man vs. Ultimo 

988 Super 8,200 ft.$1135 
The Hul« Destroys An Army 

989 Super 8,200 ft.$11.95 

Alfred Hitchcock Classics 
>cho 
959 Super 8,200 ft.$11.95 

985 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 
If I Had A Million. Zany. 

905 Super 8. 200 ft.$1135 
Hurry, Hurry. Unbelievable Havoc. 

912 Super 8, 200 ft.$1135 

Laurel & Hardy 

941 Super 8,200 ft.$11.95 

The Marx Brothers 
Monkey Business 

973 Super 8,200 ft.$11.96 
This Is War? 

974 Super 8,200 ft.$11.96 
Pigskin Caper 

975 Super 8,200 ft.$11.95 
The Incredfcle Jewel Robbery 

976 Super 8,200 ft.$1135 

Abbott & Costello Comedies 
A & C Meet Frankenstein 

949 Super 8.200 ft.$1135 
A & C Meet the Mummy 

922 Super 8. 200 ft.$1136 
Rida'Em Cowboy 

961 Super 8. 200 ft.$1135 
A & C Meet Jekyll & Hyde 

962 Super 8. 200 ft.$1136 
Have Badge, Will Chase 

963 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.96 
A & C In The Foreign Legion 

964 Super 8, 200 ft.$11.96 
Midget Car Maniacs 

971 Super 8,200 ft.$1136 
Riot On Ice 

972 Super 8. 200 ft.$1196 

Star Wars 
Excerpt from finished moviel Shows Luke 
& companions escaping from Imperial Death 
Star & the space fight that follows. Pheno¬ 
menal special effects 11 
a 990 Super 8,200 ft. 
a 991 Super 8, 200 ft.. 

. $11-96 

or sound (8 min.) . . $3136 



7x50 
Imported 

Binoculars 
SEE ALL THE ACTION UP CLOSEI At 
this low price, everyone should have these 
binoculars. Excellent for sports, theater, 
bird-watching, moon-study, etc. Big lenses 
give bright, clear, sharp view. Center 
Focusing. Nonprismatic. 7Vix7”. 
□ 9044. Binocular Sat.$4.95 

Midget Camera 
Guaranteed To Take Pictures! Black & White 
or Color! Uses standard 127 film. Takes 16 
wallet size or 3Hoc5” shots per roll. Get 
developed anywhere or develop yourself. 
Cimera is approx, size of cigarette pack. 
3VSx3x2”. Weighs less than 2 oz. For sur¬ 
prise, regular or candid pictures. Heavy-duty 
plastic construction. With eye-level view¬ 
finder. Single action shutter with lens. 
□ K4906. Midget Camera.$1.95 
□ K4907. Kodak black/white 

127 film, roll.$1.15 
□ K4903. Kodak color 127 film^oB $1.86 

Binocular 

/ glasses 
/ Ych " ,TB5 Conceal In Pocket or 

\ / IP / Hand, Yet Get Close 
V Up Look at People, Sports, 

Objects, etc. SHOULD BE 
YOUR CONSTANT COMPANION. Instant¬ 
ly ready to give thrilling, intimate view mag¬ 
nified several times. 20mm objective lenses. 
Fast, one finger focussing. Barrels slide out 
for use: slide together for pocket. 3x2x1" 
closed; 4x3x1” open. Black, high impact 
plastic. 
□ H9050, Spy Binoculars.$2.69 

collectors, home scientists, 
office, shop, etc. Complete 
i with 3 glass slides. 

MAGNIFIES 
OVER 40,000 
TIMES AREA! 

■'j □ 9121.$10.95 
Giant Iresnel lens gives you fantastic "pano- 
ramie vision" or unique tunnel vision. Flat, 
thin lens with concentric grooves that func¬ 
tion same as larger optical lenses. Quickly 
apply to any window or glass to give “around 
the comer” fish eye effect. Hundreds of 
practical, psychedelic, amusing effects. 
Slightly larger than 45 RPM record. Twist or 
cut to any size or shape. For photographers, 
hobbyists, experimenters, fun, etc. 
□ 9348. Flexible Wide Angle Lens ....$3.95 

POCKET 
35MM 
FLASH 

CAMERA 40 Power 

Tabletop 
Telescope 

use, well made camera takes beauti- 
pictures & slides or black & white 
Up to 36 pictures per roll depend- 

ype of film used. With fixed focus 
n-daylight setting, lens cap, carrying 
ily 4” x 214”. 

power. 35 mm 
’ coated objec¬ 

tive lens. Lightweight. Adjustable center 
focusing. Wide angle viewing. Durable rough 
grained vulcanite body. Neck strap. Protec¬ 
tive lens covers. Hard black carrying case. 
Non-prismatic. 
O 9175, Field Glasses. $14.95 

Create 
.Rainbows! 

Pocket Spy 
Telescopic 
Periscope 

Multi-Purpose 
Pocket Magnifier 

in one. Hi-power illuminated 
Flashlight. Tape measure. Screw- 
net Dividers. Knife. 1001 uses. 

Powerful Refracting 500-POWER BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE SET 
Die cast metal apparatus magnifies 50X, 

250X, 500X. Distortion 
free lenses for clear 

Baffl viewing at each power. 

Matter Set Electric Lighted 
IfHHMUif 1 u m 1 n a e d. binocular 

nomical viewing. Ground & polished 
optics provide clear, bright images. / I V 
Provides 75-power upright image for 111 
land viewing: 60-250 power for sky / fl \ Only 
viewing. So powerful, you can read a / I \ Qc 
liconse plate up to 1/2 mile away. / ] \ ***4.30 
Precision rack & pinion allows extra t I % 
critical focusing for distant objects * H v 
such as Saturn’s rings - even liny moons of Jupiter. American made 
2-1/2” achromatic objective lens is polished spherical to within 
1/50,000 of an inch. White plastic covered weatherproof tube 
extends to 47”. Brackets for mounting on tripod or step ladder, 
booster lens, extra focus tube with star diagonal, filter for viewing 
sun spots. Complete instructions. Also includes all steel bipod with 
rubber feet that adjusts from 36” to 60". 
n 6217. 250-Power Refracting Telescope__....$42.95 

polarizing adapters for sharp 
j detail, tremendous magnifica- 

I Similar models used in profes¬ 
sional labs. Complete manual 

] of instructions, prepared slide 
I & slide making materials. 

D 9174. Microscope.... $32.95 



Only 
$4.95 

Folding 

Sports 

Glasses 

Pocket size, collapsible 2V4 power bino- 

Center focus. Beautifully chrome plated. 
Covered with grained leather-like material. 
Attractive gift box. 
a 5661. Sports Glasses.$4.95 

Portable Electric Movie Viewer 
9' Capacity 8mm 8t Super 8 
WATCHING M- 

Use yi „ , . _/n movies or ready-made movies. 
Like a private TV show. Bright 7” sq. screen. 
"" i loading; no threading. Dual film 

:. Geared fold 
s. film protecting 
See black and wf 

pictures even in normally lighted room. Easy, 
cheap, and convenient way to show any 
8mm movies. 
a 6049.8mm & Super 8mm Viewer, $34.9C 

Panorama Convex SPY Mirror 

s. Gives tremendous panorama Wew ol 
wide-angle view. Si 

Rust-proof aluminum housing. About 4” 
diameter. 
□ G4006. Spy Mirror.$1X 

Auto Sunshade 
Cuts glare of sun & headlights. Clips onto 
car visor. No tools required. Instant finger¬ 
tip control. Flips up or down as needed. 
Adjustable for look-through or look-under 

Made of high quality, extra-durable, distor¬ 
tion-free plastic. About 10x4”. 
a 4293M. Auto Sunshade.$2.95 

REPAIR, _ _ __ 
FRAMES ON GLASSES OR SUNGLASSES 
quickly & easily. Kit contains m 

hugger hinge rings to improve fit. In pocket- 
size carrying case. Saves time const ' 
optometrist trips. Instant comfort li 

□ 4633M. Eyeglass Repair K 

Pocket Mirror Gives 
Full Length View 
ODtieal Miracle. Handy pocket 

high, yet -:-- full special reduction lens gives 

Panoramic Rear View Mirror 
Helps eliminate blind spots. Gives you best 
possible visibility of rear & both sides. Clips 
right over standard mirror. Well made. Non¬ 
glare. Shatter resistant. About 14”x3”. 
□ K4044. Wide Angle Mirror.S8.95 

§rm °e|u* 
wmr M°' 

Deluxe Pocket 

Monocular 

• COMPACT 2- x 3f\ WEIGHS JUST 2 OZ. 
• 300-FT. FIELD OF VIEW AT 1000 YDS. 
• BRINGS ALL THE ACTION 8 TIMES CLOSER. 

Goes anywhere to give you “ringside seat” at any event. Stores 
easily in pocket, purse, glove compartment or backpack. No more 
lugging heavy, awkward binoculars to the game, races, shows, trips, 
hikes, etc. Its micro-adjustable focus A 8-power precision 20mm 
fully coated objective lenses bring in distant details with total 
clarity. Sleek design. Silver finish. Complete with neck cord A 
carrying case. 
□ 9054M. Deluxe Monocular.$29.96 

Foreign Voltage Converters 
& Adapter Plugs 

Plug In Anywhere In The World 
Use any electrical or electronic appliance wherever you go. Handy, 
pocket-size voltage converters change 220V foreign current into 
110V IJ.S. current. Simply plug into converter, which plugs into the 
wall outlet A turn your appliance on. 50 watt converter is for use 
with electronic appliances: radios, calculators, cassette/tape players, 
rechargers, flash guns, etc. 1600 watt converter is for use '' ” 
portable electrical a; portable electrical appliances up to 1600 watts: hair stylers/Dryers/ 
curlers, blankets, razors, irons, mixers/blenders, coffee makers, 
steamers, etc. The pins on our converters will fit most wall outlets. 
However, you may encounter different types of outlets in certain 
places. Our set of 4 adapters will fit electrical wall oufiets every¬ 
where around the world. Converters A adapter set come with handy 
travel case A 1 yr. manufacturer’s warranty. 
□ K6039. 50 Watt Converter...$13.95 
□ K6040. 1600 Watt Converter.$16.95 
□ K6042. Adapter Set_a...$7.95 

Big 3" Magnifying Glass 
Great for map reading, small print, stamps, 
—'1 objects, skin blemishes, etc. Sturdy 

ORDER BLANK 
Johnson Smith Co. 
35075 Automation Dr., Dept. 792 Money Back 
Mt. Clemens, Mich. 48043_Guarantee 
Send FULL AMOUNT in check or money order. Sorry, 
no C.O.D, If you live in Michigan add 4% sa 

Up to $2.00 add. . . 
$2.01 to $4.00 add . 
$4.01 to $6.00 add . 
$6.01 to $9.00 add . 
S9.01 to $15.00 add . 
Over $15.00 M 

Canadian & Foreign Orders 
Add 3Sd Extra For Each Dollar 

. $1.30 

. $1.60 

. $1.90 < 

. $2.35 

Mlch.Rtsidentt 
Add 4% 

I ADO t 
■ SHIPPING^ 

HANDLING 

Add rats 
Apt. 
No- 

City 

Stete_ 
__*P.ww 



Where to Send 
FREE Semples. Books, 
iels. Guides, etc. 

They’re yours for 
many dollars 

write for FREE ITEMS • such m Free Gifts, 
free Products, Samples, Informative Books. 

Maps, Directories, Catalogs. You’ll be amazed. 
for only the cost of a stamp. 64 jammed pages. 
f~1 1018. "1001 Things Free” 

DRAFTSMEN'S PENCIL-POINTED PEN 
Modern Drawing Aid. Writes with ink, but with convenience of ball 
point pen. Clear, solid line, yet will write like pencil. Makes several 
carbons. Perfect for work with a ruler and lettering with a stencil. 
Use no blotter; any color ink. Heavy duty point withstands rough 
usage. Uses standard drawing inks. Attractive modem appearance. 
□ b 

Automatic Multiplying Pen 
ion instantly. Attractive ball point pen gives correct 

answer in flash. Up to 12 x 20. Handy dual purpose. 6” 
□ 4066. Multiplying Pen . $1.19 

Automatic Pocket Calculator 

Add. Subtract, Multiply In A Flash! 
Be a math whiz! Oo difficult problems 
fast, accurately. Lightweight, handy 
calculator weighs only 7 ounces. 
Made of metal. About 3 x 5”. Regis¬ 
ters up to 9.999.999. Easy to use in 
home, school, office. 
□ 2376. Pocket Calculator_994 

Cordless 
Electric 
Pencil 

Sharpener 
1 Only $4.95 

Super sharp pencils in¬ 
stantly! Handsome portable 

1 electric sharpener for home. 
ITMm 

Smokey plastic top. Wood Pocket Adder & Counter 
K. About 5" high. Requires 4 'C" bare 

E4301. Electric Pencil Sharpener. $ 

Self-Correcting Typing Ribbon 
Correct typing mistakes in seconds. Produce 
flawless work. New nylon ribbon has special 
corrective band. When you make an error, 
simply flick the ribbon switch to “red” and 
type over the mistake. It’s erased so fast you 
hardly have to slow down. FITS ONLY; 
Adler (except Adler II); Brother; Hermes 
(except Hermes 10 A Amb.); Montgomery- 
Ward; Olympia; Penncrest; Remington Elec. 
Port.; Royal Port.; Sears Port.; Singer; Smith 
Corona Port.; Webster; Wedgefield. 
□ 2377M, Self-Correcting Ribbon , . $435 

lotteries, etc. Con¬ 
secutively num¬ 
bered. Quality 
printing. 1 x 2-in. 

See No. 6004 

Double Tickets For 
Raffles & Drawings 

Fine for prizes, raffles, etc. About 2x2” Per¬ 
forated, both halves numbered. One stub 
deposited at door;other held for drawing or 

□ 6004. Single Tickets, Roll of 2000 $2 95 
□ 6031. Double Tickets, 2900 . . . *495 

ng machine. Many practical 
r counting, games, adding 
amounts, etc. Fits the palm of 

i. Counts to $20.00 oi 

Space-Age Pen 
Developed For Use In Outer Space 

Used by NASA, U.S. & Russian astro¬ 
nauts. Pressurized ink cartridge guarantees 
superb performance that makes others seem 
crude and primitive. Writes smoothly, 
effortlessly, continuously on almost any 
type of surface & under any conditions - 
even under water or upside downl Writes 
instantly in any position at temperatures 
from -50° to +400® F. Ink will not dry out 
in 100 years. Refills last 3 times longer than 
most. Luxurious in appearance, too: hand¬ 
some satin-silvery case. Gift box. 
□ 8027M. Space Pen.$795 

□ 6687, Drawing & Light Table . $12.95 

Pendant Pen 
r pen as pendant or necklace. Full si 
detaches without removing necklace. I 
9 frantic looking for pen. Fine quali 
mint pen with attractive neckcha 
es packed in attractive gift box. 

ONLY 
$4.95 

Powerful Magnifying Glasses 
Read Fine Print 

Strong Attractive Magnifying Glassas enlarge so you can read, write, do fina work. Use 
for any kind of detail to relieve eyestrain, and see clearly. These non-corrective glasses are 
a great aid. Use clip-ons with your regular glasses for added convenience. Not for 
astigmatism or eye disease. Perfect for hobbyists, model builders, stamp and coin collectors, 
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ROTARY PRINTING 
COMPLETE SET INCLUDES 

PRESS, TYPE, INK, ACCESSORIES 
' 2 column illustrated, digest newspaper 

booklets, handbills, stationery, - " 
type. Includes FAST SEMI AUTO. 

MATIC FEEDING ROTARY PRESS. 600 
pieces of rubber type, 6x3-in. newspaper 
headings and picture dies, “ — *-■- -■ 
ink, ink r1-*— - 

tools, instructions^ Complete 
outfit in box. About 15 x 10 x 6". 
□ 6822. Rotary Press Outfit. 

$29.95 

5 COLOR PRINTING SET 
PRINTS UP TO 5 COLORS AT ONE TIME I Handy, all-purpose Printer. Quickly ^ 
and inexpensively, print Letters, Stationery, Postcards, Bulletins. Forms, Menus, 
Notices, Newspapers, Ads. etc. Easy to do: First, make master copy by writing, typing, or 
drawing in up to 5 colors Second, put master on duplicator. Third, run off your copies. All 
will reproduce in color at same time. Tremendous aid to businessmen, salesmen, schools, 
churches, fraternal organizations. Do printing the easy, profitable way. Print on white or colored 
paper even gummed label paper. Make money at home - one job can pay entire cost. Prints by 
speedy “offset” process Which requires NO TYPE and NO ENGRAVING. So simple a 12 yc„__ „„ 
it Takes 8*4 x 11” sheet. Complete Set includes Master Printer and all supplies for drawing or writing in 5 colors A 
»n to ioo copies. For typing, order typewriter ribbon. Additional standard supplies for writing or typing in colors 
(red, blue, green, black, purple) always available from manufacturer or office supply 
CD 2354. Master Printing Set. Complete Only.... 
CD 2355. Master Typewriter Ribbon. Each. 

Rotary PRINTING Press Only $14.95 

High Speed, rubber type 
PRINTING PRESS OUT¬ 
FIT. Prints up to 3x4*4”. 
Print calling cards, pro¬ 
grams, small papers, club 
news, notices, etc. Prints 
various sizes of type (for 

headings and 
copy), illustrations, _ 
Plenty of variation in your printed layouts. Clean, ei 
sions. Good work easy to do. Do color work! Add to your acces¬ 
sories and print many kinds of work. Outfit includes: Printing 
press complete, 200 pieces of movable rubber type. 8 type slots. 
2 picture cuts, type tweezers, tool for inserting slots, black ink, 
ink brush, ink blanket, paper, copy of printer's journal. All in 
colorful box. About 8*4” x 4” x 3*4”. 
CD 6821. Rotary Printing Press Set.....$14.95 

RUBBER TYPE PRINTING SET 
Only $2.95 

ring ink pad supplied, 
ip type, and once set up 

pies at rate of 50 

10 Color Ball Pen 
10 Different Colors! Change Colors in 
a Jiffy! Very practical for office, school, 
home, artist, shop, etc., but tremendous 
fun for creating unusual writing, signs, 
drawings, etc. All popular colors plus black, 
violet, pink & others. 6” long. Complete 
with all 10 colors. Uses standard refills. 
CD 3058.10 Color Pen.$2.69 

for instant ___ 
lose and eaay-to-break full size pencils„Great 
for students, newsboys, businessmen, notes, 
etc. Complete with red & black lead. Takes 
‘' J J '1. Polished silver color finish. 

.$1.95 □ 8673. Clip-On Pi 
Instant Speller 

6000 most commonly mis¬ 
spelled words at your finger¬ 
tips. Don't be embarrassed 
by mistakes in easy words. 

dictionary. Valuable for 
students, writers, busi- 

men, housewives. 
Molded 
button 

.compact, h 
tic. Push 

Metric Converter 
Pen-Pencil Caddy 

Only $1.49 

i from U.S. to 
netric or the reverse. Black 
I" plastic cup has two con- 

the corresponding measurement can be 
directly. Quick w , _ 

conversions. Also makes good lookin 
accessory as pen-pencil caddy. 
□ E4299. Metric Converter Caddy . 

Mechanical 
Pencil Calculator 

Automatically gives exact 
answer to addition, subtraction, multiplica¬ 
tion, division A square root problems. 6*4” 
long. Aluminum finish. Attractive finish. 
Life time guarani 
-1. Pencil C □ 4024. P ... *2.95 

ALL ASSEMBLED 

PANTOGRAPH 
Enlarges A reduces pictures, drawings, maps, 
photos, plans, etc. Speedy, accurate. No 
knowledge of drawings needed. Clever in¬ 
strument. Just follow copy with stylus, 
pantograph does rest. Wonderful hobby, 
many useful purposes at school, office, home, 
shop. Many combinations permit you to 
enlarge or reduce in many proportions. 
□ 6882, Pantograph. $9,50 

?9 

You gat 6 pencils, ez 
pencils in all! Absolutely no sharpening. 
Simply pull out dull point, push into back of 
pencil and new point appears. Write immed¬ 
iately. No messy sharpening or long walks 
to the sharpener. Economical. Perfect for 
school, home, office. 
O 8026. Ever Sharp Pencils..$1.26 



paring ALL electric 
(havers in minutes. EXPER¬ 

IENCE SMOOTHEST SHAVE 
POSSIBLE EVERY TIME. “Shaver-Sharp" 
actually restores factory fresh sharpness to 
all electric shavers. Developed by scientists 
to maintain the sharpness of hospital surgi¬ 
cal instruments, this remarkable formula is 
now available to the public. Ingredients act 
on each individual blade within the shaver 
head - returning each one to its original 
finely-honed shape. Just apply “Shaver- 
Sharp”, run shaver for 1 min. A 
You're ready for smoothest shave possible. 
In handy tube. 
□ 4931M. Shaver-Sharp.$3.96 

"Miracle 

Eraser' 

gouging, sanding, dangerous power tools, or 
poisonous chemicals. Actually “wipe away 
any finish faster A better than any paint or 
varnish remover you've ever used. No hard 
rubbing required. Never slogs up or loses its 
power like sandpaper. No end to uses: Old 
tools; furniture; boats; cars; bikes; barbecue 

REVOLUTIONARY $3.95 
NEW FLY TRAP x 
CATCHES 'EM  ->\ 

BY THE ( \-J 
HUNDREDS 

Indoors. Lures all 
types of flies 
and they- 
ly. Cleanest and most effective fly trap 
you’ve ever seen or your money back. For 
pool, picnics, patio, backyard, kitchen, 
campsites. Made of durable plastic, only 
Sxg" lasts indefinitely. No extras to buy. 5x5”. Lasts indefinitely. No extras to buy. 
No electric bills. 
□ 5001M. Automatic Fly Trap.$3.95 

Automatic Switch 
Comb 
$1.69 

Zip! Zipl Just push button & comb flips out 
of protective case. Locks automatically. 
Release A comb retracts Into case. Retract¬ 
able blade gives you longer, sturdier, cleaner 
comb as well as convenient pocket size. 7V4” 
overall. 4” closed. Lightweight. Attractive, 

... $1.69 

Rotary Nose Hair Clipper 
Fast. Painless. Removes unsightly hair from 
nose or ear lobes in seconds, easily, painless¬ 
ly. Hold in fingers then simply press to re¬ 
lease. Sanitary routing steel blades catch 
and trim hairs. 
□ 4640M. Nose Clipper.$295 

Mini Coke Bottle 
Keychain 

“COKE ADOS LIFE” to your 
set of keys. Miniature bottle 

is exact replica of famous 
Coca-Cola bottle. High quality 
“snake” chain with keyring is 
attached to cap. Cap is easy to 

remove if you want to make 
your friends think you can 
actually drink from the 
“bottle." 3” bottle with 2V4” 

□ 3051M. Coke 
A ring. 
Keychain ■ . $129 

2-Ton Super Glue 
One drop holds over 2000 bs. 

Holds up to 4000 
as. per sq. inch. 
Instantly bonds 
most everything. 

Glue.. . $1.95 

All Metal Folding Scissors 
Handy, hide-away scissors pull apart for 
everyday use. Compact A safe in pocket, 
purse, or sewing basket when not in use. 
Approximately 2” long when folded. All 
metal. Each in pouch. 
q 5543M. Folding Scissors.$1.00 

Folding Scissors Keychain 
Always have a pair of scissors. Quality all 
metal folding scissors on fine key ring with 
durable snake chain. Comfortable pocket 
size when scissors are folded. 
□ 3756M. Scissors Keychain.$1.39 

quality “s_ 
keychain with 
ring A locking clasp. 
Accurate A easy-to-read. 
Great for camping, hiking, 
scouts. Always handy wh« . 
O 3073M. Compass Keychain . 

to things you can make and designs you j 

sign yet makes^ any angle, curve, eyes. ' 

| I 7041 .Wire Bending Jig. $1.95 

Automatic Digital 
Rolling Ruler 

Just roll over any surface, no matter how 
rough, to get INSTANT DIGITAL READ¬ 
OUT. Outperforms ordinary rulers, tape 
measures. Super accurate up to 100 fL ' 
Works on bumpy surfaces, goes around 
comers A angles. Easy to get exact measure¬ 
ment in feet A inches in big clear numbers. 
With automatic reset button. Sturdy plastic. 
Convenient pocket size. 
D 4490M. Rolling Ruler ..-.$4.95 

Revolutionary 
Portable 
Torch 

Delivers up to 3000 
degrees. Light¬ 
weight. Selt-con- 

90LDERS.HEATS, 
BRAZES.'' I 
cal, plumbing, PVC, hobby & repair v 
Thousands of uses. Refills from propane 
MAPP gas cylinders in seconds. Burns u| 
30 minutes. Weighs only 11 ounces. VI 

9. Pocket Torch.$9.96 

10-Way Dogbone Wrench 

Auto Compass 
Easy-to-read, practical A 

durable plastic capsule 
indicates direction accu¬ 

rately. Liquid also magni¬ 
fies letters for easy reading. 



business cards, etc. Consists of 3 complete 
alphabets, numbers 4 symbols... a total of 
107 characters. With two line 4 three line 
character stamp holder, tweezers, master 
character frame and covered stamp pad. Ink 
not included but readily available at card 4 
stationery stores. 
□ 2462M. Stamp Kit.$1,49 

Magnetic 

Frogs 

Creepy Crawling 
Spider 

'ou control horrifying It 
ike movemants. Make big 5" 
ugly thing crawl, even jump 

at intended “victim.’’ With 
clever hidden activator 4 
15” control li 

attack” from u 
tablecloths, h 

Portable Drawer Safe Is Impossible To Steal! 
Lock your valuables in a strong box that "springs into action'' inside your top desk or 
dresser drawer making it impossible to steal. The unique, spring-loaded locking mechanism 
locks the PORTA-SAFE into the drawer, making it almost impossible to open or remove 
without tearing the desk or dresser apart. ONLY YOU CAN OPEN THE COMBINATION 
LOCK TO REMOVE THE PORTA-SAFE FROM THE DRAWER. Useful in home. Indispen¬ 
sable when traveling. Features: precision built of structurally reinforced high-impact plastic; 
3 digit combination lock with 1000 easy-to-set, easy-to-change combinations; no installation 
required. About 9x6x2”. 
□ 6989M. Porta-Safe.$1435 

Pocket 12-Volt Battery Charger 
Breakthrough In Auto Battery Charging 

Smallest battery charger in the world. Plug into any standard 110V household outlet, then 
BATTE FHEsTn* d*j(hb“rd ci*are,t* That’s all there is to it. NO MORE DEAD 

out opening your hood. No automotive knowledge required. No dirty hands. Safe. Neat. 
Easy. No fear of overcharging. Use winter, summer, anytime. For car, truck, boat, motor¬ 
cycle, RV, golf cart, lawnmower. etc. Set switch to “Charge” to recharge dead battery (3-6 
hours) or to “Trickle” to maintain charge on stored vehicle. Charger does the rest. With 
olid state LED contact indicator, built-in fuses. When not in use it fits easily in the corner 

ufacturer’s one year guarantee. Only 2x2xl%”. 
$24.95 

Automatic Fish Finder 
Only $5.95 

Find feeding fish faster. New non¬ 
electric fish-finder tells you where 
your favorite type of fish is like- 
’ to be. Just snap to your line 4 

ver into the water. Gives accur- 
> reeding of temperature & 
pth in 30 seconds. Then simply 
eck against chart provided for 
tferred temperature range for 
ur favorite fish.Does same job 
electronic devices at much less 
st. Fits any tackle box. Guaran- 
:d to increase your catch. 
4110M. * -- 

Magnetic 
Dog & Ball 

chasefii 

life-like effect. As dog gets r 
magnets in each repel each oth. 
the action. Great fun. 2%” dog. 
a 2013M. Dog & Ball.$1.09 



Bfc iir- 

LAST SI 
Famous 1 
Da Vinci 
painting 
beautifully 
reproduc¬ 
ed in gold I 

>rating Hand Massager 

Miracle Auto Mop 
Wash Your Car Without Water 

heavy I 
gauge I 
white plas- * 

REPLACES 40 DIFFERENT WRENCHES. 
Fits metric sizes from 9 mm to 22 mm and 
all Inch sizes from 3/8" to 13/16". NO 
MORE FUMBLING AROUND TO FIND 
THE CORRECT WRENCH. Nuts, screws 
and bolts readily gripped on three sizes by 
self-locking, non-slip grip even when they 
are damaged. Combines ratcheting, box, end 
and crescent features. You'll wonder how 
you got along without it. 9" long. Drop 
forged, vandadium steel. Satin chrome finish 
□ E4485. Universal Wrench. S4.9B 

POCKET ELECTRIC SIREN 
INSTANT PROTECTION ANYWHERE! 

.__ LOUD NOISEMAKERI 
Only $3.25 Scare away muggers, 

I rapists, robbers. GET HELP 
ST I Battery operated 
n fits pocket 

electric drill and use ordinary garden hoses. 
No priming necessary. Weights only S ounc¬ 
es. Pump out basements, drain appliances, 
spray garden, change oil, empty tanks, in¬ 
doors, outdoors, lab, shop, etc. Durable. 
□ 6736. Portable High Speed Pump $6.96 

_ jy longer. Absolutely safe c 
iny car finish. 15)4" overall. 
3 E4023. Auto Mop . ..$34 

Only $2.95 

Carbide Engraving Pen 
Write on Glass, Metal, Etc. 

Write on any surface with Carbide Pen. New 
Engraving Tool works just like pencil, cuts 
like a diamond. Write on glass, metal, cera¬ 
mics, plastic, etc. Permanent tungsten-car¬ 
bide tip cuts deeply, cleanly with minimum 
pressure. Ideal for personalizing tools, keys, 
cameras, jewelry, sports equipment, etc. 
Make money doing quick jobs for friends. 
Cany like pencil. No sharpening. 
□ 4223. Carbide Marking Pen. $2-95 

bottle 
really a rugged, 

high power flash- 
Take to parties. 

Funny & functional. Runs on 2 si 
batteries. 10" long. Bottle cap Is 
switch. 
□ 2460. Schlitz Flashlight. . 

Deluxe Bottle Cutter $3.95 
Make beautiful glassware from old bottles. 
Make your own glasses, vases, lamps, ash 
trays, candy dishes, etc. Easy-to-do. Ready- 
to-use. Prcasscmbled cutter. Newest ad¬ 
vanced technique. Clean cuts. Cuts most 
bottles up to gallon jugs. 
Q 4016. Bottle Cutter. *3.95 

SECRET POCKE 
LEATHER 

MONEY BELT 
Leather belt with attractive buckle has con¬ 
cealed money pocket on inside which holds 
bills, money, notes, etc. Handsome black 
genuine leather. 
□ 675a State Size. Belt--- $3.95 

, . chemical product. Imparts bril¬ 
liant gold enamel finish. No electricity. No 
work. For jewelry, trim, fixtures, etc. Coven 
any metal, plastic, wood or most any 
surface. Quick drying. No brush marks. 
2 ounce bottle. 
□ 4040. Liquid Gold... *1.69 

"Lite Savers" Scented Candles 
Colorful aromatic candles look like the 
"Candy with the hole in the middle." S 
assorted colon/scents per roll. Roll is 4” 
high, 2” diameter. Wrapped like the well 
{mown candy. 
a G5684, "Lite Sa —*1.95 

Liquid Chrome 

Chromkim-like finish. Chrome 
plate old or new parts on 
auto, bike, equipment or any 
surface. Fine for retouching. 
Qiick drying^ No brush marks. 

q 7621, Liquid Chrome. 

Portable Electric 
Vacuum Cleaner 

Only $5.50 

_r__ _ n 2 standard bat¬ 
teries. Cleans dothes. furniture, car, etc. 
Use anywhere. Contoured to fit your 
hand. With on-off switch. 
□ 6458. Portable Vacuum Cl 

100 SQUARE FOOT PLASTIC CLOTH. Many uses. Protective 
covering on floors, furniture, autos, bikes, machines. Excellent 
inexpensive, disposable drop cloth. Sealed into any shape without 
sewing. Waterproof, greaseproof. 
q 4518. (2 for $1.75) Plastic Sheet, each . 994 



$3.25 

repehs* Fitseuily 
compartment, desk or kitchen 

drawer, bike saddlebag, etc. Contains uni¬ 
versal handle, hammer. 4 different screw¬ 
drivers. 6 wrenches, 2 tubes of nails A 
wood screws, length of wire. Vinyl snap- 
dose case is about 5x4x1". 
□ 4546. Deluxe Tool Set.*3.25 

7-PIECE POCKET TOOL SET 
In carrying case. Steel wrench, hammer, 
awl, Phillips & standard screwdriver. Tre¬ 
mendously handy. 
□ 463ft Handy Pocket Sat.$1.39 

For Tiny 
Screws 

JEWELER'S SCREWDRIVERS 
Repair machines, watches, jewelry, models, 
specs, etc. 5 different sizes to fit most 
miniature screws. Swivel spin shaft makes 
them easy to use. Nickel plated. With case. 
a 4532. Jeweler s Screwdrivers $1.95 

Amazing Memory 

* tion A Chang* it ANY- 
■ • TIME ... IN SECONDS . . . 

WITHOUT TOOLS. Never 
worry about forgetting com¬ 

bination or losing keys. Us* birthdate, ad¬ 
dress, telephone exchange, any eesy-to-re- 
member 3-digit number. Avoid the frustra¬ 
tion of being unable to open your lock, or of 
someone getting your combination & your 
belongings. Only lock in the world without a 
factory pre-set combination. 3 dials give you 
999 possible combinations. Rugged chrome 
plated zinc dle-cast 154" case. diameter 
steel shackle with 1“ clearance. For lockers, 
cabinets, doors, drawers, etc. 
□ *314. Memory Padlock -.. S4.5Q 

Convert Any Gian Window, Door 
or Peep Hole Into 

SECRET SPY MIRROR 
One Side: Reflects Like a Mirror 

de. Can be trimmed t< 

glass. Fasten temporarily with 
tape so you can remove It, or cement it 
permanently. For larger areas use two or 
more sheets. 10"x16" (160 sq. inches). 
□ 3269. Reflective Sheet .S2.50 

form durable, protec¬ 
tive, satin-finish wea¬ 
ther proof coating 
lasts for years. Works 
on aluminum, metal, 
tools, machines, bikes, 
cars, boats, wood, plaster 
leather, brick. Hundreds 
of uses around home, office, factory. 7-oz. 
can. Protects 25-30 sq. ft. 
□ 4216. Stainless Steel ... 

10 
Piece 

Wood 
Carving 

Set II 
Carve. Cut. Sculpture. Easy and fun. 
carvings, objects, figures, leather designs, 
printing blocks. Set includes 10 different 
cutting blades such as gouges, grooves, cut- 

NEW MAGIC VIEWER 
SPY READ 

WATCH TV LYING DOWN 

lead, watch TV. "spy" through windov 
vhite flat on your back. No naed to lit 
our head. Keep an aya on what's going oi 

__specially processed 
ground glass mirrors for perfect refraction. 
Fils everyone comfortably. Even wear over 
glasses. About 3x4x6”. 
□ 4516. Right Angle Viewer.984 

STAINLESS 

ADHESIVE ^ 
; I TAPE:.. TOCO"Rl 

LY seals all kinds of holes, leaks, breaks, 
rough spots, places you thought you’d never 
be able to repair with tape. Seal actually 
improves with age. Accepts paint and patch- 
1-GUARANTEED NEVER 

Waterproof, grease-resis- 
...temperature of minus 30° 

_ to plus 250°. Makes patchwork look shiny 
-sw. 1001 uses for auto, boat, bike, trim gutters, metal furni¬ 
ture, household, shop, office, many more. 2" wide x 10-ft. 
□ 4017. Miracle T*ie . - 

AUTOMATIC 
HAND SEWINC 

MACHINE 
Bastes! Zig-Zags! Sev 
Buttons! Hems! BT 
stitches! All basic 

Simple, foolproof. _ 
Jamptoof, mistake proof. 
Sturdy plastic casing v 
parts. Uses any thread. Cc 
threader. & 2 needles. 
□ 4224. Hand 

Cordless Hobby Power Drill 
Only $12.95 

Grinds, drills, polishes, carves, deburs. Drills 

building, many hobbies. Allows excellent 
visibility of work area due to off-center con¬ 
struction. Complete with 3 precision collets, 
drill bit. center punch, grinder. Operates on 
2 standard flashlight batteries. About 8” 
□ 4965. Cordless Drill Set.—$12.95 

LUMINOUS PAINT 
MAKE OBJECTS SHINE 
IN THE DARKEST DARK. 
CREATE ERRIE, SUPER 
NATURAL EFFECTS. 
When this paint is applied 

to the surface of any article, thousands of 
rays of white light are produced, making it 
perfectly visible in the dark. The darker the 
night, the more brilliant it shines. Easy to 

effects, scientific experiments, rock collec¬ 
tions, non-luminous clocks and watches, 
religious articles end many more. Bottle 
contains Vi fluid ounce. . 
□ 4034. Night Bright Paint . S1.95 

Binocular 
Magnifiers 

Handy for close work. 
Magnifies about Vh 

Adjustable 
head band. Lightweight, comfortable. 
□ 9170, Binocular Magnifiers.S2.28 

POCKET 
SCALE 

Precision pocket 
scale checks weight 
of letters, small 
packets A packages 
of up to 4 oz. Comes 

< in vinyl wallet with 
pocket for stamps, 
stickers, etc. Always 
handy A easy to use. 

□ G5514. Pocket Scale.S1.36 



this specially 
constructed 

feeder. Vinyl 
coated galvanized 

wire bird feeder 
gives complete pro¬ 

tection to birds’ feet & eyes in freezing 
weather. Make your offering of scraps or 
suet easy to see & easy for the birds to get 
at with this open-on-all-sides container. 
Stock with bread, leftovers or suet. With 
convenient flip-open top & vinyl wire-loop 
hanger. About 8”x5”x4f\ 
□ 6093M. Bird Feeder.$6.49 

Crystal-Clear Pets 
You'd think the Walt Disney people had a 
hand in creating this flock of forest favorites. 
This delightful array of 6 adorable little 
critters seems to come straight from Bambi 
land. Ideal for holiday settings or decorative 
attraction in kitchen, shelf, child’s room. 
Clear crystal-like look gives expensive ap¬ 
pearance. Each stands about 3”. 
□ 5631M. Crystal-Clear Pets.$1.96 

MUSICAL 

WIND CHIMES 

Slight breeze makes them 
chime. Hang in doorway, 
porch, hall, etc. Produce 
beautiful enchanting 
chimes. Made in orient in 
variety of designs similar to 
illustration. Attractive. With 
several chimes. 
O 4514. Oriental 

Chimes.... $2.25 

MOUTH 
ORGAN 

MOUTH ORGAN & 
POCKET GUITAR. 

r popr 
,'ing. Ir 

V westerns. Excel¬ 
lent value. Easily 

KEYBOARD HARMONICA 
Do YOU want to: 1 Play songs first time 
you put it in your mouth? 2 ■ Play ALL 
popular tunes in rich, loud volume? 3 - 
Have a pocket instrument ready to enioy or 
entertain in seconds? THIS DOES IT ALL. 
Easy to blow, easy to finger. Delights you 
and friends. Covers full octave (eight notes). 
□ 7051. Keyboard Harmonica . . , ,$2.49 

Jumbo 
Crayon Candles 

Set of 6 - 4” replica 
crayon candles. Each 
“crayon” is different 
color & has its own aro- 

crayons. For parties, gift, emergencies, e 
Long lasting. 
□ E3075. Crayon Candles.$1. 

10 French Perfumes 
Only $6.95 

Made & bottled in Paris - the frapance 

at excellent price. 10 attractive flagons of 
authentic all-different & alluring French 
perfumes tastefully packaged for gift giving. 
Includes: Douce Faute; Clandestin; Paradou; 
Versant; Entendu; Cheval Bleu; Croyance; 
Cordon D'Or. Approx. 14 to H ounce each. 
□ 5698M. French Perfumes.$6.95 

love and warmth toward others. 
mfacturcr claims musk oil is 

cd from the amorous Musk 
in Tibet, who produce it lo 
t the opposite sex. Said to 
been used for ages because 

ts possible aphrodisiac power* 
■RatedScent" by many. Exotic 

a 7069. Fur Pelt 

"Cuckoo Clock" 
Wind Chimes 
Only $1,95 

See the Lively Birdl! 
Hear the Tinkling 
Chimesl! Everyone will 
thrill to the perpetual 
chimes. Just hang it up. 
No batteries or electri¬ 

city. Nothing to wind. Hang 
on patio, in doorways, win¬ 
dows, halls. Slightest breeze 

movement of the colorful 
cuckoo. Black forest clock 
design. Decorated with color¬ 
ful plastic flowers. About 16” 

Sneaky 
Cash Register 

Bank 
Automatically grabs 
Loose Change! 
Fun way to W Ty . 

unsuspecting7 
friend) put 

on top 
“drawer”. Sud- 
denly a sneaky 
little hand appears to 
match the coin, disappearing into the dark 
recesses of the cash register as the dial at 
the top spins. Sturdy plastic. Wind-up 
mechanicm VA" hieh 

famous by the Apollo astronauts. Great fo. 
beach, sports, boating, camping, hiking, 
driving,etc. With white Poly-knit front, navy 
visor & cool mesh back. Set off with elegant 
gold “scrambled eggs” on visor & captain’s 
emblem on fronL Show them who’s boss 
with this excellent quality hat One size is 
adjustable for all. 
a 9714M. Captain's Hat.$6.95 

See-Thru Tankard 
Handsome 14 oz. tankards of heavy polish¬ 
ed aluminum have extra strong handle, see- 
thru & leakproof glass bottom. Easily holds 
full bottle of your favorite beverage. Great 
for chug-a-lugs! Gieers! 
□ 5651M. See-Thru Tankard.$2.95 

Live 
Plant 

From Hawaii. 
Place mini “Ti Log’’ 
~ water & it gro* 

o grow in days. Easily ti_ 
>t where they make excellent 
in short time. 
iwaiianTi Log.$1J0 

Furry Rabbit 
Bank 

Cuddly, bright-eyed 

Holds o... __ 
coins. Very realistic 
looking. App. 6”. 

a 3994M, Rabbit Bank.$1.25 

Official 
Star Wars Pendants 

Set includes Darth Vader, master of evil; 
C-3PO. gentlemanly android; R2-D2, lovabla 
android that saved the rebel forces. Rich¬ 
looking 1)4” to 2” pendants of pewter-like 
metal are cleverly molded in precise detail 
ind hang from matching 16’f metal neck- 
jhains which can be easily removed. The 
indroids even have moveable arms! 
□ H8697.Star Wars Pendants .... $9.95 
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YOU CAN MAKE WINE AT HOME-ONLY $9.95 
***• l?*ttor ,or lea money. Federal law allows you to make 
200 gallons of wine at home each year. All new set includes com¬ 
plete equipment. Fun. Easy. Delicious. Includes fermenting & 
aging tanks, scientific measuring and testing equipment and all other 
accessories. Make wine from cider, frozen fruit juices, fruits, etc. 
Compact set includes instructions & recipes. 
□ 9133M. Deluxe Wine S< 

Hot Shot Electric 
Shocker - Only $14.95 

Made lo control animals on farm. Pro- 
- duces .jolting electric shock. Operated 

by 3 standard “C" cells (not supplied) 
Has hot spot vibrator coil which produces 

i 12-in. •— * shock. 12-in. long. 
1 i ""vS. . □ 6030. Electric Shocks 

Only $27.95 

_ Authentic AH-OOO-GAH Horn 
Recreate the sounds of the Roaring 20’s with the original AH-OOO- 
GAH Hom. The most popular novelty horn on the market. LOUD. 
Guaranteed to get attention. Megaphone shaped. With mounting 
bracket. Enamel & chrome finish. Operates on any 12 volt system, 
o— -lrs> trucks, boats. 
--w Horn .. $27.96 

5-Year Flashlight 
Needs No Batteries 

GUARANTEED TO LAST I AT LEAST 5 YEARS! 
Same brilliant beam after 5 years 
as on first day you received it. 
Unique power source developed 
for astronauts provides 10 times 
lasting power of ordinary fiash- 

-light. Never replace a battery. No 
external switches to rust or break-just twist top to turn on. Handy 
pocket size. For car or home-WHEN YOU NEED IT! Sparkling 
chrome-like finish. 
□ 4294, 5-year Flashlight ..$11.95 

Mystety Electronic Top 
Spins for Days 
Invisiile Power 

PRECISION BLOOD PRESSURE 
METER 

DOCTOR'S STETHOSCOPE 
Sensitive Sound Detector 

106 

NO EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS 
WATER OR ELECTRICITY. Runs on 
standard flashlight batteries. Re¬ 
circulates same water or pumps out 
Water, whichever you wish. Many 
practical uses, hobby and lab uses, 
loads of fun. Fountain or waterfall, 
table decorations or rock gardens, 

Set pump in water. 
experiment! 

>r. Picks up 



Your Daily Personal Mood Revealed 
BIO RHYTHM CALENDAR 

Suceed More! Fail Less! 
LIFE GOES IN CYCLES - EVERY- 

See Sept 1977 Reader s Digest: "Bio-Rhythms 

V "good" end others ere depressingjy "bad") 

All you need is your birthdate 10 determine each of your three cycles: 
1 - PHYSICAL (strength, energy, confidence, sex); 2 - EMOTIONAL 
(sensitivity, creativity, feelings, mood); 3 - MENTAL (thinking, memory, 
intellect). Each calendar is scientifically determined by your birthdate and is 
personally yours. Take " | —-*-1—  -” “J 

□ G10O9 Bio Rhythm Calendar Sat 

I! 
Disco Dance 

At Once! 
At Home! At Pertiesl 

Anywhere! 
With Beginners, Experts or 

photos at 

Thank You For Shopping At Johnson Smith. 

Please Tell Your Friends About Us! 

DELUXE FORTUNE 
TELLING SET 

Equipment ft Guide to 10 Most Pop 
lar Methods of Revealing Past. Prose 

y. MOVING PLANCHETTCl 
E» PREDICTA BOARO 

CRYSTAL BALL 
TAROT full colo 

laar^cotortUlvM 

□ H3641. Deluxe Fortune Telling Set.$13.95 

ng. Over 200 
id diagrams make 

:very movement easy and 
un. Karen Lustgarten, 
America's leading instruc- 
or. has taught over 20,000 

plus millions on TV with 
her fast step-by-step me- 

__ thod. 19 Complete Dances 
from simple to advanced including: Touch 
Steps. Slide Steps, Cross Steps, Hip Shakes, 
Foot Swivels. Body Language, Hustle. Sway. 
Partner Turns. Swirls, Skrunch. Night Fever, 
Hodcing Chair, Free Style, Line Dances. 
Continental, Latin-Swing and much more. 
With suggested practice music. 124 big 
8V4 x 11’’pages. 
□ K1983. How to Disco.$4.95 

k explains the art 
“method acting” 

in clear & simple terms. 
~ Explains the principles 

_T of acting as practiced by 
F the world famous Strasberg's 
Actors' Studio. Chapters in¬ 

clude: memory; relaxation; concentration; 
improvisation; imagination; creating the 
inner 4 outer character; mannerisms; 
exercises. 190 pages. 
Cl 1340M. Method Acting.$3.95 

Turn Shyness 
Into Confidence 

with shyness 
and overcome it. 

„ together 
the results of 

many years’ extensive study, the experi¬ 
ences of more than 5000 people and amaz¬ 
ingly simple, yet successful techniques to 
help you conquer this life-limiting problem. 
You. too, can be more successful in your 
social life, business & love. Chapters 
include: Friends, Lovers & Strangers;Build¬ 
ing Your Self-Esteem; Developing Your 
Social Skills. 351 pages. Paperbound. 
q 1801M. Shyness.$235 

SPEED 
READING 

MADE EASY 

QUICKLY TRANS¬ 
FORM YOUR READ¬ 
ING HABITS so that 
you READ FASTER, 
UNDERSTAND 
BETTER and RE¬ 
MEMBER MORE. 
Plus, you’ll get a new 
enjoyment out of 
reading. Removes the 

and opens up a direct method so 
logical you will be amazed at its 

□ 1999M. Rapid R 

Play Guitar In Minutes 
Instant Folk Guitar Instruc¬ 
tion Book. New method 
lakes guitar playing easy and 
You START PLAYING IN 

MINUTES and learn additional 
elements as you play. 26 songs 

Juding Careless Love, Green- 
eves, He’s Got the Whole World 

Hands, Red River Valley. Saints Go 
Marching In, etc. Also play simple guitar 
for almost any other song! 
□ 1992. Play Guitar.$2.95 
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Encyclopedia of Gold Records 

0 From*™* Jolson 
to the Bee Gees 

questions you have about the most popular 
artists & their hits. Includes: the story of 
every bestselling disc in chronological order; 
biographies of the stars 4 groups; details of 
the films 4 shows which achieved the ulti¬ 
mate accolades; 225 pictures to jog your 
memory. Updated through 1977. 
□ 1825M, Book of Gold Records.... $11.95 

Complete Painter's Outfits 
Only $8.95 

Acrylic & Oil Painting Made Easy! Every¬ 
thing you need to get started. Painting is 
easy & exciting. AND it's not just for those 
with "artistic talent". Anyone can leant the 
basics 4 with practice most people discover 
they have more ability than they imagined. 
Both acrylic 4 oD colors are simple to use. 
Acrylics are brilliant 4 quick drying 4 have 
become immensely popular with beginners 
4 advanced artists alike. Oils offer endless 
possibilities for change. Each set includes 5 
tubes of paint, 2 brushes, palette, drawing 
pencil, painting paper, thinner, full color 
instruction book. 
a 6897M. Acrylic Painting Sat.$8.95 
□ 6899M. Oil Painting Sat.$8.95 



Only 
$1.95 

Handbook of Magic 

I Apparatus Magic I 
• Close-up Magic • Platform Magic 
• How To Stag* A Magic Show Lika ) 

400 pages. Many illustrations. Explains 
and reveals hundreds of tricks from 
simplest card & mind reading stunts to 
giant stage illustrations. Brief summary: 
Hand magic. <•■"* —*u- <«—i— 
palming, trick 
Dalis, cigarette 

‘ ‘Jthtof. furniture, cornedv. 
la. timing, patter 6 words 
t. By H. Hay. recognized 

Handbook of Locksmithing & Key Making 

• You can mak* big monay as a Locksmith 
^ V |VU • Basic principlas of installation, repair, so 

• Tools, aquipmant. supplies 
_ • Well illustrated • Make master keys 

» pick locks & decode them. Make master keys. Install, repair, 
26 chapters of illustrated self-instruction lessons for every handy man, home 

- carpenter, mechanic, hardware dealer, janitors . . . even those interested in a 
lucrative occupation. Many tricka of the trade for housetocks. padlocks, car locks, etc. 
Nearly 400 pages. Paperbound. Best book on locksmithing we’ve seen. 
□ 1688. Locksmith Handbook.$6.96 

400 SCIENCE 
EXPERIMENTS, 
Stunts 8t Tricks 

All Done with Easily 
Available Materials 

is. Thousands of fas- HAVE FUN, FOOL 
■ cinating tidbits. Count- OTHERS end LEARN ALL 
■ less surprises. World's ABOUT SCIENCE WITH- 

number one conversation starter & argu- OUT SPENDING MONEY! 
ment settler. For example: Declaration of 
Independence wasn't signed July 4th; Joan - , —I_ 
of Are wasn't from France; Columbus didn't Covers experiments 
discover America; reindeer are not deer, etc. electricity, energy, f* 

' ing, light, heat, sou , 
liquids, gases, motion, 

living things, rockets, fire, etc. 
□ 1268. 400 Science Experiments... $a95 

Fun, Magic, Mystery for All. Hours of fun for one low 
price. Jokes & Riddles. Magic Tricks. Games. Stories. 
Monologues. Comic Readings. Fortune Telling. Hypno¬ 
tism. How to Throw Voice. Checkers, Chess, Dominoes, 
Anagrams, Card Tricks. Experiments. How to do 

,, ... Cartoons. Strong Man Stunts, Juggling, Tricks with 
Hours Of Fun DicCi ete. AU in f voiume. 

n One Low-Priced Volume! O 1029. Big Entertainer Book.964 

100 Spectacular Chemistry 
Experiments - Only $2.95 

Over 100 spectacuh 

composition, oxidation, electroplating, mak¬ 
ing pur* oxygan, soap, sugar, milk, ink, 
many mor*. 128 pages. Hundreds of dia¬ 
grams, charts, illustrations, simplified explan¬ 
ations. 
□ 1006. Experimental Chemistry.. . >2.96 

how to play pool. In¬ 
structions & tips are 
the product of 35 

one of the prominent 
Everything about pool 

3 E1901. Win At Pool , :--?3._00 
Tricks & Games 

On The Pool Table 
Dozens of ways to have fun with your pool 
table. Includes mystifying shots that will 
amaze friends. Miraculous ways of pocketing 
several bal Is with single shot, unusual caroms, 
tricks involving such props as billiard chalk, 
corks, coins, etc. Fun for beginner or ex¬ 
perienced player. 40 diagrams. 95 pages. 
□ E1900, Tricks on Pool Table ... $1,50 

STAR TREK 
CONCORDANCE 

sive directory to file 
famous TV series. Over 
250 pages include casts, 
plot synopses, fan art, 
lexicon glossary. TOOK 
OVER 8 YEARS TO 
COMPILE. Answers 

. , -ginable about Star Trek. 
Absolute must for seriousTrekkic. 8V4xll” 
giant size soft cover book. Beautifully illus- 

You Gan Have A 

Better Memory 
ability to recall difficult 

w complete cassette memory 
Use anywhere, anytime. NO 

STUOYING. No dull textbooks, boring 
' 'rating assignments. Developed by 

n research and consulting firm. 
THE POWER OF REPETITION makes it easier for you. Amaze 
yourself and your friends with how much you remember. Complete 
with pre-recorded cassette tape, easy to understand booklet and 
attractive bookshelf storage box. Sony, no cash refund if seel is 
broken. 
□ 3102. Automatic Memory Course .$12.95 

FOR YOUR PROTECTION, USE CHECK OR 
MONEY ORDER. AVOID SENDING CASH OR 
COINS THROUGH THE MAIL. 

Midget Bible 
• Only 1-5/8 x 1-1/8" 
* Great Monay Maker, 

Give-Away 

Only 
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Instant Computer Memory 
Develop the obHity to instantly remember 
ell that you see and read. Expend less effort 
than ever before but learn and recall much 

puter. Do all calculations, solve all problems, 
memorize all facts and names in less time. 
Tap your natural memory talent. World 
'-is experts show how-“ -- 

3 1338. Exceptional Memory Power >4.00 

Psychic 
Phenomena 

& 
Clairvoyance 

KM A #Ai 
Amazingly complete and detailed revelation. 
Includes: Clairvoyance, Premonition, Psycho- 
metry. Crystal Gazing. Distant Clairvoyance, 
Past Clairvoyance. Future Cleirvoyance, Se¬ 
cond-Sight. Prevision, Clairvoyant Develop¬ 
ment, Astral Body Traveling , Astral-Plane 
Phenomena, Psychic Inlluence (personal & 
distant). Psychic Attraction, Psychic Heal¬ 
ing, Telepathy, Mind Reading. Thought 
Transference, Etc. 320 pages. Cloth bound. 
□ 1710. Clairvoyance Guide. $6-95 

_a. Covers following: 
circuitry, tensor, self-contained & wireless 
burglar systems; photoelectric detectors; 
vibration detectors; audio detectors; proxi¬ 
mity detectors; intrusion alarms; protecting 
your grounds; complete home protection; 
fire detectors; personal protect- 
street, riots, motels, etc.; ISO photos, dia¬ 
grams, sketches showing equipme ' ' ' 

s. Up-to-date e< 24 page 
:. $5.91 

f THE ANCIENT BOOK 
OF FORMULAS 

i Purports to be the most com- 
rv plete book covering the Occult 
v & Mystic Science ever publish- 
■ ed in the English language. 
I Contains formulas for incense, 
! perfumes, oils, inks, powders, 
S cosmetics, potions, etc. Over 
1 100 pages. O 1960. Book of 
1 " miles. $3.00 

Learn While 
You Sleep 

KEEP YOUR MINO 
AWAKE AND ACTIVE 
WHILE YOU SLEEP. 
MENTAL POWER 
THROUGH SLEEP 
SUGGESTION. Learn 

iM' method to expand 
the limits of your mind 

-H WITH NO CONSCIOUS 
EFFORT. WHILE YOU SLEEP. Improve 

_t, etc. Over 100 pages including in 
eluding information on what, how, am 
ihere to get the best’ Sleep-o-matic” < 

Develop a 
Winning 

Personality 
ATTRACT FRIENDS. 
BE SUCCESSFUL. 
MAKE PEOPLE LIKE 
YOU. Overcome shy- 

V ness and personality 
faults fast. Develop a 
magnetic personality. 
LOVE, MONEY, 
FRIENDS, HEALTH. 
HAPPINESS, become 

part of your new life. 256 pages. 15 chap- 
Topics include: Million ways to meet 

people, Making dates and insuring their 
_ess. Career advancement. How to hold 
friendships, free yourself of inhibitions,etc. 
□ 1707, Kay to Winning Personality..$3.00 

i answers. Used by schools, 
J companies. Check your IQ 

.. $2.00 

27, WAYS 

TO IMPROVE 

YOUR J4 

GET 
SMART! 

Get better marks 
in schooL a bet- 

siWple’tri^ks 
that make people 
smart These 27 
Ways help you 
to i 

k straighten 

.. $2.00 

10,000 JOKES, 
TOASTS & 

FUNNY STORIES 

1000 PAGE 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 

OF HUMOR 
Fs largest collection. Over 1000 pages: 

Read for fun or for reference use: indexed. 
Every type of joke, anecdote, pun, stories 
about famous peopk- & events, poems, 
boners, gags, etc. Laugh riot. Cloth bound. 
n 1806, Joke Book .$7.96 

Get Rid of Glasses 

»I muscle exercises. Rules & prin- 
J ciptes for proper use of ey« 

IlGlossesf iq that good eyesight may b 

_a." By Dr. Peppard. Eye 
| chart included so you can see 

your progress. 153 pages; cloth 

SEVEN-KEYS 
Wo POWER 

Purports to tell you: how to o- 
obstacles & hidden fears, gain love, make people d 
your bidding, get what you want, be lucky, ct 
remove a spell, banish misery, arJ *- “- 

ie Claremar* — imont, author. Master of Ancient 
Mysteries, claims vow of silence has b- 

' and reveals amazing Seven Keys to Power used by 
ancient priests, kings and mystics. Money back if 
not well rewarded. _ 
a 1951. Seven-Keys to Power..$2.25 

sionals. learn s„,_ 
by step. Authoritative. Comprehensive. Ori¬ 
ginally compiled for Abbott Magic Co. Each 
trick clearly & precisely described. Scores of 
tricks. 9 big chapters. 400 pages. 510 illus¬ 
trations. 
□ 1402. Rope Magic ... 

r— Murphy's Law 

Murphy s !!-s- i* ever s,ar^ 

be attributed to the universal principle 
known as Murphy’s Law? Here, in one 
book. Is the wit & wisdom of our most de- 
- .. ..-- —■—*— 8, anti¬ 
social observers, explaining all the w 

MIND TICKLING 
BRAIN 

TEASERS 

Marvelous fun book 
guaranteed to make 
almost anyone a prob¬ 
lem-lover. Improves 
and develops ability elops ab 
-logically 
reasonably. As book 

progresses, problems become more difficult 
and you can end up really smart! No special 
math required. Answers and full explana¬ 
tions included. Humorous illustrations add 

fun. 256 pages. 
O K1802. Mind Ticklers.. . $8-9$ 

CODE 
SECRETS 

REVEALED 

/V 

Cryptography 

6 6 y 

Create & Crack Secret Codes 
Reveals secrets of spy codes: How to make 
them, how to break them, how to use them. 
Baffle & impress friends, frustrate enemies 
with your knowledge of Cryptography, the 
science of codes. Includes some of world’s 
most unusual codes, secret inks, tricks & 

Well-illustrated. 117 pages. 

□ H1957. Secret Writing.$1.50 



Instant Handwriting Analysis 
Leading authorities have demonstrated that 
people reveal more of their TRUE SELF in 
handwriting than in almost any other way. 
Handy DIAL-IT WHEEL enables you to 
INSTANTLY ANALYZE YOUR OWN or 
ANYONE'S WRITING to find out the 
EMOTIONAL, PERSONALITY & CHAR¬ 
ACTER TRAITS indicated. Many big com¬ 
panies & security checks use it as a guide. 
NOT fortune telling. NOT astrology. Test It 
on yourself to find out how true & logical 
It Is. Fun, useful, revealing. 01AL-IT WHEEL 
Is 814x11". With complete instructions. 
□ E1002. Handwriting Analysis . . S2.2S 

The Secret 
Life of 

Jesus Christ 
Purports to reveal 
the complete story 
of the 18 Missing 
Years in the Life of 

e. Using astrology 
<x numerology 

“ methods, these 
revelations offer rare insight. Fasci¬ 
nating document of His life, travels and 
conditions which are the Key to the Hidden 
Meaning of the Bible. By Jane Aikman 
Welch. 142 pages. Cloth bound. 
-1 ' • .$750 

□ 3645. Tarot Fortune Desk. S5.95 

Great Tales of 
Horror - Only $1.50 

fear. You may have to put this book down! 
□ 1071. Great Tales of Horror. $1.50 

1001 INSULTS 
WISECRACKS, SLAMS, 

PUTDOWNS, COMEBACKS 
Learn The Not-So-Subtle Art of 

One Upmanship. Never Lose a Verbal Battle. 
Devastate any prompous iackass with lingy one- 
line putdowns. Outstanding new collection of 
raucous, raunchy “nasties” that leave 'em com¬ 
pletely defenseless A red faced. Find one for every 
occasion & everybody. Arranged by “Pet Peeves:” 
relatives, brats, dummies, loud mouths, snobs, 
conceits, etc. You look like an intellectual giant 8i 

.. 994 

They 

'hurt!' 

How You Can Win Contests, 
Sweepstakes & Games 

JOHNSON SMITH'S 
DIGEST 

OLD-TIME 
CATALOG 

wacky twenties, thirties and 
IS. Every description is so entertainingly 

written and uniquely illustrated that you’ll 
see why Johnson Smith has been the world's 
leading supplier of novelties since 1914. 
Discover what people laughed at 30. 40. 50 
even 60 years ago. This reprint is actually a 
selection of the most unusual items found in 
our 1929 catalog. You cannot order from 
this nostalgic old-time catalog, but its i 
lot of fun to look at. 
□ 1059. Old-Time Catalog Book . $1.00 

OVER $20,000,000.00 
Given FREE Each Year!) 

in MORE 

in CASH & PRIZES is given Z 
away every year on over 200 
TV shows and hundreds of 
other local sweepstakes, games and contests? 
And most require no special work or expense 
to enter. ANYONE CAN WIN CONTESTS. 
Reveals everything you need to know — 1 
the winning methods so yc-- ,"1 
THAN YOUR SHARE. 
MAKE MONEY in the comfort of your own 
home with practically no effort. Win trips, 
autos, houses, prizes of every kind plus 
CASH. Leant the tricks, secrets and methods 
that puts you among the 1 out of 1000 that 
becomes a REGULAR WINNER. Never won 
anything? Find out why and correct your 
mistakes. 
O 1031. Anyone Can Win.$3,95 

as*’ 

S3; "HOW IT WO R KS" 
304 Pages. Over 300 
Illustrations. Encyclopedia 
guide explains workings of 

everyday things, the latest mechanical A 
electronic gadgets A machines from air con¬ 
ditioners to zippers. Simplified specific dia¬ 
grams. Concise explanation shows how they 
work and helps you repair them. Includes 
Auto Engines, Typewriters, Music Instru¬ 
ments, Most Home Appliances, Office 
Machines, Computers, Radio A TV-Record- 
ers. Electronics, photography, etc., etc. 
Pocket size edition. For repairmen, inventors, 
experimentors A students. 
O 1039. How-lt-Works Encyclopedia, SI .50 

_ with lock & key. 192 
sheets. Simulated leather bound cover with 
golden trim. About 4" x 5". 
□ 1970M, 5-Year Diary.$1.95 

I MAGIC FORMULA FOR 
1 SUCCESSFUL PRAYER 
f Learn methods of prayer that have 
i) given many people serenity A 
c peace of mind. Book tells you 
r when to pray, how lo pray, what 
J to pray for so you stand a better 

f contains formulas for health, 
success, money, luck, overcoming 
fear. 
q 1959. Successful Prayar, $2.00 

HOW TO PLAY 
DIRTY TENNIS 

beating you. 

ploys can be applied to 
other games and sports. - 
Chapters include Sounds A Countersounds, 
Doubles Troubles, Intimidation. 125 pages. 
q 1963, How to Play Dirty Tennis. $250 

Smallest Bible In The World! 

1245 PAGESI 773, 746 WORDS. Complete 
bible the size of postage stamp (on plastic 
slide) only 1V4” x 114"! Featured in 
RIPLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! 
Produced through use of new “Photo- 
chromic micro-image" technique developed 
by National Cash Register Company. 
Scientific curiosity. Carry with you. amaze 

How To Brew Wines, Beers & 
Liquors as Low as 4c a Gallon! 

OVER 200 SECRET RECIPES. Reveals trade 
secrets so you can easily make wines, beers, 
liquors, gin, rum, bourbon whiskey, scotch 
whiskey, champagne, brandy, ale and many 
others. Has recipes for 5 different gins, six 
different rums, several types of whiskeys and 
champagnes, dozens of win< 
formulas, etc. 
q 1263. (3 for $3.751 Price El 

es and beer 

■„..$1.2S 
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Handbook of Freemasonry 
I Latest Revised Lodge Man- 
■ ual of 284 pages, with near- 
■ ly 100 illustrations. Gives 
m orrect oi “Standard" work 

md ritual of Masonry; pro- 
>cr position of each officer 
n the Lodge Room, order 
>f opening and closing 
Lodge, dress or candidates, 

emony of initiation, cor- 
t method of conferring 

:c degrees of “Ancient Craft Masonry, 
proper manner of conducting business of 
Lodge, and giving signs, grips, past 

Secrets of your dreams 
revealed. Thousand of 
dreams analyzed. Be 

Lucky numbers i 
ed for every dream. 
Mysteries of numerolo- 
gical fortune telling re- 
26 chapters, 238 pages. 
Praam Book, . . $1.96 

LOST SECRETS 
OF PSALMS 

Legend claimsMoseshid 
these Psalmsat Mt. Sinai, 

.... the powerful prayers for 
i’""*!*! getting whatever you 

~ ' ■ desire! Contents: Psalms 
for Luck, Enemies, Suc¬ 
cess. Overcoming Evil, 

Keep Misfortune 

Card Tricks 
Made Easy 

Learn baffling card tricks. 
Fool ’em every time, even 
though tricks are amazing¬ 
ly easy to learn and per¬ 
form. Includes old favor- 

□ 1173. Card The 

How To Be An Escape Artist 
Includes: Escape from 
any Handcuffs, Escape 
from Safe or Vault. 

the Top of a Ladder, 
Levitation Act. Trunk 
Escape, Escape from 75 
fSet of Rope, Siberian 
Chain Escape. Japanese 
Thumb Tie, Chair 
Escape, Dangerous Rope 
Tie, Twentieth Century 
Escape, The Great Sack 
Trick, etc. 24 page_ 
booklet reveals secrets of 15 baffling tricks. 
□ 1178. Escape Artist Book ..954 

How-To-Do-lt 
Methods & 

Formulas for 
Home and 
Workshop 

SIS 
stains, etc. FORMULAS alone 
book worth much more! METHODS to do 
almost every type of repair or construction 
job in house or garden. Even information on 
care & use of TOOLS. Over 75 REFER¬ 
ENCE TABLES. Conversions, Electric or 
Tool Data, etc. Nearly 700 pages. 
□ K1070. Formulas & Methods .. $11.95 

Unbelievable, But True A 
Believe It Or Not! 

Slapped by the execution 
this severed head turned from 
ghosdy white to deep red as if / 
angered by the slap. Over 900 / 
astounding oddities in up-to- 
date edition of Ripley’s Fam¬ 
ous "Believe It Or Not.” Amaze 
and entertain yourself & your 
friends with stories that are 
beyond belief, AND TRUE! 
Cl 1295. Believe It Or Not ... . 

GAIN NEW VITALITY, HEALTH and 
CONFIDENCE! Many famous Ameri¬ 
cans practice and recommend Yoga with 
amazing results.' Complete guide to Yoga 
and the wonders it can perform for you. 
Improves your mind, body and emotions. 
By following simplified Yoga methods in 
this book, your entire life can be magic¬ 
ally changed and improved. Well illustrated. 
□ 1989. Illustrated Yoga.$3.00 

READ MUSIC FAST 

to today’s most popular tunes. You 

Learn ir_ 
star and impress all who know the ability 
you possess. 
□ 1984. Secrets of Ventriloquism ... $1.25 

Full Color Atlas of 
the Human Body 

Anatomical Atlas. Large 
' ailed, authentic 

illustrations & 
_ Many life size. 

Covers in detail every vi¬ 
tal organ, nerve, muscle, 

|brain, glands, heart, veins. 

Includes skeleton, skull, 
idigestive system, pressure 
Ipoints, respiratory sys¬ 
tem, male and female re¬ 
productive system com- 
parison, etc. Used in many 

schools, hospitals. Fascinating. About 40 
color illustrations, many full 9"x12". Hun¬ 
dreds of detailed references. Virtuelly e 

*1.75 □ 1197, Body Atlas . 

Save Time and Money 

HOME MANUAL 
FOR B/W & COLOR TV SETS 

GET THE BEST FROM YOUR TV AT 
ALL TIMES! Color & Black & White Sets. 
Guaranteed to give sharper & clearer pictures 
and better sound even if your set works 
okay now. Non-t e c h n i c a I, easy-to- 
understand with about 50 photos, many in 
full color. Professional check system with 
step-by-step procedure that you can do 
with only a screwdriver Don’t pay a penny 

adjustments. Covers all makes. 

CAN WE TALK WITH 
SPIRIT FRIENDS? 



Encyclopedia of 

WORLD 
RECORDS 

• The Fattest Man • The 
Fattest Woman • Fantastic Prodigies of 
Nature • Wonders From The World of Man • 
The Only Book With All The Records. Over 
600 pages with new action photographs. 
Published in 12 languages! Over 7 million j 
copies in print. Interesting reading. Exi 
lent reference. All time non-fiction b 
seller. Second only to Bible in 

7 million ||[j 
ig. Excel- 1 
lion best i< I 
sales. 

....$2.60 | 

Power of 
Concentration 

Incense, Herb and 
Oil Magic 
The author claims 

New Official 

sca&is 
wrr’ss 
section of the country. 
ESU&v* MSS 

kPlSSht! $3.00 'sstzs: 
compartment for quick 
Includes beginners \ 

ansmission phrases. !T.dS 
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Scientific Wrestling 
Scientific wrestling enables a weak man to 
overcome a stronger opponent. A few simple 
holds and throws develops amazing superior¬ 
ity. Includes Half-Nelson, grape vine, head 
& crotch throw, chancery, swingovers, grips, 
etc.^AboiU 50 pictures. Written by former 

ir 
s Champion, n wrestling u 

» Famous KNOCK-OUT Punches 
* How To Deliver & Counter Every Blow 

& Punch 
* Covert Every Phase ot Fighting 
* Includes Inside Ring Dope 
Illustrates & explains fundamental boxing. 
For Beginner and expert. Partial list of 
contents: The fist, stance, fighting position, 
feinting, long-range sparring, infighting, all 

s*. I 
1 punches, defense & counters, jab, 

, uppercut, old one-two, etc. 
1 1271. Scientific Boxing .$1,00 

* 
HOW TO BUILD 

MIGHTY MUSCLES 
MAKE HUSKY MUSCLES 
GROW & RIPPLE ALL 
OVER YOUR BODY. 
Easy-to-follow, step-by- 
step course in body build¬ 
ing. Contains sections on 
toning exercises, galvanic 
muscle building program, 
etc. Tips on how to build 

Many illustrations. 

Combat Judo 
Gl Jiu-Jitsu 

PROTECT YOURSELF 
WITHOUT WEAPONS 
Used by Armed Forces i 
in hand-to-hand combat [ 
Easy to learn. Include 
knee attack, flying kick 

Complete manual of Kodokwan Judo. 
□ 1266. Combat Judo.$1,00 

The Secret 
Doctrine of 

the Rosicrucians 
.The Secret Doctrine 
Of The Rosicrucians 
reveals the facts & 

devoted to the study of occult doct 
Includes who they are, what they do. Beliefs 
concerning life, death, sex^eligion, etc. 256 

El966. Puzzle Book . 

Mathematical 
Puzzles Book 

Hours of fun, amusement, 
mental gymnastics. Test 
your logic & ingenuity. 
Contains scores of problems 
in arithmetic, logic, alge¬ 
bra, plane figures, decima- 
i, combinations, probabil- 

248 pages. 

Mammoth Slang 
Dictionary 

Complete, up-to-date book 
of thousands of slang terms. 
Includes popular jargon of 
the military, underworld, 
show business, addicts, as¬ 
tronauts, students, hippies, 
-*c. Arranged alphabetical- 

thal anyone with 
normal strength can act 
plish them simply by ki _ 
ing the trick. HE-MAN / 
STRENGTH is not needed , 
to: Tear Giant Phone Book I 
in Half; apparently Smash ^ 
Rocks with Fist or Bend p 
Steel Spikes, etc. YOU CAN ' 
DO ALL OF THESE AND MANY MORE 
OR YOUR MONEY BACK. Includes guide 
to unusual muscle development and control. 
□ 1049. Strong Man Stunts.$1.25 

Kung Fu 

Philosophy 
Ancient Chinese 

Kung Fu Meditations 
reveal secrets of 
healthy body & 
peace of mind. De¬ 
velop a free float¬ 
ing mind & spirit. 

, Rid your mind of 
Lv\j'jpi^^^^^wordly thoughts, 

'w^^Sirustrations. Foster 
a receptive mind so you easily master any 
subject, immediately know how to handle 
any situation. Should be used with our 
• 1961, Chinese Kung Fu. 
□ 1965. Kung Fu Meditations.$2.25 

police, F.8.I., special forces, 
nanaos. Learn to defend yourself a- 
t opponents who might possibly be 

Om,C2d65WeT‘ 



original condition. We will then exchange „. . 
(whichever you prefer). NO QUESTIONS ASK! 
label and your original order for fastest-*— 

HANDBOOK OF 
, WATCH & CLOCK 

REPAIR 

I. Gives basic 
principles of how dilTer- 
- ss work and 

. so that troubles can be lo¬ 
cated, movements can be disassembled, 
cleaned, inspected, repaired and reassembl- 

Grandfather clocks and electric clocks. 180 
pages. 
b 1074M. Clock Repair.$6.95 

How You Can 
Play the Piano 

by Ear 

whistle? If *so, 
can be playing | 

Bargain Hunter's 
Guide 

BONANZA OF MONEY 
' } MAKING INFORMATION? 

Over 1000 prime sources 

Importers. Closeouts. Surplus. 
Bankrupt stock. Jobbers. Drop- 

shippers. Wholesalers. Mail order. Catalogs. 
Many more. Up-to-date guide is crammed 
with hard-to-bclicvc bargains, many free 
offers. Now available to public at bargain 
price. Use it to start your own business or 
buy personal items. Satisfaction or return 

... $3.50 

Easy Way 
To Boner 
Grades 

istrucUons show how to: read tr listen e&ctivety, 
ike quizzes 6 tests, use the library, plan a schedule, 
rke notes, improve writing skills, get assignments 
one, acquire gwjd^stud^habio, etc^ Also includes 

^i^eJrGrir' 

INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS 
WITH ELECTRICITY 

BOATS & AIR¬ 
CRAFT. Introductory guide & encyclo¬ 
pedia in one! Written for beginner 8r expert 
alike. Introduces novice to radio control 
step-by-step. From systems to circuits to 
actual construction. Projects range from 
d—’■J ~ luiring little time, to most com- 

ling upon imagination & energy. 
_ for anyone at any stage of radio 

control. Photos, diagrams, illustrations. 
Includes never-before-printed blueprints of 
multi-channel control system that’ll do any¬ 
thing expert wants. 256 pages. 
” ~ ” Control Manual . . $5.95 □ 1021M. Radio Ci 

World s Smallest Dictionary 
Contains 13,000 Words! 
Only 1)4" x 2" x VI 

Miracle In Printing Miniaturization! Small 
But Mighty. 695 Pages. Quality Paper. 
Completely Legible. Hand-Stitched Durable 
Vinyl Binding! Carry in pocket or purse, 
always ready for INSTANT WORD POWER. 
Weighs less than 1 oz., yet contains more 
than 13,000 words including most com¬ 
monly misunderstood & misspelled words 
in English language. Tremendous aid to 
businessmen, letter writers, secretaries, 
students, professionals - every single 
member of the family. Saves time, work, 
aggravation & embarrassing mistakes. You 
won’t want to be without it. 
□ K1600. Micro-Mini Dictionary . . $3.95 

Build 200,000 Volt Generator. Build Elec¬ 
tro Magnet. Get Free Electricity from Sun¬ 
light. MANY, MANY MORE STUNTS & 
GADGETS. 
Fascinating book gives plans and tells how 
you can build unusual scientific gadgets and 
do useful tricks with ordinary materials that 
are cheaply and easily available. Over 150 
pictures & diagrams with complete easy-to- 

□ 1269. Experiments in Electricity.. $3.25 

TEST YOUR SSJr.M 
“ ESP - scientifically. ESP 

ESP | _ ._ Book 
contains many experiments with results 
more reliable than those achieved with a 
battery of computers. Developed at the 
Parapsychology Laboratory of Duke Univer¬ 
sity. Test for clairvoyance, telepathy, pre¬ 
cognition & general ESP. Includes tests for 
young children, pets, party games with ESP, 
how to investigate a “Haunted House’’, 
communication of drawings. 140 pages. 
□ 1003M. Test Your ESP.$2.00 

MATH MADE EASY 
Make Math Your Friend. 

I m&TH HI Not Your Eo*my| Popu- 
I withOUt H lar math concepts enter- 
ItFARSH tainingly explained in 
■ L easy-to-understand langu- 

math! Calculations, Sta¬ 
tistics, Graphs, Interest, 
Algebra, Trigonometry, 
Probabilities, Calculus, 

Etc. Divided into 10 chapters. Read some or 
all. 247 pages. 151 illustrations. 
□ 1967M. Math Without Tears . . . $7.95 

o 104 Easy Electronic 
Gadgets You Can Build 

Includes complete diagram, parts list & 
instructions for each one. Build World’s 
Smallest Amplifier, Wireless Mike, FM 
Room Bug, Low Cost Megaphone, Tele¬ 
phone Pick Up, Headphone Adapter, Wire¬ 
less Phono Broadcaster, AM Wireless Mike, 
AM/SW Receiver, Radio Receivers including 
Solar Powered Receiver. VHF Aircraft 
Receiver, Shortwave Receiver, Beacon 
Transmitter, Electronic Themometer, 
Battery Chargers, “Beeper” Box, Electronic 
Clock, Siren, and many, many more. 
224 Pages. 
□ H1270. 104 Electronic Projects. . $5.95 

Mammoth Fun 
Encyclopedia 

Games for 

ARE or WANT- 
TO-BE Super 
Bright. Will make 
you much smarter 
or puts your 
brainy friends in 
their place. Can’t 
be beat for fun 
and profit. 
Puzzles, games, 
mind-benders and 
brain busters 

WITH SOLUTIONS. Superb collection from 
members of MENSA, highbrows with LQ. 
over 140. Plus perils & pleasures of genius, 
techniques used by super-bright, intelligence 
tests, etc. 80 illustrations. Hardcover. 
□ 1803M. Super IQ Games.$6.95 

outdoor entertainment 

», school, church,play¬ 
ground, banquets, out- 

OveJ 2400 games & ideas 
for all ages. Includes 
stories, stunts, tricks, 
contests, quizzes, games, 

hobbies, icebreakers, sports, music, puppets, 
drama, magic & much more. Over 1000 
pages 8i 250 illustrations. 
□ K1799. Fun Encyclopedia. . . . $10.95 





RELIEVE MUSCLE PAIN WITH 
HEAT GENERATING PAD 

Wear unnoticed under clothe*. Soothing 
warmth drain! the pain from overworked 
muscles. Especially good for back, leg and 
shoulder aches. Self-contained heating pad. 
Uses no electricity, no chemicals. Flexible, 
lightweight. Important for athletes, after 
any physical labor. Also used by outdoors- 
men. hunters, sports fans, etc. 
□ 6616.---- *,OR 

ANYTIME. ANYWHERE. Gives off 
smoke or odor, yet burns as hot as regular 
stove. Hundreds of uses indoors or 
outdoors. Have available for emergencies, 
trips, cooking foods, etc. Uses tong-burning 
concentrated heat tablets. Size only 3x4x 1 
folded. With 18 heat tablets. - 
□ 3409. Pocket Stove.«.95 
□ 3410. Heat Tablets-— *2.49 

Heat Tablets 
Easy-to-light, long bum- 

I mg. Concentrated heat. 
J Useful for cooking, lab, 

Underwater 
Swim Mask 

Protect eyes from 
pool chemicals, 
debris, salt water. 
See underwater 
even if you wear 
glasses. Snug fit¬ 
ting, water tight 

molded quality rubber. Shatter resistant 
styrene lenses. Clear view. Adjustable size. 
□ 4297. Underwater Swim Mask. S2.25 

SHATTER-RESISTANT SAFETY LENS. 

Underwater Swim Goggles 
SEE UNDER WATER I Look for lost items, 
have fun, fish, etc. Form-fitting, water-tight 
moulded rubber. Shatter resistant lenses. 
Adjustable. Easy on, easy off. Clear view. 
□ 9253. Underwater Goggles.$1.59 

1914 German Field Cannon 

of famous 1914 German Field Cannon. All 
metal in beautiful detaiL Barrel & wheels 
finished in rich chrome, satin black carriage. 
Shoots ammunition with LOUD BANG. 

of stun is pos¬ 
sible. HOW 
MANY OF 

iN RIDE 
ONE? Improve balance and coordination. 
Ride indoors or outdoors. Needs much less 
area to operate than bike. Take anywhere 
in trunk of car. Adjustable to height of 
rider. 16” puncture-proof tire has flatter, 
wider tread for easier riding. 
□9126. Unjcycle.$24.95 

CORDLESS 
ELECTRIC 

FAN 
Only $4.95 

Powerful portable 

in carl Lightweight- 
can be held in your 
hand, yet big enough 
to do king-size cool¬ 
ing job. Completely 
adjustable. Delivers 

strong breeze in any direction. No wires or 
cords. Uses standard flashlight batteries. 
On-off switch. About 6". 
□ 6190. Portable Electric Fan.$4.95 

Special Liquid Catches Fish! 
LIQUID FISH LURE. Fatal attraction fish 
can not resist! Just dab LIQUID LURE on 
lure or on self-adhesive felt pads, stick it to 

Bgrgw Only 
-ilP $2.25 

50-Ft. Nylon Rope 
Ideal for outdoor uses of aU kinds. For 
hunters, backpackers, fisherman, campers, 
homeowners, etc. 100% nylon braided cord 
with 550-pound tensile strength. Durable, 
quick drying. Will not rot or mildew. 50-foot 
□ 629a Nylon Rope--$2.25 

Ideal for . 
outdoor workers 
anyone who has 
trouble with cold 
feet. Adjustable to 

□ 4550. Foot Warmers, pair . 

Never Miss Fish Hook 
Operates on lever action principle. Clamps 
down firmly on top of fish's mouth when he 
strikes. The harder die fish struggles, the 
tighter your “keeper hook” grips. May be 
used with natural or artificial bait Hooks 
may be changed in seconds. Don't let the 
whoppersget away. Works everywhere. Deep, 
shallow, casting, trolling, ice. 
□ 4104. Keeper Hook (2 for $3.951- ■ 32.50 

_RWAY GYM BAR 
_muscles for self-defense &. sports. 
Look & feel great. Fun & practical for men, 
women, children of all ages. Recommended 
by doctors, coaches, police. Adjustable to 
most doorways, any height. Rubber bum¬ 
pers & mounting brackets supplied. Holds 
200 lbs. Chrome plated steel. For doorways 
32” wide & less. 
□ 6615. Gym Bar.$12.95 

POWERFUL DIVER'S 
FLASHLIGHT GIVES STRONG 
BEAM 100 FT. UNDERWATER 

Tested at 16 Fathoms! 
Search for and discover sunken treasures. 
Powerful new underwater flashlight reveals 
secrets of river, lake, bay. ocean bottoms. 
Guaranteed strong beam at even 100 ft. 
depth. Long-lasting, durable all-rubber 
watertight construction. Black, non-slip 
-*-1-1—- Unbreakable lens. Dual 

landy carrying s 

t. Easily reset so that you can measure 
walking distance at any time: going to 
school, on hikes, etc. Attractively finished, 
all metal, easy-reading dial. Clips to belt 

__keys. Chrome plated. 
□ 9043. Handcuff Set .. 
- 9046. Handcuff Case (Fits ell bolts) 42.25 



Computer Baseball 
Pinball Machine 

WATCH MEN RUN BASES AND SEE THE 
SCORE ADD UP!! AU the fun of bumper pinball 
PLUS automatic scoring and running the ' 
Shoot the balls and the machine does tht 
AUTOMATICALLY!! You can get strikes 

them run bases and score. So much like real game 
that you get same thrills. Sensitive spring firing 
lever for skillful control. Uses no eleeiricitt or 
batteries: steel bills activate mechanism. Precision 
made, beautifully designed. Very durable. About 
20” high, 10" wide. 
Ll H6SQ1 .Computer Baseball.$19.95 

HEAVY DUTY 
CABLE EXERCISER 

world over. Develops all body 
muscles; you actually feel 
your strength grow, your body 
develop. Professional quality. 

grip.V! 
□ 66! 

Pitch Like A Pro 

_ _ follow- 
through; correct gri 
tips from major It _ 
how they get hitters o 
Specify righthanded or lefthanded. 

n games. 

□~1275M* PitchTike A ProT.$6.95 

Precision 
Gyro 

Exerciser 
The unique opposing power of the spinning 
gyro strengthens your grip, wrist & arms like 
no other exercise tool. Excellent for base¬ 
ball & football players, golfers, bowlers, 
tennis & racquctball players, archers, just 
plain exercise, etc. Works by the tremen¬ 
dous spinning power (up to 8000 rpm) that 
increases speed as you move your band, 
wrist & forearm. The desire 8i effort requir¬ 
ed to maintain speed 8> hum puts all the 
muscles of your arm into play. Also greet 
stress & tension reliever for busy people. 
Very easy to use, but a challenge to see how 
long you can keep the gyro going or how 
fast you can make it go. Made of finest 
quality materials. With instructions & hand- 

Automatic Curve Baseball 
Now YOU can THROW & HIT curves, 
sinkers, screwballs 8i risers. Fun to pitch, 

-- - friends. New specially- 
it EASY for ANYONE 

EVERY TIME YOU THROW IT. Feel 
like a major leaguer. Great for batting prac¬ 
tice. Reacts like regular ball when hit. 
Endorsed by major leaguers: Jim Rice, Red 
Sox, 1977 AL home ran champ; ‘‘Greatest 
batting aid ever." Mike Flanagan, Oriole's 
pitcher “Easy controL No strain. Major 
League break.” Johnny Pesky, Red Sox 
Coach: “Could revolutionize hitting.” Art 
Gore, NL Umpire: “Remarkable stuff can 
be thrown." Official size, weight. Made of 
long-lasting polyurethane. Use for team 
practice or for fun and casual playing. 
Indoors or outdoors. Guaranteed to improve 
hitting ability or money refunded. 2 for 
$7.50. 
□ H2400. Automatic Curve Ball. . . $3.95 

LIVE ANIMAL LURE 
Lures animals to trap, 
trated. Withstands rain, 
fox, but will work for o 

Primarily for 

- $1.49 

Folding Solar Power 
Camp Cooker 

Lightweight • Compact 

__: 2." Weighs less than 2 lbs. Easy to 
store in backpack or small space for carrying any¬ 
where, but does big job. Uses only reflective solar 
heat, requiring no starters or fueL Provides effec¬ 
tive method for cooking, boiling or frying in 
--.X-■-■--dow. Safe minutes or ly day the sun ca 

t. Complete with cooking extension arm & tripod. 

Swims, Buzzes & Attracts Fish 
NEW FISH LURE SWIMS. DIVES. 
BUZZES UNDER ITS OWN POWER. 
Slow, erratic action of injured minnow. 
Goes down 15 feel, attracting fish by its 
action and insect-like buzzing. Goes far 
beyond casting range, entirely self-pro¬ 
pelled. 2” long. Plastic. Use over & over. 
□ 4108. Action Fish Lure $3.95 

Written by 
two accomplished 

racquetball pros. Takes you from novice to 
advanced amateur. Nearly 100 illustrations. 
126 pages. Includes: strokes; serves; shots; 

□ 1063M. Racquet bell Made Easy. . $3.00 

Rescue 
Plug 

Fisherman's 8 
Friend! NEVER 
LOSE YOUR 
FAVORITE LUREI 
Simply attach “Rescue 
Plug ’ to your -■ 
shown & it si 
rapidly, knocking lu 
from underwater snags w 
its spring nose. Made 
quality lead & spring steel. Uses weight & 
spring action to free any lure-lrooked on 
bottom. Easy-to-use. Won't damage line. 
With complete instructions. Weighs 4 oz. 
4%” long. 
□ 4101M. Rescue Plug.$3.95 

Hand-Held Signal Mirror 
For_FUN. SAFETY. ^MESSAGES - 
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For many Pellet Guns, 
Water Pistols, Cap Guns. 
Replica Pistols. Hand- 

vinyl holster 

loops for any belt. Will 
take most size pistols. 
At this price you can’t 
go wrong. 

Army Style 
Pistol Belt 

□ 6233. Pistol Belt. S3.75 

1. 4 WAY ALL 
' WEATHER PONCHO 

Only $3.25 

Makes heavy v .... 
easy. Complete with 
pulleys 4 rope, 

M%frP^eHo,,.. 

Powerful Pocket $2.95 
Shriek 
Alarm 

. . kcr. this Shriek Alarm 
l. Excellent personal protection, liven 

.Is. celebrations, etc. Easy 

1. Near full length Poncho, with hood. 
2. Snap two together for tent or use o 

emergency lean-to. 
3. Lightweight sleeping bag. 
4. Giant ground sheet. 
Big 45x72”! Fast protection in emerg 
Open and slip on in jiffy. Folds to 
venient pocket size. Extra-strong waterproof 
vinyl. 
□ 6298 4-Way Poncho.$3.25 

Full 

Length 
Rifle Case 
For air rifles, .22 cal. rifles, 
shotguns, etc. Takes gun full 
length, not necessary to break down. Heavy 
duty, foam padded. Fits guns up to 52” 4 
ties shut Brown color, 
a 9459. Rifle Case...., *3.25 

Spy Thru Walls & 

One Way Viewer. See without being seen. 
Gives full view. No need to open door. Wide 
angle lens. Shows visitor full length. Installs 
easily. Plastic cylinder with glass lens. Ad¬ 
justs to fit different materials, approx. 134 
thickness. With instructions. 
□ 4517. Door Viewer___ $1.96 

POCKET HEATER 
I Keep Hends & Body Warm 
I In Cold Weather. Uses 
I regular low-cost cjgaret 
I lighter fueL One filling 
I gives heat for hour. 
| Wonderful warmth. Cheap 

to operate. Convenient 
pocket size. Also can be 
used as cigarette lighter. 5" 

□ 4551. Pocket Heater... $3.25 

NEVER NEEDS 
BATTERIES 
OR BULBS! 

Single flashlight lasts for years. Powered by 
2 long lasting nickel cadmium power cells 
that can be recharged by plugging flashlight 
into any 110-volt outlet. Long, bright beam. 
Twin red/white bulbs. Attractive design. 

See Underwater 
Aqua-Visior glasses. Fantastic aid that 
enables you to see right into the woter. 
New optical principle eliminates surface 
glore. Mokes looking into the woter like 
seeing into an oquorium. Great fishing 
aid, as well os for nature study. 
Q 9252- Aqua-Vision Glasses. $2.50 

Rugged Regulation Knapsack 
, EASY WAY TO CAR- 
I RY A HEAVY LOAD. 
I For Campers. Hikers, 
I Students, Sportsmen. 

straps. Ruggad water- 
repellent. Rein¬ 
forced at points of 

strain. Closes tight, weather protected. 
Durable cotton canvas. 14 x 12 x 5”. 
Q 6063. Rucksack_$5.95 

Never Slip Foot Grip 

Hardened rust-proofed steel grippers. Elastic 
band. Take on and off in a jiffy. Fits any 
shoes. Pair similar to illustration. 
a 4315. Foot Grippers_$1.26 

TRIM WAIST AT ONCE! 
Takes away sag around tha middle. Physician 
designed. Simply slip on 4 wear. Made of 
comfortable materiaL Wear anytime. No 
weights. NO EXTRA EXERCISE - just 
normal activity- So comfortable that you 
will wear it for hours around the house. 
For men 4 women. One size fits all — " 

CHIEF 
For Bikes, Autos, Noisemaker, 
etc. Mounts on handlebar, etc. 
Use by itself or as noise maker. 
Terrifically loud screamer. All 

1. nickel plate. 
□ 4181. FiraCt 

$2.95 

sr proof styrene gadget contains luminous 
iial compass, waterproof match case, shrill 
whistle, SOS signal mirror, emergency fire 
itarter flint. For backpack, knapsack, etc. 
□ E9087 Life-Saver Kit.$2.75 

POCKET WIRE SAW 
Specially made wire saw with spiral teeth 
that cuts all woods, plastic, ice, plaster, etc. 
Used by campers, fishermen, scouts. 18-in. 
long. Vi oz. Hardened steel. Coils flat to 
fit pocket Imported. 
□ 4850. Wire Saw.„,. $235 

COON'S 

CAP 
Soft 4 bushy, 
complete with tail; 
Daniel Boone or 
Davey Crockett atyle 
cap. Looks good. 
Adjustable si 

□ 7070. 
Coon’. Cap ..._. $4. 

□ 8070. Pancil Map Maawira_ 
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Magic Deck of 
Stripper Cards 

Looks entirely normal even on close 
ination but does amazing tricks and decep¬ 
tions without practice, including instant 
location of selected card. SECRET: 

ed—one end slightly narrower. Desired 
card located in middle of deck by feel. 
Mechanical operation; no practice. Be a 
card magician and expert card manipu¬ 
lator. With instructions. 

MIRACLEtoM 
V ballW 

IV W Sensational one man ' floit- 
\V / * ingball” effect at a remarkable 
f&jmrn&Z' low price! White plastic ball is 

' seen resting on a colorfully 
decorated yew A silk foulard is passed over 
the ball and the ball rises into the air, peeks 
out over the top of the silk, floats down again, 
rises, vanishes, reappears, etc. IT’S OUT OF 

S WORLD. Can be performed everywhere. Wonderful 
>r parlor trick. Complete with ball, vase, silk foulard 
utmes. Easy to do. yet a superlative effect. 

Mirocle Boll. Price. *6.96 

Escape Secrets 
With Special Profes¬ 
sional Chain & Hand¬ 
cuff .Picking Devices. 
A complete lesson in 
escape magic covering 
ropes, chains, sacks 4 
handcuffs. Includes routines for escapes 
from chain provided 4 instructions for 
-*■*—’■-1 from handcuffs. Very 
effective r 
□ K3222. Ts^peS. . S4.96 

l 
a 3041. Trick I 

Why i 

1 curious little pocket trick 
vill baffle many persons, 
rt have one in your pocket? 

SPIRIT & MIND 
READING MADE f 

EASY 
flow you can do i 

sides: The 
hearts is backed by 

ULLafV the ace of hearts; 
the two of hearts by the two of hearts, and 
so on through the pack. Many magical, 
novelty 4 joke purposes. Beautifully made 
in USA. Instructions for 3 routines 
included. 
□ 3062M. SBS Deck.$350 

□ 1180....*1-50 

Slickest trick » 
to do. 
□ 2938. Three Shell Game.- 

Phanto Production Cassette 

HOUDINI 
TALKS ABOUT 
MAGIC, 
ESCAPES, 
LOCKPICKING 
ONLY $2.75 

Long hidden & mys- 

:ords. Easy to do, mystify¬ 
ing to all. Approximately 50 tricks ex¬ 
plained. simple enough for anybody to 
perform. Special emphasis on handcuff and 
jail escapes, lock-picking. Other sections 
include: rope magic, spiritualism, pickpock¬ 
ets, patter, challenges and dares, spooks, 
cryptography, misc. tricks. 155 illustrations. 
About 300 pages. 
□ 1422. Houdini on Magic.*2.75 

MAGIC 

FINGER 

CHOPPER 

Two cigarettes are inserted in 
holes and are chopped in half by 

' ing knife blade. THEN-insert 
finger (to show you possess 

finger (t 
if they’rr 

friend’s 

!) Every¬ 
thing turns out all right- 
bottom -cigarette is 
slashed but not the 
finger. Why? Sensa¬ 
tional! Attractive appa¬ 
ratus. Complete. 
P 3176. 
Magic Chopper ... *1.69 

Coin Thru Match 
What You Do Seems IM¬ 
POSSIBLE - yet you do It 

ar their noses. You even 
allow complete examination 
of the coin, the match and 

1 the slide BEFORE AND 
AFTERI1 If you haw any 

t friends or wise-guys, this 
pocket trick is guaranteed to 

baffle and amaze them. Comes 
„ complete with attractive plastic 

de. Easy to do. No practice required. 
3 E3290. Coin Thru Match .794 

WINDSOR DYE BOX 

n 3180. Dye Box.$2.50 

$ Bill Tube Trick $ 
Wonderful Pocket 
Puzzler. Marked bill 
placed in handker- 

i chief held by spec- 
. tator instantly van- 
» ishes. Locked tube, 

held by spectator, is 
found to hold bill! 
No practice. Best 
new trick in years, 

ill Tube Trick...SI.79 

4 NICKELS TO 4 DIMES ©Small cover placed ov< 

^3feand nickels have changed 
M to 4 dimes! Everything • t-IIIFlW done in sight; examine be- 
SP fore 4 after. No sleight: 

« no practice. With d*—* 

D 3173. N ickeis To Dimes.*3.50 

Escapes from banks, v; 
rater, ropes, chains, etc. Strong man 

stunts you can do! Supernatural stunts, 
mind reading, etc. Giant stage effects. Smal¬ 
ler parlor magic, card tricks, etc. Professional 
magicians learned many secrets from this 
book & demanded it be suppreseedl 280 
pages. 98 drawings, diagrams, photos. 
□ 1994. Secrets of Houdini .*3.00 

Amazing 
Magic Box 
Borrow a com marked in such 

ly that assistant will be certain to 
recognize it again. Taking the coin, you 
place your hand in your coat pocket and 
instantly produce a firmly bound box. 
Taking the bands off the outside, your 

' opens (he lid and finds a match¬ 
's is also firmly bound. Undoing 
the matchbox is a small bag, 
*— *-—4 firmly securing the 

in he had previously 

.$1.25 



S^IASH 
Jpwss 

°t$,r .. f 
y*«lS«€S 

Full glass of any liquid vanishes; pass it 
around, hold in hand, SQUASH! Gone! 
Show hands empty. Produce FULL glass 
unharmed from pocket! No trick glass; 
sensational; no practice. Complete. 
□ 3292. Vanishing Glass. . ... $1.65 

[Floats In Mid-Air 
Without Support 

KING TUT MUMMY 
MYSTERY MUMMY COMES TO LIFE! 
Amazing, miraculous. No skill required. 
Floats in air or lies down at your will. Lasts 
indefinitely. Wonderful pocket mystery. 
0 3263. Mummy.$1.79 

Easy-to-do tricks you can do with ordinary 
equipment around house, yet baffling. Fun 
at parties, on stage, etc. Coin, card, dice, 
ribbon, hanky, jewelry, etc., tricks. 

□ l1T7. Magic Made Easy.$1.25 

Magic & 
Showmanship 

Invaluable guide for every 
magician ...amateur or stage 
professional. Nearly 200 
drawings & over 300 pages. 
Explains & reveals hundreds 
of tricks from simplest card 

giant stage illusions. Indud- 
original tricks. Many 
e no equipment at all. 

| By H. Nelms, recognized 

_.... Ians. Our best seller. 
O 1400. Magic & Showmanship.$3.50 

^6% 

CHINESE LINKING RINGS 
8 rings that come apart, join together, etc., 
in many mysterious ways. 100 tricks in 1. 
Can be examined. Easy to do. Large stage 

VANISHING EGG BAG 
Vanishes any small ob- 

I ject such as watch, mon- 
, jewelry, etc. Makes 

_..icle vanish & re-appear 
_ without damage. Well 
f made, attractive, profession- 
L al stage-size bag, 9x9-inches, 
VI Includes solid-1 — 

'e ring BUT NO ONE ELSE CAN! 
‘lay try, the tighter it gats. They 

Big, precision-made, highly 
: nut and bolL 

Deluxe Magic Set 
Outstanding Value Includes All Compo¬ 
nents for over 100 Magic Tricks. Probably 
the most complete magic set ever 
Contains tricks for the new magician 
as baffling sleight-of-hand & exciting illu¬ 
sions. Establish your reputation as a master 
magician. Entertain at home or at parties. 
Even make money; Set includes: Coin Bank; 
Phantom Box; Water Mystery; Goof Glass; 
Miracle Cards; Mystic Ball; Unbelievable 
Cup; Balloon Penetration; Ink to Water; 
Wizard Shell; Disappearing Magician; Magic 
Milk Pitcher; and many others. Packed ;- 
compartment box. Would cost much me 
to buy tricks individually. 
O H6800. Deluxe Magic S . $19.95 

7 MYSTIFYING 
TRICKS 

Only $1.49 

Disappearing Star/Paddlc Trick. Amazing 
Aces Card Trick. Nothing else to buy. Tnck 
assortment may vary slightly 
D 3800. 7 Trick Set....$1.49 

CHINESEmjSTICKS 

Two plastic wands 
each with cord. 
Pull cord in one 
the other cord 
shortens. Every¬ 
body thinks they 
know answer, then 
the amazing part! 
They hold one wan 
away, nothing in betwi 
and several feet away ot 
Deluxe plastic 8K-in. long. With n 
routine. 
□ 3097. Chineee Sticks. $2.95 

. rr audience. People still 
IK aoout Uri Geller's metal bending feats, 
if you're a magician you should be able to 
i it. W» won't say anymore except that 
is one has even baffled magicians, let 
one scientists. 
I 3277, Magic Key Bender.$3.95 

Where Does tt 
Coin Go? 

VANISHING COIN BANK 
Clever trick. Insert coin in box, it vanishes! 
Make it re-appear or disappear at will. Let 
them inspect box. No practice; easy. 
171 3195. Vanishing Coin Bank ... 49 4 

CUT & RESTORE 
ROPE TRICK 

Let them cut rope, but you produce it in one 
piece again! Pass it around before and after. 
□ 3178. Rope Trick .$ 1.00 

your ability, 

pleaser. Sat includes most 

_ Mystery; Mystic 
Cards; Vanishing Cards; Water Mystery; Glass Suspension; Cut & 
Restored Rope; Vanishing Quarter; Magic Spot Card; X-Ray Color 
Box; Blank or 2 Card Monte; Multiplying BUliard Balls; Paddle 
Trick; Magic Rope Vase. You get at least 10 & as many as 13 classic 
magic tricks that can be done again & again. We will send you the 
best selection available at the time you order. SPECIAL BONUS: 
Book of SO Mystifying Tricks you can do without special equip¬ 
ment OR a 33-1/3 RPM record entitled: “How To Become A 
Better Magician." (Sorry, no choice available on Special Bonus. We 
will send you whichever one is in stock at the time of your order.) 
□ 6831. TV Magic Set.$5.95 

Produce Lighted 
Cigarets! 

Oo anywhere—at parties 

Svengali Forcing Deck 

the Card You Want! 
Svengali Deck is 
famous among pro¬ 
fessional magicians. 
Now YOU can per¬ 
form dozens of 
"Impossible” tricks 
automatically with 
this deck. Sold for 

legal use only. Instructions 
for several amazing tricks. 

__$2.25 
Deck. No Skill required ....$1.50 



FAMOUS PRISON 
CHAIN ESCAPE 

Strong chain with pad¬ 
lock & key, is thor¬ 
oughly examined by 
all, then you permit 
one of the spectators 

gether tightly with the 
chain. Escape is appar¬ 
ently impossible, yet under the very eyes 
of the spectators you escape in two sec¬ 
onds. Easy—when you know how. 
□ 3233. Chain Escape . S3.25 

Comic Magic Wand 
DOES TRICKS FOR YOU, BUT NOT FOR 
YOUR VICTIM! Looks like attractive 
wond, but it is o magic wond thot only 

but then let it do its stuff! Should be port 

□ 3C248e<MaPgK<Wand. $1-25 

Read-the-Back 
Playing Cards 

USED AT MAGIC SHOWS. 
Looks Like Standard Play¬ 
ing Cards. ONLY YOU 
WILL KNOW THE 

CHINESE RICE^ BOWLS 

ffileSSitht!? rice. Other ^ 
bowl placed over it, and rice doubles in 
quantity. Rice is then vanished and in place 
is water or wine. 3V4-in. bowls. No practice. 
□ 3096. Chinese Rica Bowls . $1.49 

□ 3266. 6-Card Repeat 

No Sleight Coin Magic 

"gimmicked" coin. No sleight. 
Make it vanish, reappear, etc. 
Directions show you how to 
perform at onoe. 
O 3207, Magic Coin.$1.66 

Color Changing Hankies 
.Change colors while held 
V in hand, in plain sight. No 

One side is a real penny. Other side is a 
real dime. Fools, baffles & amazes your 
friends. Perfectly fitted together to appear 
as one coin. For magic or fun use only. 
a 5995. Penny Dime.$3,95 

Smoke From 
Your Fingertips 
Hundredsof magic or joke 
uses. Wonderful pocket 

tainer. Hands show 
be empty, then suddenly 
smoke appears from fingertips! Do over & 
over. No sleight: no manipulation. Nothing 
is lit or burned. Invisible smoke-producing 
paste spreads on fingers. 
□ 3116. Smoke Trick...69d 

MAGIC BILLIARD BALLS 

sa,yf??s-i 

LIGHTED CIGARET THRU 
HANKY 

Borrow handkerchief 
& cigaret. Push cigarel . 
into handkerchief. ' 
Shake handkerchief 
out. Handkerchief un¬ 
damaged & cigaret has j 
disappeared. Easy ' 
perform-no prac.— 
Baffling pocket trick. 
O 3139-Cigarette thru H 

■eel p. will 
ALWAYS 
side you want! NOT A 
DOUBLE SIDED COIN. 
Really baffles them after 
you show them both 

_different. Special machining gives 
you this “magical” ability. Excellent magic 
trick, joke or novelty, 
q 3229M. Spinning Penny ■ $1.95 

Famous 
Spirit Nut 

Classic Pocket Trick. 
Looks like regular 

micked” to allow 
string or rope pene¬ 
tration. Its split per 

sonality is impossible to detect even when 
closely examined. Works every time. No 

6*^3160. Spirit Nut... .$4.95 

Match To Silk 

silk. Beautiful 
Extremely 

easy method. NO 
GIMMICK! NO 
PRACTICEI Com¬ 
plete with silk and 

illustrated instructions. 

y liquid. Pour liquii 
bag, ^ crash bag and throw a 

fmed again. 

$4.95 

Impossible 
Trick 

SOLID THRU SOLID 
PENETRATION. 

You make a pencil, 
nail or other solid 
object go right thru 
another solid. Let 
people examine both 
and try to do it, yet 
the more they try, 

nore mystified they 
- are. Excellent pocket trick. 

□ 3157, Penetration Trick . 99t 

Vanishing Ball & 
Vase 

□ 3142: Complete ... 

ANSWERS OWES 
TIONS WHILE 
THEY HOLD THE 
SLAIE1 Magic f' ......... 4', 

*names! 

mpulation; no practice; no sleight of nqjicj 
Two cleat slates are shown. In plain llgh 
they .are.bound together. Question is the 

□ 3000. Spirit Writing Slates . . . $2.4! 



"Electric Deck" apparently 
defies lew of gravity. Create sensational “waterfall shuffle” & other 
simple to master flourishes. Apparently see through ordinary pack 
of cards with "X-Ray Deck." Hidden secret enables you to name 
any card anywhere in deck without fanning. Use both decks 

A Electric Flushing 

Desk Toilet v v' x 
Makes Authentic Flushing Sound! 

No Water. No Mess. Just FUN, FUN. '•*» ' ' 
An Ash Tray! Suggestion Box! For 
Relieving Tensions & Hang-Ups! Unusual . 
Bank For Hidden Assets!!! Press metal 
lever and toilet goes into action. Bottom 

Flushing action is accompanied by ui_ 
sound effects including loud, hilarious, 
ROARING sound of gushing water. When cycle is completed, bottom 
closes and you’re ready for next victim. Beautifully made. Ivory 
plastic, nickel plated metal fittings. With lift-up seat cover. Large 
compartment in bottom, easily emptied. Operates on penlight 
battery. 6” deep. 5” high. 3” bowl. In colorful gift box. 
□ 3740. Toilet Ai 

Learn Magic In 
20 Simple Lessons 

LEARN FAST! Take, 
you only minute, to start 
performing well-known trick, 
that professionals use. By 

J following the clear and under- 
jl standable step-by-step instruc- 
■ tions you'll soon astound 

friends and family. Over 65 tricks, almost 
100 illustrations. The whole gamut of popu¬ 
lar tricks is covered: mind-reading; classics; 
palming; coins & cards; vanishes & escapes; 
silks; saw women in two; many more. After 
completing the 20 lessons you'll be a com¬ 
petent amateur, ready to move into the 
"professional" category. 285 pages. Paper- 
bound. 
O 1022. Learn Magic.* *2.95 

is & lightning fast it 
becomes bright red. Per- 
*-**■!. self-working 

□ A3203. Color-Changing Rope ■, $3.95 

Folding 
Half Dollar 

Magicians & tricksters 

when released. All appear to be right from 

□ 3224. Folding Half.*4,95 

You'll enjoy 
1 ooling them 
with this! Small _ _ 
metallic tube and ’I'UlM’ 
silk are shown. I „ 
Silk is placed in 
tube, then tube 
tossed in air. Silk 
has vanished! - 
Tube may be thoroughly examined. Vanish 
is easy, clean-cut & fast. 
□ 3191 Silk Tube.-. *1.49 

Brass tube & solid 
ball are offered for 

n. The ball bLARG 

Indian Rops Trick 
MAY BE EXAMINED! 
TOSS TO AUDI ENCE FOR 
INSPECTION! SPECTA 
CULAR! Show that the 
rope di not stand up a 

d. Suddenly, i 
Manus up at one end-thei 
the other. Again, at youi 
command, it slowly and 

visibly drops for a most interesting effect 
Now toss it to the audience. No “switch' 
necessary. No other stand up or stiff rope 
trick can be handled for . 
solutely amazes them! 
□ 3274. India Rope. 

Professionally Made 
For Magic & 
Joke Use! 

Genuine quarters made for 
“amazing” tricks. Impossible to detect "gim¬ 
micks". Appear to be right from mint. Often 
sold for *10 or more 
□ 5970. Folding Quarter...*4.50 
□ 3227. 2-Head Quarter..*4.95 
□ 3228. 2-Tail Quarter.84.95 

Exact repli¬ 
cas of Buffalo 
Nickel, rare In- 

__ Penny. Great Pocket trick. Must 
ior any collector, magician, jokester. 
□ 3162. Jumbo Nickel.*1.26 
□ 3131 .Jumbo Indian Head .... *1.25 

Super Sharpshooter 
Self-working miracle & real 
laugh getter. Spectator 
selects card & then returns 
it to the deck. Magician 

/ then gives him a cap 
pistol, asking him to 
aim at the selected 
card only. BANG I 
' >u & the spec- 

look through 
the deck, one card 
i one only has a 
‘bullethole” 

through it. Turned 
' :e up.-it pioves-to 

the selected card. 
May be repeated instantly - a different card 
each time. No sleight. Includes deck of cards 
& instructions. You must supply cap pistol. 
□ K3111. Super Sharpshooter .... *4.95 

Sucker 
Coin Trick 

FAST MONEY 
MAKER FOR 
YOU! F r i 
drops coin 

plastic box. First it rattles, then dL_,r_ 
You can make it re-appear in your pocket 
(or their pocket) if you wish, or keep it and 
say: “Thanks, Sucker!” Fun & profitable 

□ 3151. Sucker Coin Trick.49<1 

Devil's Hankerchief 
Practically a complete 
magic show in itself I Bright¬ 
ly colored 17x17" silk hanker 
chief with non-sag secret pock- 

practice necessary. Impossible to detect)V 
from close range. Great stage magic. Should 
be part of every routine. With instructions 
for 20 effective tricks. 
— 3278. Devil's Hankerchief. . , , *4.95 

Locksd Deck 
Sell out at magic con¬ 
ventions. Given 4 Stars 
by top magic magazine. 
Spectator selects card, 
holds it inside the deck 
in his hands, then , 
places a padlock through the hole 
running through the entire deck - 
& locks the deck shut. The magi¬ 
cian does not go near the deck at 
all, yet the card vanishes from the deck. A 
short time later the magician will produce 
the correct card, still without going near the 
locked deck. Leave’s 'em baffled. Includes 
special deck, padlock & instructions. 
□ K3049. Locked Deck.$5.95 



Levitating Cards 
ANY CARD RISES ON YOUR COMMAND'. 
A member of your audience selects one of 
4 cards. Then on your command the card 
selected slowly rises from the pack . .. with¬ 
out being touched! You look like you pov 
sess supernatural powers. Close-up magic. 
Great stage trick, also. Do over A over. 
Impossible to figure out how you do it. 
Special gimmick requires no practice. 
O 3129. Levitating Cards.*3.75 

Then, with both hands empty, you snap your 
fingers and produce the item. Perform mir¬ 
acles all day or use in your act. Always set 
to go. No tossing things under your coat. 
No pulls, sleeve work, noise, moving parts. 
Wear all day and you don’t even know you ar all day and you don t e 

re it on. Magic at its best. 
0 3091. Invisible Pocket. . . ■ $2.95 

Nails Thru Coin Penetration 

Amazing 
Scarf-Rope 

' *With your magic powers you 
* make a 25” piece of white rope 
^ become stiff A stand straight 
p up in the air. Then you miracu 
' "‘>usly change It into a brightly 

olored silk scarf. Do over A 
ver. With gimmicked rope, 

jlk, instructions. 
3. Scarf-Rope.*3,96 

Deluxe Card 
Catcher 

NOW you can catch 
card after card from 
air in true profes¬ 
sional style WITH¬ 
OUT ANY PRAC¬ 
TICE! No trick 
cards. Use your 

does it for you. 
Show your hand front and back and reach in 
the air. A card appears at the fingertips. 
Card after card flutters to the floor as you 

apparently endless supply. Easy 

10, Card Catcher.$3.50 

Famous Penetration 
Cups 

the magician. 
Do over & over to amazement of all. Then 
let spectators examine cups & balls. They 
will not be able to discover your little 
secret. Complete with baits. 3 cups, in¬ 
structions. 
□ 3402. Penetration Cups . 39V 

With this secret device, you 
in VANISH a borrowed LIT 

thin air! Easy to 

Other Tricks! Easily d< 
this set; one regular attractive ' 
plastic wand plus special magic 
wand that looks exactly like it 
I 1 3194, Mirada Wand Sat .*195 
Repute 
Maker! « 
Classie Of 
Magic! Okito 
is a well made 
metal box large enough 
hold a half dollar. Do 
several amazing feats after: 
only minutes of practice. 
Impossible for others to detect •> 
secret even after close examine- 
tkm. Make coin penetrate hand, or “fly' 
from box to your pocket. Many more. With 

□ 3231. Okito Box.*3.50 
Candle Thru Arm 

Deluxe Illusion! You ap¬ 
parently push a Lighted 
Candle right through your 
arml Spectacular, baffling 
presentation. No practice 
required. Large em—*■ 
for big audience, 
equally effective 

closeup. Complete with attractive 10" cylin¬ 
der A instructions. Candle not included. 
□ 3234. Candle Trick . . ..$13.95 

Steel Ball Thru Brass Bolt 
- Precision Made 

Solid Brass Trick. 

O 3187. Steel Ball & Bolt... 

Flowers 
From 

your finger-tips. Throw it into a hat, again 
show empty hands, then produce another 
flower. Repeat as often as desired. Clever 
‘Tiimmii-k’' does it No skill reauired. 

appear. I 
___i for spirit com- 
. We sell only finest European 

balls made of pure glass. Highly polished. 
Hand finished. Nearly flawless. About 2". 
C 3123. Crystal Ball $17.95 

Appearing Cane 
PLUCK FULL-SIZE MAGI¬ 

CIAN'S 
CANE 
FROM 
THIN 

AIRI 
Elegant black 

cane instantane¬ 
ously appears at 

fingertips, after show- 
hands empty. Truly 
J-‘-~ effect. Will high- 

m__ act A give you ; 
much recognition. Miracle cane lets 

you perform worid famous tricks - with 
very little practice - before any audience. 
ALSO CHANGE CANE TO SILK IN¬ 
STANTLY. Professional way to start 
hobby or career. Simple instructions. 
Magician's silk sold separately. 
□ H3204. Miracle Cane.SI 3.95 
Q H3205. Magician's Silk. $2.25 

Linking 
Ropes 

a genuine k- 
Then you proceed to link A unlink the solid 
tings of rope in a series of bewildering moves. 
Complete with 

improved by magi 

the finest single 
lion of classic card 

_ Clear style makes 
the instructions easy to 
follow. An indispensable 

professional or amateur magi¬ 
cian, ii is a magnificanl source for anyone 
who wants just the right tricks to mystify 
friends or family. Truly staggering collection 
that explains how to perform GOO profes¬ 
sional card tricks. 66 illustrations. 402 pages. 
Paperbound. Edited by Hugard. 
□ 1028. Card Trick Encyclopedia . . $3.95 



Create Your Own Professional Make-Up Effects 
Now you can duplicate the weird and wonderful effects used by leading make-up 
artists. Turn yourself into a Rock Star, Monstar. Alien from Outer Space, Clown, 
Hobo, etc. Materials are cheap. Technique is simple. Results can be startling. Change or 
alter your appearance to suit your desires. 

Complete Make-Up Book 
—— "-tome a Rock Star (male or female), ghoul, vampire I 

alien, hobo, happy clown, sad clown, rag doll (male G 
ss general tips, information on make-up removal, 

special effects, crepe hair & scar cuts. 64 pages. Over 100 photos. Written by director of make-up for the 
theater arts department of major university. 
□ 1996M. Make-Up Book.$3.95 

Professional Lining Set 
a 4647. Deluxe Grease Paint Sticks. Set includes 10 - 2” sticks of colorful grease paints. These sticks are 
used for drawing lines on subject. Easy to apply & remove. Colors include black, red, green, flesh, brown, blue, 
white, etc. In convenient box. .$350 

Professional Body Make-Up 
For covering complete face or body. Easy on. Easy to remove with water or soap A water. Best colors on the market. 
□ 7004M. White. 1)4 ounce tube.$1-96 
a 7005M. Black. 1)4 ounce tube.*’95 
□ 7006M. Green. 1)4 ounce tube.$1-95 
□ 7007M. Red. In 4oa. Plastic Bottle.$2-95 
a 7009M. Silver. In 4 or. Plastic Bottle.$335 
□ 7010M. Gold. In 4 oa. Plastic Bottle.$335 

Dancing Cane 
To Silk 

The Classic Show Stopper. Establishes your 
reputation as master illusionist. Top quality 
magician's cane seemingly dances in mid. 
air without you touching it. Make it go in all 
directions, even keeping time to music, as 
your audience gasps in astonishment. Then 

a colorful silk handkerchief. Cane is made of 
unbreakable black polyester film so you 
may perform your miracle over & over. 
Simple instructions. Easy-to-do. Magician's 
silk sold separately. 
□ 3155M. Dancing Cane.$1135 
D 3205. Magician's Silk.$2.25 

Miracle Whirlpool Glass 
Produce dry silks, handkerch 

le liquid. a colored liquid. Reaching into 
a dry silk can be produced & when the 
liquid is poured out of the glass, the glass is 
seen to be completely empty. Or fill the 
glass in front of your audience, then “sub¬ 
merge” most any borrowed article, only to 
produce it moments later COMPLETELY 
DRY. Powerful magic requires no practice. 
Do over & over. Special glass with several 

□ 3213M. Whirlpool Glass.$635 

Conehead Disguise 
You'll look like you're from 

. the other planet with this 

colored. Guaranteed 
to retain shape. Com¬ 

pletely covets front 

is shown both sides BEFORE AND AFTER. 
Requires no threads, rings, elastic, pulls or 
attachments of any kind. Leaves 'em com¬ 
pletely mystified. Nothing can go wrong. 
Very easy to work at once. Suitable for 
watches, coins, eggs, any small object. 
□ 3137M. Go-Go Vanishes.$3,96 

_r,_rh side of the 
“skin”, take a few bites, zip 

up the zippers & put it back into your 
pocket. Quite realistic looking. Made of high 
quality materials. Leaves 'em laughing. 
□ 2891M. Zipper Banana.$395 

moans, banshees, haunted houses, eollossal 
thunderstorms, eerie, supernatural, I 

mals, maniacal laughter, many mor 
play 33 RPM record. For parties, 
natural effects, Halloween. 
O 3140. Horrible Sounds Record . . 

Vanishing Wand To Silks 
STAGE MAGIC AT ITS BESTI Learn in 
minutes. Make it pari of your act for years 
to come. EFFECT: Magician shows his 
magic wand and taps it on the table to prove 
it solid. As he holds the wand in his hands, 
it instantly changes into 2 silk handker¬ 
chiefs. Adds great flourish to opening or 
closing of any act. Wand is made of 
unbreakable polyester & is quite profes¬ 
sional looking. 2 silks required are sold 
-—-*—: you may wish to use your 

normally, then ’ 
casually reach into your pocket or look at 
your watch - leaving the glass completely 
airborne! Do over and over. Sturdy 4 
special glass & instructions. 
□ 3279M- Floating Glass.$4.96 

Bird Warbler 
Whistle 

CAN talk 

Cl 3475M. Bird Whistle.SO* 

Q 2116. Price Each 



gruesome, ghastly. 
Kit contains Evil Monster Glow Teeth, realis¬ 
tic looking Vampire Blood, scary Scar Stuff. 

niza yourself. Turns stomachs. 
□ 2182. Vampira Disguise Sat. »'-/D 

HORRIBLE ACCIDENT 
DISGUISE MASK 

Fits over head and looks 
like you had a horrible 
accident. Almost like a 
head cast Wear while 

s, etc. All 

q 4001. Horrible Accident Mask 

a 4641 »1.«9 

Tooth Whitener 
For Brighter, Whiter Teeth & a Radiant, 
Sparkling Smile. This space age brightener 
removes dingy stains caused by coffee, tea, 
tobacco, food, soft drinks & other causes. 
Also helps fight tooth decay. One end of 
implement removes stains; other end 
removes harmful plaque & food particles. 
Works on dentures, too. Unique patented 
product was developed by a leading dental 
scientist Comes complete with instructions. 
6” long. 
q H4654. Tooth Whitener.$2.49 

Long Hair 
"Rock Star" Wig 

Wear this beautifully made 
wig and look like you be¬ 
long to a superstar rock 
band. Shoulder length hair 
looks real. Flame retardant-— _ 
q 4710, Man's Wig . *5.95 

EVIL MONSTER 
TEETH 

Slip in or out of mouth in a 
jiffy. Made of plastic. Gives 
you horrifying look. 

Realistic Beard 
Made of hair-like material 
to be natural in appearance. 
You can trim or fashion to 
suit your own fancy. 

Improve, alte. — —„-,-,,- 
For stage use, fine for comic disguises, party 
masquerades, improving your appearance. 

' grease paint sticks of different colors. 

q 7001 .Make Up Sat.S1.19 

Comic Bald Head Mask 
Change in seconds to 
"shiny” bald head. 
Fits over head above 
eyebrows, over fore¬ 
head, around ears 
and back down to 
neck. 

Cordless 

Electric Scratcher & Tickler 
PRACTICAL & AMUSING. Works great 
Electric vibrator moves long hand to give 
soothing, comforting relief to any part of 
back or other area. Great gift item. Fancy 
box. Requires standard batteries (not “ 
eluded.) 
□ 4013, Electric Scratcher--$3.1 > 
4 c 

NOSE PUTTY 
mpletely alter* aha 

Beautify < 
_comic effects. Fleah 
colored. 
q 7008. Nose Putty. '54 

Sideburns 
tdebum*. 

' q 4379. Sideburn 

Make "Indian Bead" Jewelry 

Make colorful beaded fobs, belts, bands, 
bracelets, rings, necklaces, jewelry, etc. 
Set contains big bead loom, several 
bunches of different colored beads, bead 
thread, beading needles, miscellaneous 
accessories for jewelry, wire, 4-color 
design booklet, instructions, etc. Colorful 
box. 2r 
q 2417. Bi 

11 x IS in 
d Set... ■■ S4.25 

3000 Colorful Indian Beads 

Sleep Shade 
Only $2.95 

Clown Nose 
Bright red, bulbous "nose” fits comforta¬ 
bly over your nose. For instant disguises, 
masquerades, clown outfits, etc. Slip on- 
off in seconds. Comfortable enough to 

expertly crafted 
by the famous 

Don Post Studios of Hollywood. Don Post 
has made masks for the movies for over 30 , 
years A all his talent & experience has gone 
into this precisely detailed, highest quality 
reproduction of the mask used on the “Star , 
Wars” set. 
q K4616. Darth Vader Mask .... $39.95 

real green-blood¬ 
ed native from Mr. Spoek's 
planet, Vulcan. Such large, 
pointed ears result from 
the need to "cup” sound 

e efficiently in the thin atmos- 
re of Vulcan. Realistic coloration. Giant 

.$2.25 

O 4900. Hair Trk 

CUTS & TRIMS 
HAIR-$1.00 

Trims hair on head, 
legs, etc. Quick. Even 
trim. Saves cost first 
time used. Uses stand¬ 
ard razor blade. Comb¬ 
cutting effect for 
close, medium, long 

mer_$1.00 

64 



i wwwiw/wititiinunnw^ 
any do-it-yourself lettering. Use on doon, 
mail boxes, suit cases, campers, lockers, 
recreational vehicles, signs, CB radio letter¬ 
ing, etc. Just peel off & stick on any smooth 
surface. Pack contains 108-1" letters. 

Bumper Sticker & Sign Kit 
Only $3.95 MAKE DECALS 

FAST! 

favorite color or black & while pic¬ 
tures from magazines, comics, news¬ 
papers. catalogs, brochures, wrap- 

20 COMIC FELT PATCHES 

colors. Popular slogans and symbols include 
“Rated X\ “Kiss Me, I’m Sweet”, Wolf 
Patrol, Skull & Crossbones, Vulture, etc. 
Put them anywhere - shirts, jackets, jeans, 
sweaters, etc. Each about 2Vi x 2”. 
□ 1956. 20 Felt Patches.... »1.35 

Luminous 
Shine-In-Dark 

Stars on 
Your Ceiling 

Colorful Set of 5 Police Emblems 
i5 Value. Special purchase of surplus State, 
City and Highway. Patrol Police emblems 
makes this bargain possible. Guaranteed 
popular assortment. 5 different (May not 
include some of those strewn above). Full 
color, beautiful silk like embroidered em- 

llseful for astrologers I 

COMIC FUN 

CERTIFICATES Combination 
Vault Bank 

or scare! Fill in the blanks and si 
friends or hang on wall. Ab 
Nicely printed. 3 for 501. 
□ 2801. Gold Mina Certificate. 

AAAABBBBC 



Exclusive "Get Acquainted" Offer from America's Leading Fun House 

Ventriloquist 
Dummies 

Only $3.25 
Full length 16-inch d 

heed. Hr - 
laugh, si 

h hand-operated control 

It's Fun 
and Easy to 

THROW 

YOUR VOICE 
h dummy comet a free 5-minute course 

on ventriloquism. You can start performing at 
once. NEAR VENTRILOQUISM makes your 
voice appear to come from dummy or close-by. 
FAR VENTRILOQUISM makes voices appear 
to come from far away, such as from 

:. This ability tc 'THROW YOUR VOICE" 
r without dummy and will 

provide you with plenty of fun fooling people. 
□ 6156M. Archie My Buddy.$3.25 
□ 6075M. Dumbo The Clown.*3.25 
□ 1984, Secrets of Ventriloquism , . . . $1.25 

. Real p 
bottle converted tc 
comic alcohol dis¬ 
penser is a big laugh 
getter A conversa¬ 
tion piece for home 
bars, parties, c*“*“ 

Surprise 
Package 

eta W 

your local hospital 
had something like 

they’d *“ 
standing in — - 

“ get in! Comes ready 
h fingertip control for 
11 preprintei' 

A Bargain 

A A Surprise 

to fill & hang. \-- , 
easy dispensing A 11 preprinted stick-on 
labels (vodka, wine, rum, eta). Official 
looking label warns: Caution - For internal 
use only. If taken externally, you ar 
12” bottle with wire loop for 1 

I ha foundl Anyway, 
' you’ll have some fun. 

These are samples that we get from all 
over the world, surplus factory stock at 

is 32 oz 
□ 2003M. Hospital Booze 

_’. Surprise Package. Only....*1.00 
□ 9618. Special Extra Value Package. 

May Contain One Super Value 
or Several Items. Only .... $2.96 

Deluxe Scientific-Electronic 
Crime Lab 

• Electronic Lie Detector • Electronic 
Security Alarm • Fingerprint A Crime Lab 
• Electronic Detective Games for Perfect¬ 

ing Investigating Skills 
Be a Master Detective. Investigate Crook & 
Spy Methods. Get the equipment plus the 
instruction and technique similar to that 
used by professional detectives. Do your 
own investigative crime work. Excellent all 
around basic set. Electronic Lie detector has 
loudspeaker which can be tuned for great¬ 
est sensitivity. Electronic Alarm detects 
intruders, protects objects or sounds warn¬ 
ing. Fingerprint and Crime Lab includes all 
equipment for lifting and copying “hidden" 
“-— objects, taking and classify- 

GIANT Glow 
SKELETON 

GIANT LUMINOUS SKELETON 
GIANT LIFE-LIKE 5% FOOT 
MONSTER! GLOWS IN THE DARK! 
Make him wave his arms, legs, move 
head, dance A dart, act alive. Hang 
from tree, in doorway, light, etc. Use 
thread or line for remote control. 
You should be able to control his 
spine-tingling actions from a secret 
hiding place several feet away. Your 
friends will surely think they are 
being chased by a real live monster 
that has returned from the grave. 
Sturdy construction. Eerie Floures- 
cent glow, even in total darkness. 

. Full 55 inches tall. 
" □ 3128. Giant Glow Skeleton $1.89 

U-Control 7-Foot 
Life-Size 

GHOST 
Only $1.19 

Use Indoors & Outdoors 
Acts Life-Like! 

Includes: Inflatable balloon head A 
white shroud “body" (about 7-ft. 
overall) with near invisible 50-ft 
control line. We developed this item 
because of its similarity to “bedsheet 
ghosts.” Now instead of using a good 
sheet & looking all over the house, 
you get everything ready-to-go with 

- “scarv stunti.” 
*1.19 

•any "scary stunts.” 



"Big Mouth” Ice Tongs 
Great party fun. Excellent for home bar. Gets everybody “chatter¬ 
ing.” Even “put the bite” on your friends for big laughs. Gag ice 
tongs come complete with stainless steel handle A a nice set of uppers & lowers. Excellent 
rift for the “life of the party." 
a 2101M. Gag Ice Tongs.<4.95 

Hercules Muscle 
Exerciser $12.95 

Talking Executive Teddy Bear 
Perfect “friend” for the busy bush 
piece pinstripe suit, the bear's advice is asways positive, run ms 
string & he says encouraging things like, “You're a winner," 
'There's nothing you can't do,” “You're a born leader," "You're on 
your way to the top." 13” Teddy is sure to boost any hard working 
businessman’s confidence. Makes great gift for birthdays, anniver¬ 
saries, Christmas, Valentine’s Day, Father’s Day, etc. No batteries 
needed. In attractive gift box. 
O 6096M. Talking Teddy Boar.$16.96 

Cars of the World 
Only 

$2.95 

BUMPER SET STRETCHES SEVERAL FEET1 Correct 
wheels, trim, styling. Name and country on each. Up to 50 cars m set. 
□ 7068. Cars of World.$2.96 
O 4972. Alnico Magnets. Set of 2. Can be inserted in 

cars to make them “go", do stunts, etc..594 

Make Hearty Imported 
Beer At Home 

> German bser at frac- 
of retail cost! Usually 

available in better 
rs A restaurants. Now 

i all new set. Includes 
I complete equipment. Fun 
lland easy to do. With one 

__II reusable fermentation bar¬ 
rel & spigot, malt, hops, yeast, fining tablets, bottle caps, capping 
tool, instructions. Makes up to 2V4 gallons (24-12 oz. bottles.) 
a 7406. Imported Beer Kit.....511.96 

2*L 

Leather BuTTWhips 
Crack the whip. Pat ks a wallop. Used by trainers, ranchmen. Whip 
fits hand naturally. Crack or coil it Snake it out or back, under¬ 
hand, sidcarm or overhand. Cracker Tongue' on end. Woven 
hand plait genuine leather whips at bargain prices. 
C 6762. 6-Foot Leather Whip.S3.S0 
□ 6761. 8 Foot Leather Whip. $4.95 
0 6768. lOFoot Leather Whip.. $6.95 

Dynamic Hexyflex — Kinetic Sculpture 
Continuously changes into infinite variety of geometric designs. 
Artists, scientists, mathematicians A doodlers intrigued by its 
revealing shapes. Used to show mathematical, architectural, molecu¬ 
lar and biological structures. A relaxing, puzzling device that never 
bores yet is entertainingly educational. 6 basic uniform parts of 
polished flexible spring and two stiff wire legs. Assemble into several 
fluid designs. (Warning: habit forming.) About 3” high. 
O 3391M, Perplexing Hexyflex.$4.96 

Authentic 18-Wheeler Horn. 

Deluxe 
Diesel Horn 

Extremely Loud Dual Blast 
sasy to install in any car. COMMANDS 

INSTANT ATTENTION I Be ready when that inevitable road 
emergency occurs. The feeble beep from the average car horn may 
not even be heard, but our deluxe diesel horn gives your car the 
same roar as a big tractor-trailer “semi.” Install in even the smallest 
car without special tools. Uses your present horn button. Simple 
instructions A mounting brackets included. Black enamel finish. 
About 6 x 6H x 11”. About 3K lbs. Well made in USA. 12 volt. 
q 6173M, Diesel Horn.$39.95 

[m2 
iMTtmm’imnumm 
Your teeth A your smile can be beautiful! Dingy A discolored 
made radiantly white in 3 minutes. Dentist’s formula is cosmeui 
enamel applied with brush to cover dingy, stained, discolored teeth 
with natural, pearl-white luster. Unaffected by eating or drinking. 
□ 4649. Taeth Enamel . $1.95 

.... (orGETI) the Johnson Smith World of Fu 
holidays, birthdays, celebrations, or anytime. Just 
check or money order for any amount over $5.00 

and the name & address of the lucky person. We’ll do 
rest The certificate & our latest catalog will go to your frl 
or relative by FIRST CLASS MAIL. Best of all, the certificate 
can be redeemed for any of our 1600 fun items at any time. 
Great ideas for the hard-to-buy-for-person. (If your relatives 
can’t think of anything to get YOU, why not suggest our gift 
certificate? GET WHAT YOU REALLY WANT!) Certificates 
may be purchased for any amount over $5.00. Be sure t< 
include the complete name & address of the lucky person 
(We’ll tell him you sent the certificate), 
q 7091. Gift Certificate.At Least $5.00 





Mad, Mad, Mad Putter 
The Greatest Golf Gag Ever! 

) ahead - lota your "cool." Why hold it 
after you’ve missed that 12-incher? Now 

, _u can break that blasted putter over your 
knee, get the frustration out of your system, and at 
the same time pull a heck of a gag on your partners. 
After you’ve staged your wild antics and your 
buddies are coming down on you, you simply reach 
into your bag, pull out a new wood shaft, replace 
the broken one in seconds - and you’re ready to 
putt again. YOU FEEL BETTER. Your partners' 
a of the ones we've seen include: shock; outrage, 

disgust; bewilderment. Then everything ends up with a good laugh. Each standard length 
putter has a professional head & grip. Packaged with 10 genuine beautifully finished wooden 
shafts. Additional shafts available. Sensational gift. 
□ 2968M. Mad, Mad Putter.$21.86 

Automatic 
Talking 

FAT!'.' Refrigerator 

Startles 
Embarrasses 

Refrigerator 
Sneaks & Boozers 

I any refriger- 
__ _ y seconds). When a door is 

opened a loud sarcastic voice says: "You eat 
mg again? Ha! No wonder you're getting fat” 
& other outrageous puldowns. Sure keeps 
"refrigerator sneaks" from off-limit snacking. 
Can be used over and over for hundreds of 
laughs. Great at parties when mystery voice 
says. "Try drinking your booze without ice!" 
Sturdy, miniature sound device isabout 4x2 
x 3". Runs on single AA battery. 
□ 3063. Talking Refrigerator.$7.05 

LIGHVn \h No-Light Candle 
YOuQtofrg!Stays lit for about 

goes out. The fun 
begins when your 
unsuspecting guest 

Joke Bubble Gum 
Horrible tasting. Looks real. Nicely 
wrapped. Even chewy — for a little while. 
But they’re not going to want to blow many 
bubbles with this foul tasting stuff. You get 
at least 5 pieces per pack. 

Bulbous 
Nose 8t 
Glasses 

that has apparently been 
cut. Use bandage or fake blood (No. 2180) 
for added effect. 
□ 2032M. Bulbous Nose.. ■ $105 

Phony Fish 
Be a wild 'n crazy guy with this sticking out 
of your shirt or jacket! Or use on your next 
fishing expedition to blow your buddies' 
minds with the whopper you caught when 
they can’t even get a nibble. Very realistic 
looking. Over 14" long. 
□ 4102M. Phony Fish.$4.95 

Tell-Tale Lip Prints 
Realistic, bright red lipstick prims peel off 
8i stick on shirt, collar, shorts, hankies, 
pillows, drinking glasses. Definite grounds 
for divorce. Great joke on that “playboy” 
husband, blase boyfriend, or absent-minded 
dad. Leaves ’em speechless. Sorry, does not 
include attorney reference. 6 per set. 
□ 3726M. Tell-Tale Lips.$1.19 

Sucker 
Butter 

Absolutely 
I Looks like 

real quarter pound 
stick until they try to 
use the butter knife. 
Great laugh-getter at 
the dinner table. 
□ 2199M. Sucker 

Butter. ... $1.49 

telephone! Perfect way to express yourself 
when you’re on the go. Everybody can be 
comfortable using it: introvert, extrovert, 
children, adults. 22 printed signs plus 2 
blanks for you to fill in your own message. 
Includes: Single?; Idiot; I Love You; Hello; 
Thanks: Follow Me; Learn To Drive; Quit 

Electric Horror Bag 
Carry with you to create horror sounds any¬ 
where. Great for haunted house or hallo- 
ween party effects. Push hidden button to 
hear screams of terror, eerie moans & 
groans, evil laughter. Use over & over. 
Requires 1 “AA” battery. 
□ 3086M. Horror Bag.$6.95 

Squirt Toilet 
Sign on lid savs 
"Open 

noticed & 
curiosity does the 
rest. When the water goes the wrong way, 
you had better be out of the way of your 
surprised victim. No batteries required. 

□ 2969M. Squirt Toilet.$2.95 

Monster Bolts 

Only 694 

Gives laboratory or 
mechanical effect to 
any monster dis¬ 
guise. A must for 
any budding 
Frankenstein. 2 per 

□ 2243M. Monster 

"Avalanche” Shave Cream 
The Shave Cream 
You Can't Stop 

FOAMI FOAMI EVERYWHERE 
FOAM! Gallons of foam gush out and 
you can’t stop it. The most outrageous, 
uproarious joke we’ve seen in years. 
A great way to "cream" a friend, 
relative or foe. He’ll never get close to 
a close shave with this stuff. One press 
of the button and he’s definitely late 

’ for breakfast. Ordinary looking 6-oz. 
shave cream can produces enough to 

__e bathroom. We couldn’t believe it when we 
tested it. (It’s water soluable, smells good and will not stain.) Great 
Sag gift guaranteed to produce an avalanche of laughs, also. 
O 2001M. Avalanche Shave Cream.$3.95 

Jack Pot Bank 

Only $2.95 
• Realistic Las Vegas Replica 
e 12 "Winning" combinations 
a Spin to "win"! Spin to save! 
Coin operated Jack Pot Bank. Insert 
dime, pull the lever on this "one Arm 
Bandit1’ and watch the reels spin in 
windows to see if you have a lucky 
winner. Realistic model of Las Vegas 
machines. About 6” high. Holds about 
$20.00 
□ 3705. Jack Pot Bank. 



Giant Mustache 

want. Create many char- 
f acters: Bandit, bar- 

clifc. 17 keeper, general, gypsy. 
Roaring Twenties, etc. 

Iy Easy on, off. Big & 
' ' bushy. 6" long. 

□ H4381. Mustache 



Miracle 
Light Bulb 

Bulb Lights Without Wires 
Lights up without wires - in your hand, in 
your mouth, in mid-air! No wires - no 
connections. Amazing, mystifying. Great for 
magic tricks, spirit effects, jokes, etc. 
□ 3992. Miracle Bulb. $1.89 

FLOWER WITH POP OUT SNAKE 
Beautiful eye-catching lapel flower looks 
almost real. But when you squeeze hidden 
plunget, realistic long snake pops out at 'em. 
Makes big hit at party or dance. 
□ 3259. Snake in Flower . 

3-Dimensional 
Crazy Cube 

I* Transparent plastic cube 
a with maze or labyrinth. 
■ Start ball in one hole then 
Bjtry to go thru cube and 
^•jut other hole. Almost 

, as hard the second time! 
Fun for all ages. 

.□ 3393. Crazy House Cube. *1.48 

hook protruding from the bottom of the 
egg shaped container. Do it in less than a 
minute A you’re a pro! Takes much longer 
for most. Always a challenge, even after you 
learn the “tricks of the trade.” 
□ G3013, Underwater Hooker.$1.59 

'Live' Mystery Mouse 
Have Fun! Make Money! 

Runv Climb* and Crawls at Your Command! 
Acts & behaves almost like the real thing. 
Climbs up side of glass & scampers out. 
Runs from one hand into the other. Turns 

Order 36 for $7.20 or 72 for $12.00 <17tf 
aa.l. Sell for as much as 50V as. (make 
$24.00 whan you aail 721. Writ* for prices 

□ MOV <htirscis*Mous* . 39d 

O 2867. Pop-Up Tie 

IT CAN’T BE TRUE, BUT LOOK FOR YOURSELF! The greatest illusion of the 
century! Apparently see bones through skin. Girls will never trust you with these, but 
let them look for themselves. Amazing and “embarassing." Regular size glasses 
with built-in optical illusion. Get laughs A funny stares whenever you wear them. 
C 3762M. X-Ray Glwsss . Only $1.59 

How To Be A Comedian 
FOR FUN & PROFIT 

Most practical book ever written on “how to 
write & deliver modern comedy routines.” 
An indispensable handbook for anyone who 
wants to develop a style for use among 
friends, in business or for a career. By R. 
Or ben, world’s most famous joke writer. 
a 1800. Comedian Book.. . $2.26 

Hot Toothpicks 

Red hot. Spoil theirbig 

Magnetic Fun-Loving Scotty Dogs are na¬ 
tion wide sensation. Put one Scotty be¬ 
hind the other and watch them spin. They 
twist, move, kiss in a fascinating, amusing 
manner, motivated by powerful Almco mag¬ 

ful magnets make tiierr? perform Pmany 
stunts. About 3/4”. 
Q 2025 Magnetic Pups.49* 

Cage; Octahedron; Gordian Knot; Instant 
Insanity; Dog; Duck; Pie; Barrel; Sphere; 
Cube; Elephant A Gyroscope. Up to 4" in 
size. Hours of fun tasting your patisnes & 

0 306®. Deluxe Wood Puzzles .$17.95 

_»_^.. Contents 
flow thru small holes 
when glass is tipped. 
Dribbles on his coat or 
shirt - watch him 

□ 2764, Dribble Glare 

□ 2164. Litter 

Rubber Pointed 
Joke Pencil 

Looks tike real pencil, but 
the damdest thing to 

_ „ write with. Fools A 
□ 2399, RubberKneil .. 39d 

Lighted Match Changes to 
Lovely 
Flower 

s the girls! In¬ 
hit! Light ANV 

out and INSTANTLY it 
anges to gorgeous carnation flower. Do 

over A over. With flower A directions. 
□ 3172. Match To Flower.$2.25 

Giant Slimy 
Snake 

Y 3 FEET LONG! Rea- 
rplica of one of 
Is most feared 

_ Threateningglare.Slimy 
realistic feel. Type of snake vanes, but Saranteed big A especially scary. 

3885. Giant Snake.$2.69 

□ 2033. Lollipops 



VIBRATING HAND SHOCKER 
Tickles and “Shocks" Them 

Small hand-held instrument that simulates electric shock. Shake 
hands or touch somebody and it gives off spine-tingling shock! 
Place on chair and they get a shock in the butt when they sit 
down! No batteries. Wind up spring powered motor lasts 
indefinitely. Cany in pocket, ready for action. Can also be used 
as vibrator when held against window or metal, causing terrific 
rattle. Many uses. Not electric; just wind. All metal 

a 2955. JOY BUZZER. Complete 1..-... 9M 

Whoopee Cushion 
Whoopee Cushion is 
made of rubber, in¬ 
flated like a balloon 
and then placed on a 
chair, couch, seat, 
etc. When the victim 
unsuspectingly sits 
upon the cushion, it 
gives forth noises 
better imagined than 
described. 
□ 2963.894 

1001 SNAPPY JOKES 
Jokes for all occasions - in¬ 
cluding parties. Leave ’em 
laughing wherever you go. 
Build your reputation as real 
‘Tunny man. Always have a 
zingy one-liner ready to get 

_or to polish off smart alecks. 
Arranged by category foe quick reference in 

_ 10" Life-Like 
Rubber Monkey 

Lively flexible rubber. 
” ies & vibrates 

Natural color. 
.. joke usfes. Hangs 
arms, tail. About 
long when extended. 

qaaaft 

Candy Covered Bugs 
Attractive 3 to 4 or. candy can labrk 
"Candy Covered Cockroaches." "Spiders 
"Grasshoppers," etc. Nonchalantly take 
handful of the delicious real candyteandy 
covered peanutslwhile hiding the label from 
your “victim." Then offer him 
watch the fun when you show 
he's been eating. 
□ 2950. Creature Candy..SI .49 

Haunted Handkerchief Trick 
Giant colorful silk-like handkerchief slowly 
rises, seems to jump up t> mysteriously 
moves beck & forth as if inhabited by 
invisible spirit or ghost. Lcam & perform in 
less than 1 minute. No one guesses the 
secret Carry in pocket to perform any time. 
With 19x19'' handkerchief, secret apparatus, 

.. $2.95 

fTVT7> MYSTERY 
v\ UmTK WALKING 
O ANIMALS 

Animals activated by dangling ball keep 
walking until they reach the edge ot the 
table. Mysteriously, they will not fall from 
table, somehow stopping on the brink of 
disaster every time. Can you figure out how 
they defy gravity? (Set of 4). 
□ G2258. Mystery Animals..$1-00 

CRAZY CANDLES 

FL'.NNY! FANTASTIC! Can you blow 
them out? Blow them out and they re¬ 
light automatically. Riot at birthday 
parties, celebrations, for magician’s or 
jokes, etc. (You can put them out— 
and use them over again!) 10 to package. 
□ 3724. Crazy Candles.8941 

tiny rocks to grow into weird 8t wondei 
ful beautifully colored mammoth crystal! 
These stalagmites look like 

SPOOKY BONY HANDS 
Clips on to pocket, lapel, dress, tie. pa¬ 
pers. coffee cup. cocktail glass, etc. 
Hundreds of ways you can startle oth¬ 
ers. Astonishingly realistic, it looks like 

skeleton is climbing out of his 
3" long. Natural bone colored pfastic. 
□ 3757. Z,Spooky Hi 26£, 

bags of these you’re ready to start another 
World War. Perfect size & shape to easily fit 
over spigot & hold about 6 ounces of water. 
60 balloons per bag. „ J 
□ H2174. Water Bombs.694 

Realistic decals. Strikingly effective on can, 
windows or other objects. Looks like you'' * 
been rfiot at IS per package. 
□ 2246. Bullet Holes. “ 

GIANT BAG 
OF TRICKS 
Only $2.50 

Sat includes materials & 
instructions for over 100 
tricks. Each trick guar¬ 
anteed to amaze all. 
Little or no practice re¬ 
quited. Several all time 
great pocket tricks with 
giant book ofl02 tricks 

you can oo without special apparatus. 
0 3214. Giant Bargain Bag of Tricks.$2.50 

Life-Like 
Rubber Mouse 

Your finger slips insid 
it so you can operate 
like puppet Looks and 
acts so realistic that it is 
amazing. Natural color 
soft rubber 

72 

Famous SLINKY spiral 
spring feature makes them 
do weiid things! Btoodshol color to exaggerate 
the effect. 
□ 2063. Bug-Out Eyas-$2.25 

[with these cords. Sel¬ 
dom fails to get a hilarious reaction. 
Standard card size. 
□ 3861. Shocking Cards.-.$5.95 

® ®| ® 
POP OFF SURPRISE CANDLE 
Irght it and a few seconds later. . . BINGO! 
Spring action causes top to pop up, arm 
with banner or flag to come out, and the 
banner unrolls! Banner can be HAPPY | 
BIRTHDAY flag supplied, or you lan use 
any PERSONALIZED BANNER or special 
flag you wish (such as confederate flag, 
pifate or foreign flag, etc.). CAN BE USED 
AGAIN & AGAIN. LASTS INDEFINITELY. 
Change banners, flags, message as often as 
you Wish. It will become a regular event at 
parties, celebrations, because you can change 
the banner or flag for any occasion. Stands 
over 7” high with 2H” diameter base. 
Attractively made of colorful durable plastic, 
a 3768. Birthday Surprise Candle... $2.96 



_ i anywhere you like. Printed on 
heavy & colorful paper. Each about 6x11". 
□ 1055, Comic Posters..$2.25 

MARRIED! > 
LOVERS' LINK 

□ 3055. Rovers' Links Set... 

THEY 

A ! 

Hidden Hand Water Gun 
IEY WON'T KNOW 

WHAT HIT THEM. 
OR WHERE IT 

CAME FROM. You con¬ 
ceal rugged water pistol 
in palm and drench un¬ 

suspecting opponents be¬ 
fore they ’-*— 1 

printed on official-looking "Parking Tickets.” 
lo anyone who can’t or won’t park his 

□ 3044. Phoney Parking Tickets 

ALARM with-“key 
slot". Sticks to any 

surface - put it on TV, 
phone, auto, door or 

locker, drawer, medicine 
__ tress. Looks like alarm will 

go off if anyone touches! 
□ 3738. Alarm.S1.96 

Dangling 
Puppet Skeleton 

Make It Fly, Jump 
Swoop, Wiggle, Etc. 

Realistic skeleton stretches 
to almost 1 foot length. 
Attach string for teiTifying 
remote control effects. 
O 2994.Skeleton 494 

EXPLODING 
GIFT WRAPPED 

POP BOXES 
“ itifully packaged 

Life-Like 
Lady's Legs 

So realistic, they fool 
everyone. Creates laugh 
riot when poking out from 

ibarrassing places. Cany 
’ pocket. Use over & 

About 36” long. 

— Package. THE HARDER 
_ THEY TRY. THE MORE 
| (FRUSTRATED THEY GET 

VZ7 -ss Looks real, but makes 
■fp the ladies cry and the 

strong men swear. Special paper so tough 
nobody can tear it. Set of 5 packs. 
□ H3730. No-Open Sugar, 

Snapping Gum I 
(Ouch!) 

snapping 

Squirt Ring 
When on the finger it is 

st the bull 

in the palm of the hand. At 
first glance the ring appears 

^ quite ordinary, but press 
, the bulb and the victim 

s “squirted.” 

Puppet Spider 
) U-Control with ring & cord. 
1 Make it dangle, drop, climb, 
\ crawl About 5” across. 
^ □ 2070. Spidar .... 594 

Giant Comic Ears 
_ Look funny; give 

••gossip” friends. 
£ *)<ylj Realistic - 

"Broken Bones" 
Phony Cast 

_ >oks Reel. White 
molded rubber appears 
exactly like genuine 
plaster cast. Slips over 
hand onto wrist. On or 
off in seconds. For 
right or left hand. Get 

& really ’ 

m m 
MAGIC TAP or FAUCET 

A WATER, MILK, BEER, or ANY 
V LIQUID POURSOUT! Sticks any 

wherel Suction mount so you can apply to 
any smooth surface: face of TV set, dash of 
car. refrigerator, desk or even bare chest if 
you can get it to slick. Use in hundred ways 
and get hundred different laughs. I used one 
to fool friends and several tried to buy it for 
$5 or more! Regulation size, nickel plated 
finish, concealed tank easily refilled. 
a 2010. Faka Faucat. $3.49 

! FLYING! Wind 

book, greeting card, etc. 
Big surprise when open- Jed. 3-1/2”, rubber band 

i powered "butterfly” 
really goes for a spin. 

18" Cold & Slimy Snake 
"Iccky" looking Rubber Serpent. Useful 
for hundreds of gags. Feels cold and 
slippery to the touch. About 18” lone. 
q 3112. 18" Rubber Snake. 59» 

50,000 LBS. OF COMPRESSED ENERGY 

SKYROCKET BALLS 
50,000 lbs. of built-in, compressed energy. 
Most fantastic ball ever created by science. 
Flies unbelievably high! Does crazy, 
“impossible” stunts. Perpetual motion? Set 
of 3. 
q 3080. Moon Balls_794 

Disappearing I 
When this ink is spilled 
on tablecloth, handker¬ 
chief or clothes, it looks, 
like an ugly blue mess- 
but wait, as it dries it 
disappears, leaving 
trace. Gone in 5 
minutes of howls! Great gag-s 
alone or in any pen. 
q 2057. Trick Ink . 

Fortune Telling Cards 
Self-Interpreting. Standard deck of cards 
with meaning printed on each card. Illus¬ 
trated. Finest quality, hard finished cards. 
Made by U.S. Playing Card Co., who make 
famous Bicycle, Congress, etc. Use as regular 
cards or for fortune telling. Read your own 
or others’ fortune or future. In box with 
illustrations. 53 cards. 
q 3822. Gypsy Witch Deck..$2 A8 

Fortune Telling Book 
By Cards, palm, tea leaves, dreams and 
other methods. 
q 1007. Fortune Telling Book_$1.50 

WOLF CALL AUTO HORN 
Yip Ki-yi Ki-yM Woo-Woo! 
USE IN AUTO. MINI BIKE. GO CART. ETC 

Sounds like a yelping wolf ot dog. Easily 
attached to any car. Imitate wolf call, dog 
fight, woo woo call, etc. Funny, loud, 
terrific. Easy to install in cars, trucks, motor¬ 
cycles, outboards or any gas engine. No 
special tools required. Just install and run 
wire control to dash. CLEARS THE ROAD 
for you in a hurry. 
q 7638. Wolf Call Auto Hom.$10.95 



BIGGER and BETTER c...-- 
damdest bunch of samples of new items & 
inventions, surplus bargains, limited quantity 
bargains, even preview items of things not 
even available. We GUARANTEE each selec¬ 
tion to be a REAL BARGAIN and a 
PLEASANT SURPRISE. Money back if not 
delighted. 
□ E9506. Super Surprise.-$4.95 
□ E9503. Super Surprisa.$9,95 

SQUIRT ffLOWER 
Pretty but 
Shocking 

Looks reaUyWea 
hole?°-nibe leads! 
to bulb in pock *_ 
et. Squirt water. ■> a 
perfume. etc. 

□ 2080. Squirt Cigar 

Rubber Dollar 

Looks ugly. For bike, car . 
cycle, etc. With hair. Syn- l 
thetically made, but realistic 1 
looking. Often seen in car- 

03742. Scary Skull .994 

derby, etc. Squeeze on, 
■ ff. Make cuts, bruises, 

sympathy. Large Tube. 
D 2180. Fake Blood..794 

SURPRISE 
POP-OUT 

SNAKE ITEMS 

02927. Snake Nut Can. 
Even has rattle. ?0-in. 
snake. Each. Only $2.49 

5 ft. snakes. Only.$4. 
O 2026M. Snake Shave Creem Can. Looks 

real. Gives shriek & 15-in. snake when 
opened. Only.$5.96 

SNAKE 
CIGARET 
LIGHTER 

O 2901. Snake Li 

n after it goes in. 
W! 
several feet away 
Just beat your group 
up. Takes only 5 seconds. Activated as soon 
as ball touches it. Imagine the bets you can 
win on the practice green. Great gag item 

olfer. 
Putt Popper.$2.79 S'SIft 

trouble starts! Fools 
’em and frustrates ’em. 
Dozens of fun and 
magic uses. 

IMITATION VOMIT 
Amazingly realistic 
PUKE! Looks like 
someone was SICK. 
SICK. SICK! almost 
turns your stomach 

ijo1 - 
Mi 

The -gloppiest' 
e by baby 

| | 2636. Fake\_ 

‘ / Extra Salty Taffy 

□ 2275. Salty Taffy 
Remote Control Money 
Snatcher & Trick Device 

push button release & near invisible nylon , 
thread. Use as magic vanisher, card jumper, 
remote control for toy mice, bugs, models. 
O 3237, Money Snatcher.$1.39 

Jumbo Bow Tie 

GIGANTIC 12" LONG! 
Largest in the world. 
Weal with any shirt, 
at be^ch, party, school. 

bizarre colors. 
q 3980M. Bow Tie . . . $4.95 

. Noisy Nose 
x ^ Blower 

Blow your nose & ! 
00 sound like a trom- 1 
^ bone. Real laugh 

getter. 
— □ 2192. Nose 

Exploding 
Fountain Pen 

bang. Caps not included. 

Giant Realistic Gag Chicken Bathroom 
"Parking" 

Meter 

I size, realistically colored, pluck* 
’. Use for startling effects in ar 

places in home, office, school, etc. 
limited only by your imagination. 
Blood” (No. 2180) for increased effer 
when guests come for dinner, 
q 3045. Gag 



SUCKER CANDY 

friends?) we 
Assorted h< 
ters. r ^ 

"'■20 

Squirt Nickel 
Looks Ilk* 
Offer to victim, then gi 

ir Instead. Great 

rubber. Looks real. 
With realistic look¬ 
ing cut. Easily slip- 

Rets, Snakes. Lizards. Spiders. Octopus. 
Beetles, etc. UGLY. HIDEOUS. REPUL 
SIVE. GRUESOME. 20 of nature’s most 
disliked creatures up to 12 inches long. 

shot. Fool your 
friends. (“It’s for 

you!!). Fun in Car. at Pasty, or take where- 
ever you go! Regulation in looks, size & 
detail. Operates on single battery. Great gift. 
□ 3704. Phoney Phone. Only.$8.96 

like a regular bread sandwich exce 
nas a "bite” out of it with a plast 
container which holds any kind 
liquid refreshment. 
[~| 2031. Whiskey Sandwich Flask. $1.5 

FUNNY 
PHONY 
BIRD 
MESS 

Fantastically realistic plastic imita- 
ton. Place anywhere. Harmlessly 
removed. 2 inches long. Nause»*ing 
Q 2637. Bird Maas .... 49<* 

HIDEOUS 
VAMPIRE BAT 

Imagine the terror you 
will create on those dark 
scary nights. Bat has 
“blood” dripping from his fangs. Realistic 
looking hideous rubber body with suction 
cup. Stick to mirror, door, any smooth sur¬ 
face. Wingspread about 5". 
□ 2638. Revolting Rubber Bat. 39</ 

Exasperating! Embar- 

02157. Joke Sugar 49 sT”* 

Shocking 
Pocket "Radio" 

Realistic, expensive 
nokina "radio” aiver 

n 2169. Electric Sucl 

i” «v. Battery opet- 

«■ Radio.$6.95 

Footprint 

Decals 
On cars, windows, o 
jects, these footprin 

1 pairs of 
Small, m 

□ 2244. Footprint Deceit... 

Comic 

Hot Dog 
□ 2949. Hot Dog ... 

NOTHING 
COMES OUT 
OF A FULL 

l^r. , CANI Slip this 

any soft drink 
ro ne open, ready to pour or drink, BUT 
NOTHING COMES OUTI Use over and 
over. Fun and laugh maker anytime, any- 

□ K2100. False Cap.SI .39 

DIRTY more they wash. 
, DIRTIER THEY GET. 

Washes them dirty. Tell 
your “victim’’ that it’s a 
new special formula for 
removing grease and 
grime. Looks just like 
soap for hard to get off 
dirt. But it actually puts 
more on! Contains spe¬ 
cial dye that turns hands 
and face black 'when 

02198. Dirty Soap.. 

Disgusting Mess" 
Joke 

GRUESOME TWOSOME 
FAKE DOG MESS. 

Vomit 

Foaming Sugar 

Magnetic Mystery Wheel 
Apparently defies gravity I Goes uphill, it 
goes down hill. It goes under and over ... 
FASTER & FASTER 11 No springs. No 
electricity. No strings. With four different 
rainbow gyro-designs. Start magnetic wheel 
spinning and It travels round the track, up 

trol Its action and speed. Fascinating to use 

□ E2874. Magic Spinner.$1-49 

DUNNINGER’S HYPHO-SPEX 
Hypno-Spex created by Dunninger, the 
greatest mastermind of them all’ 
Incredible results with electrifying 
speed. Millions saw these hypnotic 

CD 3764. Hypno-Spex ., $2.39 

Looks like 

carved by crafts¬ 
men in India. All twelve are inside 
hollowed out bean about 1/4 inch in 
size. Carved from bone. Removeable top. 
(“I 3012. Elephants. 79d« 



AUDIENCES SPELLBOUND » 
TCLUBS ON STAGE .. 
IN TELEVISION ... NOW- 

This World Famous 
Mentalist is 

going toshow you 
HowTo Read Minds! & 

YOU CAN OWN HIS 
AMAZING MIND READING 

DEVICE 
Now, at last a famous mentalist 
breaks the code of secrecy and 
silence behind the Secret Device 
that professional mentalists use 
to read minds. For the very first 
time ever, this Secret Device is 
available to you! Walk into a 

crowded room, look thoughtful for a moment, then, as if you are 
plucking innermost thoughts out of the air, cause blushes as you 
tell the assembled people their most intimate secrets. You’ll tell 
them personal things about their private lives that only they could 
know . . . you’ll describe contents of wallets and pocketbooks ... 
ell them serial numbers of dollar bills, license and social security 
lumbers, phone numbers, names of friends and relatives, birthdays 

. . and you’ll even find hidden objects, read messages in sealed 
envelopes, describe contents of wrapped packages, and much. 

From the very first you will perform like a 
mentalist *-' |g| W- 
Deviceth_.,_WML ....—I_ 
in hundreds of painstaking hours of practice for this Top Secret 
Device is ready to be used immediately. And you cr- " - 

HYPNOTIC WHIRLING COIN 

iraling "vortex” action of 
: HYPNO-COIN is pur¬ 
ged to capture and hold 

attention of subjects 
unui they are hypnotized. 
Often used by hypnotists 
to acheive the hypnotic 
“sleep" quickly. “ 

Only $2.50,'"'' 

—.,_of Juggling. Kit 
brightly colored juggling balls. 
0 3209. Juggling Kit. 

Comic Pistol 
Looks menacing, but creates laugh riot. 
“Shoots" surprise flag with BANG printed 
in bold letters. Lightweight metal barrel, 
plastic handle. Big, Sx4Vi colorful banner. 
Use over & over. About 8”. 
O H2909. Joke Pistol.$1-69 

GIANT BOMBAY TAXI HORN 
All Brass. A gentle squeeze on the bulb pro¬ 
duces an ear shattering air blast thru this 
brass horn that sounds like a giant tuba. In 
the wild, teeming noisy traffic of Bombay, 
India, it demanded and commanded atten¬ 
tion. Great on a car, boat, or as a noise- 
maker at sports. A richly beautiful decora¬ 
tion for bars or dens. About 16"!ong. In box. 
Cl 6180. Taxi Horn.$10.95 

Also included is another illusion that has been a mind 
years. You will be able to duplicate exactly a trick m 
by a mentalist who has leaped to world-wide prominence. You 
will be able to bend any household key simply by "concentration 
rf your thoughts.” The key can then be passed around to 
rbsolutely amaze your audience. Order today and take advantage 
of this outstanding offer. 
□ 3289. Mind Reading 8! Key Bending Devices . $9.95 

Pocket Umbrella Hat 
Wacky, yet practkaL Rain or shine, it leaves 
your hands free for action. Goes where you 
go to let you play, fish, hike, camp, sun¬ 
bathe, spectate or participate. 23” width 
when open gives ample protection from sun’s 
rays & rain. Elastic headband fits alL Only 
12” folded. Colorful nylon top with metal 
ribs. Opens, closes like full size umbrella. 
Hilarious whenever you wear it 
O K20S8. Deluxe Umbrella Hat.$6.95 
□ 3765M. Umbrella Hat, Vinyl Top.. $2.50 

ELECTRIC 
THINKING 

CAP 
Electrify Yoi 
Friends! Amaze thei 
with Your Bright 
Ideas! Whether you 
use this to show off 
the brilliance of your 
mind or as a gift for 
your (duller) friends, 
it will inspire some 
“flashy” results. Made 
of polished, light| 

give the space age look capped with un¬ 
breakable realistic fuU size light bulb that 
goes on or off as desired. Adjustable chin 
strap. One size fits all. Attractively made 
and gift boxed. 9” diameter. 11” to top of 
bulb. Uses standard penlight cells (not 
supplied). 
□ K2022. Thinking Cap.$9.95 

price. Contains 
at least 3 tricks, 
such as Magic Card, 
Ink Spot, Mystery 

Out of this World! 

_that orbit, jump, cling together, roU 
in crazy directions, A 1,000 amazing stunts. 
Do experiments, tricks. lUustrated instruc¬ 
tions. 
□ 6107. Lunaballs.S1 69 

38t# YACHT 
Only $4.95 

SUPER GAG. SUPER GIFT. SUPER FUN. 
Impress friends with your “38 foot yacht.” 
Invite them to come and see it (and help get 
it out of the garage)! Attractive plastic 
model. Stands on 38 plastic bare feet. Color¬ 
ful imitation shipping crate box makes it 
great gift. 
a 2989M. 38-ft. Yacht.$4.95 

“Take A Number" 
FUN. FAIR. PRACTICAL. 
Use the TAKE A NUM¬ 
BER SYSTEM used in 
stores to solve the 
"Nature's Ceir problem 
fairly. Great at parties, 
gatherings or wherever 

“the facilities” are in demand. Many other 
uses, too. Completely re-usable so one set 
lasts indefinitely. 
a 2058M. Teke-A-Number.$2.49 

Shoe Squeaker 
There’s nothing more annoying than the 
sound of a loud, squeaky shoe. Try this 
gimmick on for size & watch the irritable 

Raise havoc in library, funeral home, 
church, wedding. Never thought walking 
could be this much fun, huh? Double your 
’^rouble” A get two - one for each shoe. 
□ H2009. Shoe Squeaker.$1.65 



HOW TO START & 
BUILD YOUR OWN 

PROFITABLE 

Home Mail 
Order Business 

It explains the why*. 
& how’s, the do’s & don’ts, the pitfalls to 
avoid, and the best methods of marketing all 
types of prQducts & services. Subjects in¬ 
cluded: capital; laws; choosing products; 
best sellers; pricing; how to advertise; how 
to write good copy; mailing lists; how to fill 
& ship orders; importing & exporting; much 
more. Author has over 25 years experience 
in mail selling. 
O 1012M. Home Mail Order.S3.00 

Orbiting Module 

Space Ship Watch 
Flying Space Ship Mys¬ 
teriously Orbits Earth. 
Space ship orbits bright 
yellow earth surface on 
dark blue sky back¬ 
ground. Handsomely 
styled, rich gold finish 
case with raised nume¬ 
rals. Heavy duty, preci¬ 
sion made watch. Swiss 
made. Guaranteed accu¬ 
racy. With leather strap. 
□ 8057M. Space Watch , 

Model Glue 
For all plastic models; airplanes, cars, boats, 
tanks, etc. Guaranteed strong & quick¬ 
drying. 7/8 oz. tube. 
D 7061. Model Cement...49* 

How To Train 
A Watchdog 

Train your dog to protec 
- your family & pro- 
...... New book covers 
every detail concerning 
■' - proper selection, 
-, training & ulti 
mate performance 
of dogs used for 
security work. 
Author has train¬ 
ed hundreds of 
dogs in last 20 
years, developing 
dozens of tech¬ 
niques that work. 
Topics covered include: alarm dog; threat 
dog; the manstopper; ideal watchdog; 
training; search & rescue; yard dogs; much 
more. 224 pages. About 70 illustrations. 
□ 1193M, Watchdog Training..$5.95 

Execi 
Image Builder 
& Universal Gadget 
Neatest, Newest, Most Useful & Fun Item of 
Year! Guaranteed to Increase Your Personal 
Magnetism At Once! Someday you’ve got to 
get organized and this fascinating gadget 
should help. Big, super-powerful magnet in 
handsome plastic case nearly 4-inches in 
djameter and V4 inch thick. Performs dozens 
of 'useful and fun things! MAGNETIC 
HOLDER: Keeps paper clips, pins, nails, 
needles, screws, etc. handy, ready for easy 
use. MAGNETIC SCULPTURES: Pun to 
form nuts, bolts, clips, screws, ball bearings, 
odd shapes, animals, into objects and nutty 
designs. SCIENTIFIC STUNTS: Use with 
ball bearings or other steel items to perform 
strange and wonderfbl tricks on the magnetic 
surface. DOODLER: Relax tensions and 
nerves. Perfect pacifier for releasing your 
subconscious to think calmly and clearly. 
For office, home, shop etc. (Get sever “ 
- . Magn#tic Gadget. a K4057. Personal M: it..$3.75 

Secret Thumb Tip 
I COMPLETE MAGIC ACT BY 
1 ITSELF! Easy way to fool 

audience. 

you perform t_ _  _ . 
performance. Some tricks possible with 
thumb tip include: vanishing & appearing 
money & cigarettes; burning handkerchief; 
spirit effects; string, silk, match tricks; 
mental effects; card tricks; many more. 
Every magician, amateur or pro, should 
have one. 
□ 3280M. Secret Thumb Tip.$2.95 
a 1168M. Manuel of Thumb Tip 

Magic. 50 Tricks.$1.95 

5W x 8 W' size 
lly printed on 

j assortment of 
..._ . colored stock. 

Can also be used as jumbo post cards. Just 
address, stamp & mail to a favorite person. 
Ideal for homes, offices, shops, bars, clubs 
or any place where people like to enjoy 
themselves. 25 guaranteed winners. 
D 2250M. Krazy Cards.$3.50 

ORDER BLANK ORDER BLANK 
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Flying Star Wars X-Wing Fighter 
Build & fly your own teals authentic replica X-Wing Fighter) FLIES SEVERAL HUNDRED 
FEET HIGH) Imagine the excitement as the countdown ends, your X-Wing blasts into the 
clouds, then floats gently back to earth under its recovery parachute ... ready for another 
sensational flight. Complete outfit features Luke Skywalker's highly detailed 11" eaty-to- 
assemble T-65 X-Wing Fighter, colorful 12" parachute, launch pad, complete launch control 
system, engines, wedding, igniters. Everything you need for 3 spectacular flights. Buy com¬ 
plete outfit to save. If you already have accessories you may buy X-Wing only. Accessories 
for additional flights also listed below. Cannot be sold in WA, OR. & NJ. ^ 
□ H7596. Complete X-Wing Fighter Set.*18-95 
□ H7599. X-Wing Fighter (no accessories).*7 96 

Flying X-Wing Fighter Cannot be sold in wa. or. & nj. 
ighter Engines (3 per pack).*2.15 
ystem. Evenything for launch except pad & battery.*7.25 
Launch Pad. Use with H7601 to fire your rocket.$6.25 
I Wadding (for up to 75 flights).“9* 
initers (6 per pack).76<> 

From the outermost galaxies ui sue u...™* • ---•-- -- ----- _ 
Fiction television series ever produced. Now you can build A fly your own scale authentic replica Viper. 

GUARANTEED TO FLY SEVERAL HUNDRED FEET HIGHI Could anything be more exciting than 
flying your own Viper, watching it float gently back to earth A the house to watch the 

i vrper u„ ., ....includes everything you need for 3'flights: Viper Rocket;launch 
system;launch pad; 3 engines; igniters;wadding; colorful parachute. If you already have accessories 

-— *-,Uy the Viper only. Accessories for additional flights also listed below. 
□ K7684. Complete Viper Fighter Set.*15-95 
□ K7612. Viper Fighter (no accessories).• • ■ • • »6:ff 

ACCESSORIES FOR FLYING VIPER FIGHTER Cannot be sold in WA, OR. & NX 
□ K7613. Viper Engines (3 per set).*1»5 
□ H7601. Launch System (everything needed except battery, pad).$7.25 
□ H7600. Launch Pad (use with Launch System, H7601).$6.25 
□ 7566. Recovery Wadding (for up to 75 flights).90* 
n H7597. Engine Igniters 16 per pack).75* 

Astro Helmet 
The Astro nautical heed- 
gear of the 21st cen¬ 
tury. Look like the 
space explorers of the 
future. Durable plas- i 
tic helmet features a 
wide angle shatter¬ 
proof, smoke tinted 
tense. Also includes 
vented mouth piece, 
vivid color decoration A 
adjustable sizing strap. Very authentic 
looking. 
□ 7B53M. Astro Helmet.$535 

Sonic 
Bike 
Siren 
With 
Police 
Sound 

Push button 
operated. 

Attractive design. Black and white colora¬ 
tion makes it look “official.” Rugged 4” 
long siren fits on any handlebars. Includes 
instructions A all hardware for mounting. 
Complete except for 2 -“AA” batteries 
required. 
O 4355M. Police Bike Siren.$5.96 

Only 
SI.59 

Plug-In Revolving 
Safety Light 

Electronic 
Sonic Phaser 

Battery operated replica of the weapon 
of the 23rd century REALLY 
WORKSI Contains a computer chip 

that creates 4 different space sounds plus an inter space voice 
projector. Change the slide selector, pull the trigger A change 
the far out sound. . . “ANTI-GRAVITY”, “ION TRANS¬ 

PORT", “RADIATE” A "MASS INVERT” plus VOICE PROJECTION. 
More exciting A unusual than anything yet heard in movies or TV. 
Requires 9-volt battery. About 8 x 3 x 13Vi”. 
□ 7585M. Sonic Phaser.$16.95 

Silver Mylar 

Balloons 
For advertising battery operated 

COMPLETE model 
train set. READY- 

TO-RUN except for 
battery. No need for 

bulky transformers or 
tangles of wires. Runs 
on desk top for many 

fun-filled hours bn 
1-“AA” battery (not 

incl.). Arrange track layout 
to fit your free desk space - 

either 2-ft. x 10" oblong or 11” circle. 
Tracks snap together instantly for quick 
set-up or storage. Includes 9” train with 
authentically-detailed steam locomotive, 
tender car, caboose, 6 sections of tracks A 
2 switches. 
□ 9132M. Train Set.$3.95 



AIR CAR - HOVERCRAFT 
ONLY $5.95 

This Amazing Vahictal Ridas 
Lais Than Inch Above The 
Ground) New HOVERCRAFT 
glides like magic over floors, 
sidewalks. EVEN WATER I 
Sleek car of the future uses 
principle of air suspension to 
-J- -n cushion of a1- - Compartment 
most any surface. Colorful plastic, 8”x9”x2” high. 4” propeller. 48” 
control line from push button remote control unit. Simply press 
switch and this beauty rises and floats in any direction you wish. 
Illustrates frietionless motion principles of full size experimental 
vehicles slready in use. Not a kit. Ready-to-run except for 2 “D’ 
batteries (not included). 
C7606M.Operatinr ” 

n excellent fun timer for non-professional events ; 
model races, experiments, bike races, sports, etc. Full pocket watch 
size with chain link. Start & stop button. Calibrated dial. Sweep 
second hand. Handsome styling. 
□ 2020. Sports 8i Hobby Timer . 

Authentic Replica Rifles 
Realistic working modeb of famous historical rifles. Made entirely 
of wood & steel with die cast mechanisms. Plastic protector covers 
the end of rifle barrels. Ready to enjoy - not kits. 

Kentucky Rifle 
Excellent decorative piece. Will fire caps (not incl.) Just like the 
kind used in Daniel Boone’s day. Solid one piece wood stock with 
walnut finish & brass trim. 37)4” long. 
a 9481M. Kentucky Rifle.$8.96 

Western Smoker Rifle 
Exciting action makes noise & smokes. Wood stock, blued steel 
mechanism. Safety “no-pinch” cocking lever. Metal replica telescope 
sight with safety eye protector. Requires few drops of oil to create 
smoke. With instructions. 27” long. 
□ 9488M, Western Smoker.$6.96 

MAMMOTH 9 FOOT 
HOT AIR BALLOON 
For a new thrill, fly the Hot Air Balloons. 
Goes to amazing heights on just hot air. Fly 
it over and over again. Will carry parachutes, 
instruments, etc. Ideal for July 4th, cele¬ 
brations, science clubs or just real fun. 
Multi-color, precut gores, ready for quick 
assembly. 

CIVIL WAR 
MUZZLE LOADER 

Replica of Civil War muzzle load¬ 
ing pistol that actually shoots 

corkballs (included). Smokes as it shoots. 
Uses standard caps for ammunition which 
produce a powerful combustion chamber to 
Are ball shot 13V4” long. Genuine wood 
stock, blue steeled barret hammer, metal 

□*9052. Muzzle Loader.$6.76 

ss required. Simply 
te Inboard gyro motor, place in water 

_ ch it roar off. Sturdy plastic & metal 
construction. Authentic police boat detail. 
W long. 
u E6447, Police Boat . 82.50 

FLYING HELICOPTER 

Flying 
Helicopter 

Goes Up to a 

50' High! 
Hying authentic replica of helicopter used 
by armed forces. Giant 16” wingspread. 
Goes upto 50 feet high. High impact 
plastic. 
□ 2066. Flying Helicopter.$2.69 

a. Operates oi 
_ power supplied by 
cells. Precision motor with special anti¬ 

friction bearings. 200 to 500 rpm. Greater 
speed by using several cells. Operate toys, 
objects apparently without power. Use our 
a*4924 Solar Cells. 
□ 4927. Solar Motor.$6.96 

Secret Compartment Chest 
Impossible to open without instructions. 
Easy to open if you know how. Hide money, 
valuables in attractive, sturdy chest with 
secret compartment. Grained plastic gives 
wood look. Ornate oriental design on top. 

powered by battery operated heavy-duty 
underwater motor. Runs on pen-cell battery. 
5" motor is waterproof-sealed, with adjust¬ 
able rudder & built-in switch. Sub is about 
7)4" long. 
□ 2992. Motorized Submarine. $2.69 

Discover ft Develop 
Your ESP 

The World Beyond the 
Senses 

y Designed Deluxe Set 
—— '--risory Perception!. 

Clairvoyance, 
. Mental Telepathy and 

SPACE AGE MIRACLE COVER 
Winter! 

Sun Reflector 

-IH3640. World of 

shirt pocket, unfolds to about 4-ft. x 7-ft. 
Reflects 90% of body heat back to the per¬ 
son while keeping out rain, wind or snow. 
Keeps you warm and dry in most violent 
weather. Will not crack, mildew or rot. Shiny 
reflective silver color. For all outdoorsmen, 
car owners, sunbathers, etc. 
□ 3127. "Space” Blanket.$2.96 



Shown On Opposite Page 

Motorized Inflatable Raft. Rides waves, rapids Uke a breeze! 
Loves rough water! Large, inflated raft bends, twists, & rides the 
“white water” in realistic way. Powered by electric outboard 
motor. Interior of boat is plastic with transparent windshield. 
Rigid transom holds standard pen-cell battery (not included). 
14V4” long, 8” 
Q G6064. Motorized Raft... 

L Star Trek Books. Go behind the scenes to discover how one of 
the most popular TV series of them all was conceived, written, 
sold, produced & reborn . . against almost insurmountable odds. 
The Making of Star Trek is the complete history written by its 
creator, Gene Roddenberry. 414 pages. The World of Star Trek 
contains inside information on Gene Roddenberry, the writers, 
stars, technicians A fans. 276 pages. Both well illustrated. The 
Starfleet Technical Manual is the official training manual for all 
Federation Cadets Includes classified material, specs, diagrams, 
codes, charts, details of equipment, armaments, much mo~ 
Over 200 pages, 250 illustrations. 8% x 11” with e 
imprinted 

H. Authentic Replica English Steam Vehicles. Imported from 
England. Superbly Crafted. Fully Assembled. These magnificent 
1/24 scale models work exactly like the originals . . . actually 
producing live steam, running forward A reverse, whistling. Made 
of heavy-gauge metal A detailed down to the very last valve, each 
comes complete A ready to operate. They’ll travel 1/3 mile m 
15 minutes & develop 1/15 horsepower in about 3 hours running 
time. Anyone with an interest in mechanics, a love of functional 
beauty or possessed of historical curiosity will be captivated by 
these extraordinary machines. Designed & built for a lifetime of 
smooth performance, our models work with dry-bummg pellets 
(included). Easy-to-follow operating instructions are also includ¬ 
ed Each comes in a beautiful full-color gift box with carrying 
handle. The Steam Tractor is fitted with reversing speed control, 
exhaust to chimney & whistle. It is supplied with an extension 
steering rod & can be used to drive other models. The Tractor is 
about 10"x6"x7” A weighs 4 lbs. The Steam Roadster is fitted 
with a safety valve A forward/reverse lever A is supplied with 
steering extension, filler funnel A a burner tray. It is 15V4x6 x5 . 
O E6459. Steam Tractor. *72.95 
O E6461. Steam Roadster.$109.95 

...SI .95 

□ 1207. Technical Training Manual 
....$1.95 
... S7.95 

I. Star Wars Books & Patches. Several exciting items from the most 
popular Sci-Fi Movie of all timel Star Wars: The novel by George 
Lucas. The whole story in book form. Featuring 16 pages of 
fabulous full-color photos. Paperback. Star Wars Sketchbook 
contains 65 original technical drawings by film’s key designer. 
Inside look at futuristic creations - how they were designed, 
created, tested. 8!4*I1" Star Wars Blueprints are carefully 
detailed architectural plans including Luke s Landspceder. 
“The Sandcrawler," "The Interior of the Death Star” - and 
much more. Great for framing & study. Star Wars Portfolio 
contains 21-ll"xl4” full color deluxe poster prints. Collectors 
items Reproduced on highest quality paper. Suitable for fram¬ 
ing. Colorful, embroidered Star Wars Cloth Patches for jackets, 
jeans, shirts, collecting, etc. About 3”. 
D G1216. Star Wars ..- 
D G1200. Star Wars Sketchbook.*4.95 
□ H1209. Star Wars Blueprints..*5-9b 
□ G1201. Star Wars Portfolio.*7.98 
O G7978. Derth Vader Lives Patch.$150 
□ G7979. Star Wars Pateh.... - .*J ~> 
□ G7980. May The Force Be With You Patch.$1.60 

Star Wars Cloth Patches (3 for $a95) 

D. U.S.S. ENTERPRISE STARSHIP. Exact replica ofworld^most 
famous space ship as seen on popular TV series - STAR TREK. 

% ship of the 23rd century. Hang “-— ate M.u, __,_„ —m ceiling, 
on oesk or shelf. About 12” long. Moulded from finest high- 
impact styrene plastic. All parts, decals, instructions included. 
Q 7677. Star Trek Enterprise.53 95 

E. Electric Chirping Woodstock. Lovable Peanuts character seems 
to flutter endlessly from 36” spring, tweeting melodiously, grin¬ 
ning at you with beagle-like face & crop of Huffy feathery hair 
sprouting from head. Looks like he flew in from cartoon para¬ 
dise Bright canary yellow with fluffy feathers. Uses one 9-volt 
battery (not incL) Cutest thing “hanging around” in any room. 
6x4x4". „ 
D H6092. Chirping Woodstock.53 90 

n Motorized Missile Assault Ship. This newly developed h 

I. Giant Motorized V-8 Engine Really Runs! Press starter button* 3 
watch the action. Just Uke real thing! Pistons go up A down, J 
crank shaft revolves, spark plugs fire and valves open A close. 1 
Used in auto mechanic courses. Experiment with its operation so , 
you can understand how 8-cylinder engines work, learn to make 
repairs. Assemble from special see-thru parts plus powerful i 
motor, all necessary metal parts & authoritative manuaL 350 j 
parts. Vi scale. co-ton 
Q 7571. Giant V-8 Engine.52195 

I. Replica Cuckoo Clock. Authentic, attractive German Black 3 
Forest design. 6-ft chain with weight makes winding easy. Ad- 
justable swinging pendulum accurately regulates clock. Over 1 | 
foot high. Fascinating plastic hobby kit with complete mstruc- l 

□ 9106. Cuckoo Clock.*«-96 

Romulan Warship. Replica of “War Bird” used by Romulan star 7 
Empire. Armed with plasma-energy weapon A capable of becom- .1 

invisible. Unassembled plastic model kit includes all parts, 1 
^t decal, instructions. About 10”. Ages 10 to adult. 3 
9105. Romulan Ship.5396 BS 

F. Flying U-Control UFO. You operate by remote power pack A 
48“ control tine. Make this “space craft take off vertically, 
under its own electric powered motor, hover, fly through 
“space” in any direction A make soft landings. Have fun doing 
stunts, playing games or thrilling flight practice. Almost indes¬ 
tructible, colorful, lightweight plastic. Ready-to-fly except for 
standard batteries. 9” diameter. 
□ 7685. U-Control UFO.*&9b 

L. Motorized Battleship U.S.S. Missouri. One of out largest battle- I 
ships was considered “heavy weight” of the U.S. Navy duxmM 
World War II. Duties included the engagement and firing of all | 
types of enemy shore and harbor installations by continual 1 
bombardment with heavy guns. 12” authentic plastic model 
construction kit with instructions and electric motor that powers' 
ship. Requires standard batteries, 
a 7618M. U.S.S. Missouri.*3-96 

M N Electric & Mechanical Outboard Motor*. Propel your favorite 
toy or model boat with famous brand-name motors. Yamaha ; 
Electric Outboard now comes in 2 models: right routing A left • 
routing. Valuable together as dual outboards. Very appealing! 

- -*--- — «--—w Runs on standard bat- as pair but can be purchased separately. R—- ~r- a 
teries (not inch) Spring-wound Johnson Outboard still favorite 
among boat fans. Minimizes possibility of accidental “runaways. 1 
All three authentic replica motors constructed of colorful,.! 
durable plastic. About 354” tall. 
□ H6456. Electric Outboard Motor (Lott Rotation) • • • S5.50 
D H6462. Electric Outboard Motor (Right Rotation) - • • $5.50 
O H6446. Mechanical Outboard Motor. ■ W-"1 

I. Motorized F-100 Super Sabre. First combat aircraft tc. fly «4 
supersonic speeds. FHes with a maximum speed of over 850mph- , 
Carries 4 20mm cannons A is capable of carrying an assortment 
of bombs. 11" 1/48 scale plastic model construction kit includes . 
instructions and electric motor kit that creates jet engine sound. 
Requires 2 “D” batteries. _ 
□ 9102M. F-100 Jet. *6-®6 





See Opposite Page for 
Complete Descriptions 
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, Laser/Phaser Pistols 
Only Build Working Laser & Phaser 
$1.50 Pistol Replicas 

_es of the future. Laser Model would cost 
$200 if available commercially. Complete 24 page instruction 
book includes easy-to-read drawings, explanations into the prin¬ 
ciples of lasers with accompanying parts lists. Phaser is the close 
combat weapon of the 21st Century. Popular in Science Fiction 
as gun that makes things disappear. Complete plans, parts lists, 
suppliers. 20 pages. Includes experiments. 

Weather Station Kit 
Forecast weather 
Check predictions 

Kit includes everything you need in 
order to learn about weather instru¬ 
ments & how they work. Features: Re¬ 
mote reading anemometer with wind- 
vane; indoor Indicator board with flash¬ 
ing neon lights shows wind speed & 
direction; sensitive air-tank barometer; 
sling psychrometer to measure humidity; 
rain gauge.cloud chart;forecasting chart; 
—'-’-I. Excellent science protect. 

- . $24.95 E8085. Weather Station . 

Shown on Opposite Page 

ng Helicopter.Takes off and lands vertically. Flies 
ickwards. Does precision rescue operations and 
s. ALWAYS UNDER FULL CONTROL OF THE 

OPERATOR. Electric motor driven. Powered by standard flash¬ 
light cells. Unique thumb control knob and pushbutton on re¬ 
mote control unit. Rugged. Complete with plastic figures and 
pick-up hook. 8V4” long. Complete, nothing to build. 
□ 7675. Helicopter.$5.95 

B. Realistic Glowing Skull. Molded directly from real human skull. 
Precise detail. Looks like real thing. Size 4 bone texture of actual 

L Movable law. Removable skull cap. Use for 

te life-size assembly kit. 

considered the general utility ships of the Navy. They are heavily 
armed with 12-6” 4 12-5” guns & anti-aircraft cannons. Most 
carry several planes or helicopters. 12” authentic scale plastic 
model kit complete with electric motor kit. 
□ E7680. Motorized Cruiser- $3.75 

D. Motorized Minesweeper. Authentic motor driven scale model 
plastic construction kit of the U.S. Navy's World Wax II work¬ 
horses. The Minesweeper always preceded large convoys through 
enemy occupied water, carrying out its dangerous, thankless 
mission. Mini electric motor kit included. Runs on standard 
batteries (not incL). About 15" when assembled. Instructions 
included. 
a 6166. Motorized Minesweeper.$8-95 

E. Motorized Destroyer Escort.This fast, sleek vessel was used for 
anti-submarine patrol with convoys of vital merchant ships. It 
carried the most modem submarine detection 4 tracking devices 
& was capable of hurling scores of contact firing depth charges. 
12” authentic scale plastic model kit with electric motor kit. 
□ E7574. Motorized Escort_$3.95 

F. Giant Motorized Destroyer. Huge 36” long. For advanced mo-tel 
builders. Gun turrets, radar screens, 4 torpedo tubes move when 
ship is in action. Plastic model kit contains hundreds of parts, 
battery operated motor, detailed instructions. The finest motor¬ 
ized World Warn boat you can build. Every detail like the real 
thing. Finished model glides through the water following a pre¬ 
set pattern. Suitable for & adaptable to radio control. 
□ 6164. Giant Motorized Destroyer . $24.50 

__is in water. Follows a pattern pre-set by you. 
Driven by Powerful Electric Mini-Motor. Main gun turrets oper¬ 
ate and guns elevate electrically. Authentic replica of 41,000-ton 
pride of the German Navy. Took almost entire British Navy to 
destroy it in 1941. Big 25%” motorized plastic model kit with 
instructions. Runs on 2 batteries (not incL). Precise detail. 
□ 9110. Motorized Bismarck.$8.96 

H. U.S.S. Enterprise Bridge.The command center of the Enterprise. 
Housed atop the center of the “saucer” on deck one, the circular 
-shaped bridge is the location from which Captain Kirk presides 
over the entire ship’s operation. Unassembled plastic model kit 
includes every detail of real thing. Also includes mini models of 
Kirk, Spock, crewmen. About 12”. With instructions. Suggested 
ages 10 to adult. 
□ 7576. Enterprise Bridge.$3.96 

.... ___I Race of Champions. Full Roger- 
preparation. 1/24 identical scale. 8,f plastic model construction 
kit with complete instructions, decals and 3 volt motor. No-build 
motor requires 2 “AA" batteries. 
□ 6950M. Motorized Camaro.$9.95 

L Motorized "Formula One” Ferrari 312T3. Formula One is the 
highest level of auto racing. The dream of every racing driver is 
to drive one of these masterpieces to the world championsltip. 
Now you can build & run the famous Farrari 312T3. This 1/28 
authentic scale plastic construction kit comes complete with 
no-build battery powered motor, easy to assemble instruction, 
& decals. Requires 2 “AA” batteries. 
a 6976M. Motorized Ferrari.$6.49 

__ No building. Just insert “C” cell battery 4 away she 
goes. With on-ofT switch, metal drive shaft, movable rudder. 
Made of high-impact plastic in bright colors. 
a E6448. Motorized Cabin Cruiser-$4.50 

L. Jet Propelled Boat. ■' __ ___d electric motor drives sleek looking 
boat through water. Motor activates intake propellor on bottom 
of boat which sucks up water and shoots it through twin ducts at 
stem. Colorful 9” ready-to-run racer with cockpit, movable 
rudder, detachable hydrofoil, on-off switch. Uses 2 “AA” 

□ E6449. Jet Boat... ... $4.95 

M. Motorized V-8 Offshore-Type Race Boat. Slices through the 
water like real thing! Real “Delta” deadly on water, soaring to 
hydro speeds like rocket. V-8 “Cammer" powered engine design 
4 styliih nose-tip hull, which measures 17*4". Plastic parts to 
assemble, including chrome 4 interior parts. Ready-to-run motor 
requires 4 size “C” batteries (not incL). With decals 4 complete 
instructions. 
□ H6499. Motorized V-8 Race Boat.$29.95 

4. Motorized Porsche 917. Le Mans record breaker for brilliant 
performance. Sturdy, plastic parts to assemble. Strong enough to 
withstand rough handling. Ready-to-run motor requires 2 pen- 
light (size “AA”) batteries (not inch). Real wide rubber racing 
tires 4 decals. About 6*4” long. 1/28 scale. __ 
□ H6172. Motorized Porsche 917.*8.95 

). Motorized Corvette Stingray Racer. Flashy orange 7 plastic 
body 4 parts. 1/24 identical scale. Ready-to-run motor requires 
1 penlight (“AA”) battery (not incl.). Real rubber tires, chrome 
plated parts, and decals. Complete with assembly instructions. 
□ H6170. Motorized Corvette.$10.95 

'. Motorized Lamborghini. Road 4 Track magazine calls it the 
fastest car they’ve ever tested. Super-exotic design 4 funtions 
make sports coupe landmark in automotive achievement. Faith¬ 
ful in construction to $52,000 slick, mid-mounted 4-cam, V-12 
beauty that can do 192 MPH at 8000 RPM’s, 0-60 in 5.6 
seconds, with stability at high speed, excellent braking 4 steer¬ 
ing. Pre-colored plastic parts to assemble, interior 4 chrome 
plated parts, chassis, V-12 engine, real rubber tires, operating 
butterfly doors, hood 4 trunk. Ready-to-run motor requires 
2 penlight (“AA”) batteries (not incL). 6*4” long. 1/24 scale. 
□ H6169. Motorized Lamborghini.$12.50 

Motorized Firebird Blackbird Trans-Am. Trans-American Chal¬ 
lenge Cup Champion Car. The most genuine high performance 
sportscar. Noted for heavy load shock absorbers on front 4 right 
wheels (needed to cushion 335 horsepower impact). Easy-to- 
assemble plastic model kit. Includes chrome plated 4 interior 
parts, large diameter rubber tires. Ready-to-run motor requires 
2 penlight (“AA”) batteries (not incl.). Complete with instruc¬ 
tions 4 blazing decals to give car “mean" look. 1/24 scale. 
About 8”. 
O H6171. Motorized Firebird.$13:95 



tion of NASA’s newest space vehicle the 
Enterprise. Designed as a reuseable near 
space transportation system, first tests of 
the real thing were completed in the fall of 
1976. NASA's Space Shuttle will be a multi- 
mission vehicle designed to perform such 
missions as the delivery & recovery of orbital 
payloads & space lab research. Our model 
features special stabilizerfins for atmospheric 
flight (easy to remove for display), injection 
molded & vacuformed plastic & die-cut parts, 
quick-release engine mount, parachute re¬ 
covery system, assembly instructions. About 
13)4" long. For ages 14 to adult. Cannot be 
sold in WA. OR. & NJ. 
□ 9176. Space Shuttle .„.-$10.60 
□ 9177. Shuttle Engines (3 per peck I $2. IS 

Cannot be sold in WA,_ 
D H7601. Launch System.-.*7.25 
D H7600. Portable Launch Pad __$6.25 
□ 7666. Recovery Wadding 

(for up to 75 flights).9Ot 
a H7697, Engine Igniters (6 per pack), 764 

Model Airplane 
Engine with 

Recoil Starter 
For model air- 

Famous Cox 
| “Babe Bee”. Can 

be used to power 
models of any 

n readily available liquid fuel. 
.049 Cl. for H-A class planes. 2” high. 

BICYCLE TOOL SET 
Handy sat for all cyclists. Set has 17 differ¬ 
ent wrenches for all size nuts, bolts, spokes, 
set & bar adjustments. The 3 multi-purpose 
wrenches are made of tough steel. Each 
about 4-if" long. Also use for wagons, tri- 

r cyclas, auto and general 

D 4648. Bicycle Tool Set.$1.49 

handlebar! 
safety feature for 

_____ _ _ Revolving light feature gives 
appearance of emergency vehicle. All molded 
high-impact plastic case. 4 position on-off 
switch. Brilliant color. Includes all hardware 
for easy mounting. Operates on 3 “D” cells 
(not included). 
n H4072. Two-In One Heedlight_$9.50 

Hundreds of uses 
, including dances, 
displays, outdoor fun, 

-xperiments, etc. 
Rugged. 
□ 3315. Each. . $1.39 

3 for . $3.50 

Genuine German 
Cuckoo Clock 

Cuckoos every 15 

imported Black 

beautifijlly made in 
authentic design. 
With weight and 
adjustable pendu¬ 
lum for accurate 
time keeping. About 

Compressed Air-Water Rocket 
Flies Over 100 Feet High 

Shoots straight up. Pressure pump operated 
powered by compressed ait. Can be shot over 
ind over again. No fuel to buy. Almost un 
breakable. Light moulded plastic. About 6’ 
long. Complete rocket with pump, 
n 7673. Rocket. $2.25 

20-Piece Tool Set With Amazing 
Pistol Grip Head 

g H4360. Pistol Grip Tool Sat. . 

defeats the most stubborn screws, i 
Ip pistol grip acts like powerful muscle. Multiplies 
turning power. Eliminates wrist fatigue. Gives maxi¬ 
mum pressure while you exert little force. Amazing 

power comes from ratchet action designed into 
head & handle. Also gets into tight places where 
you must work in quarter-turns. Complete system 
includes: Pistol grip ratchet head, 2 Philips & 2 flat 
screwdrivers, awl, 5 Hex wrenches, 8 socket wren¬ 
ches, handsome carrying case. 

Revolving Bike 
"Police" 
Flasher 

%_ Only $8.95 

cycle or trail I 
made, durable 4” light 

just like police or emergency vehi- 
upnt. Add siren for “official look.” 

With mounting bracket. Mount on seat sup¬ 
port bars, handlebars, sissy bars, etc. Oper- 

air. Lift signs, objects. Do entertaining stunts, 
advertising effects, attract crowds. Sec for 
miles. Smaller balloon inflates to 8’ high, 
over 24’ around. 16’ giant reaches almost 
SO’ around. 
g 3010. 8’ Diameter (24’ Around) .. $425 
g 3082. 16' Oiamater (SO’ Around) $19.95 

15th Century 
Wooden 

Wheel Clock 

imepiece modeled after 
| famous Wooden Wheel 
Clock invented during 

Automatic 
Bike 

w Brake Light 
»& Flashing 

Turn Signal 

housing. Easily n.-- . 
except for 2 C cells. 6” long. 
•J G4364. Brake Light/Turn Signal... 

Lie & Love "Tester” 
$5.95 Special Low Price - 

reactions. Test A 
lovers, friends, rcla- . ^ 
fives for lies, com- 
patability. Great for kr V 
-& novelty fun. *** 

Bill 

cs 
held electrodes. Easy-read dial. Complete 
instructions. About 4”x3”. Operates on 
standard battery (not inch). In attractive 
gift box. 
g 9106. Lie/Love Tester.$5.95 



Flying STAR TREK 
USS Enterprise & 
Klingon Cruiser 

Authentic Replicas of Famous TV Spaceships REALLY FLY! Flies 
up to 500 ft. high. Complete with recovery parachute that auto¬ 
matically ejects for soft landing. Powered by mighty solid propellant 
model rocket engines. Scaled from offical plans. Precisely detailed 
with modifications to permit atmospheric operations. Both ready-to- 
assemble with authentic full color decals, pre-molded parts, engine 
release mount, IS” canopy parachute, assembly instructions. About 
15” long when assembled. Spectacular to fly, impressive to display. 
Foi ages 14 to adult. See below for flight accessories. Cannot be 
sold in WA, OR A NJ. 
CD 7590. Flying Starship U.S.S. Enterprise. $9.50 
□ 7567. Flying Klingon Battle Cruiser...$8.50 
□ 7592. Enterprise Engines 13 per pack).$1.96 
Cl 7568. Klingon Engines (3 per pack)______$1.96 

Space 1999 Eagle Transporter 

YOU CONTROL sleek luxury cruiser from distance or up to 150 ft 
WITHOUT WIRES! Make it go forward, right, left A even stop 
using hand-held control unit. Fun in pool or on open water. Slices 
through water at scale speeds of up to 25 knots. Large size (16” 
long, 5'A” wide) makes it ride smoothly. READY-TO-RUN except 
for batteries. Beautiful, colorful, rugged plastic hull, deck, cabin & 
fittings. Complete with control unit A simple operating instructions. 
□ K9535. Rye Cruiser.$74.95 

1200,000 Volt 
Generator 

Create 8" Lightning! Lights 40 Watt Bulb 
PERFORM FAMOUS 

"HAIR RAISING" EXPERIMENTS! 
200,000 volt Van de Graaff-type Electrostatic 
Generator. Demostrate lightning, lightning rods, 
St. Elmo’s fire, repulsion of like charges, electro¬ 
static dust collections, the classic “hair-raising” 
demonstration, and flow of ions. Make objects 
float in space. Make neon tubes glow without 
any electrical connections. Perform hundreds of 

experiments that hold audience spellbound. Used in thousands of 
schools and science labs all over world. Runs on HOv AC currenL 
1.5 to 2.5 microamp. Base, housing, frame and charge collector are 
aluminum. Insulating column is unbreakable plastic. 17” high. 7” 
diameter. With suggested experiments A instructions for assembly 
Cl 6105. Electrostatic Generator.. 

Only 
$2.50 

Ready To Flyl Wind rated for 
flying! Made of Llumar Polyester Film 
because of great tensile strength (25,000 lbs. 
per sq. in.), color brilliance A special 
weather ability. Service life expectancy of 
over 15 years. Easy to fly. Giant size, eerie 
face & bright colors make it most noticed 
kite in the sky. Use ordinary button hole 
thread or light flying line. 
□ 7300M. UFO Alien Kite.$250 
□ 7301M. 15 lb. Test Line. 500-ft. 

Pocket Size Spool .... $125 

HIGH FLYING MODEL 
50 PIECE SET 
ONLY $11.95 

Floats Back To Earth Under Recovery 
Parachute! Reaches Heights Up To 1000 Feet! 
Big 12" Rocket with electrical ignition system. 

. . Everything you need for 
realistic action from blast-off to re-entry, touch¬ 
down and recovery. Set includes: Easy-to- 
assemblc 12” Rocket, 3 engines, recovery wad¬ 
ding A igniters, launch system, portable launch 
pad, book on model rocketry, all necessary 
instructions. No painting required. Uses 6v or 
12v batteries (not included.) A great way to 
start this rewarding hobby for ages 10 to adult. 
□ 7096. High Flying Rocket Set —.$1156 
□ 7097. 3 Extra Engines ... 

Mammoth 9-Ft. 
Flying U.F.O. 

Soars up to 
200 Ft. High! 
You will be able 

to identify it, but 
will they? Operates 

on same principle as hot air balloon. You 
construct in shape of flying saucer. Use with 
a small flashing l#it to illuminate your 
"Extra-terrestial vehicle", creating a look of 
authenticity. Use at celebrations, science 
clubs, experiments or for just plain fun. Set 
includes all materials necessary for construc¬ 
tion except glue. 
□ 7080. 9-Ft. Flying U.F.O... $5.25 
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Shown on Opposite Page 

A. Motorized Corsair F4U. As seen on TV’s “Black Sheep 
Squadron". Acknowledged as the finest Naval fighter of World 
War II. Even used during Korean War where it gained many vic¬ 
tories. 4/48 scale plastic hobby kit with electric motor kit that 
operates prop. Requires 2 “* * ” “-- *'—* 7" **“ 
□ G6904. Motorized Cora 

B Missile Firing Nuclear Sub. Really Shoots Polaris Missiles. Giant 
2-ft. Authentic Replica. Open Hinged HuU to see Interior Details. 
Authentic model of U.S. Navy sub "George Washington” actually 
shoots its own missiles. One of the world's most deadly weapons. 
See interior details including missiles, atomic reactor engine, dec- 
tronic & navigation equipment, weaponry, crew, etc. Over 300 
super realistic, completely finished parts. With instructions. 
□ 7887. Polaris Sub---$6 95 

c. Motorized German Tank. The last & best version of the famous 
German Tiger tanks, “King Tiger,” weighed about 80 tons & was 
armed with a high-velocity 88mm gun & a variety of machine 
guns. Was able to ford small rivers up to 16 ft. deep. Molded m 
military green plastic, this detailed kit comes complete with rub¬ 
ber treads, wheels, powerful electric mini-motor, assembly in¬ 
structions. Runs on standard batteries (not incl.) About 7”. 
□ 7316. Motorized German Tank .-. 56 95 

D. Motorized P.T. Boat. Authentic motor driven scale model plastic 
construction kits of 1 of the U.S. Navy’s World War II work¬ 
horses. The P.T. Boat was one of the smallest A deadliest. These 
sleek craft would motor in under the cover of darkness A 
torpedo enemy shipping. Mini dectric motor kit included. Runs 
on standard batteries (not ind.). About IS when assembled. 

□ G6967. Motorized PT Boat.$6'50 

E. Motorized Coast Guard Tug. The Coast Guard uses a wide variety 
of ships to cany out its duties. This kit is an authentic replica of 
a typical harbor tug used in many commercial shipping ports. 
Mini electric motor kit included. Runs on standard batteries. 

$3.95 

F. Motorized Japanese Zero. With dectric motor kit that operal 
prop. Authentic replica of one of the most versatile aircraft in t 
Japanese Air Force. Usually u 
bomber. 7”, 1/48 scale plastic 
battery. 
□ E7G73. Motorized Zero .— 

G. Snap-Together Custom Vans. No Glue. No Paint. Pul your 
favorite custom van together without gluing or painting. AU 
parts snap together easily. Build your kit m minutes. Each 
molded in brightly colored plastic with latest style “mural 
decals plus features like bubble windows A air scoops. Finished 
van is about 7” long with wheels that roll. 

_ a 6952. Chew Van ..,.. 52 69 

|. Movin' On Kenworth Tractor. Big Scale excitement in a super 
detailed 1/25 scale model. Massive over-the-road Kenworth truck 
tractor, as seen by millions on NBC-TV adventure series, “Movin’ 
On”. Over 300 parts in this fun-to-build model hobby kit. Assem¬ 
bled model is 12” lone „ 
□ 7622. Kenworth Tractor .*7'05 

I. I960 Experimental Corvette. Snap-Fit plastic model 
kit. Get the jump on everyone with this model of GM’s mid¬ 
engine experimental sports car. Special features: scale engine A 
interior; clear plastic windshield; rubber-like tires; chrome plated 
parts. 1/18 scale. About 10” assembled. 
□ G8906. 1980 Corvette ... $6.50 

Motorized Aircraft Carrier. Authentic motor driven scale model 
plastic kit of the famous U.S.S. Yorktown. The York town saw 
extensive action in the South Pacific, was sunk at the Battle of 
Midway A was rebuilt in 1957. Electric motor kit included. Runs . ,_, . —_!_1 ItA --1.. 1U,,! -I-" ‘ * 

K. Motorized Germ 
electric motor fl-- 
nf one of the 20th Century's 

11” wingspan. Motor kit requires “AA” battery. Big 11 wm 
□ 9516. M ... $3.95 

L. Motorized Patton Tank. Motor driven replica of tank General 
Patton used against Germany’s Rommel. Has operating turret. 
Cannon lowers A raises. Powerful electric motor included. Hinged 
hatches open and close. Soft flexible track. Crew-member, 
infantry soldiers included. Turret and 9<hnm cannon move in 
realistic fashion. Authentic decals. 30 cal. machine gun included. 
Runs on standard batteries (not incl.) Plastic model hobby kit 
with assembly instructions. About 8” long. 
□ 7313. Motorized Patton Tank---*» 50 

M. Radio Control Tank. Looks, moves 8i sounds like the real thing. 
Runs over bumpy terrain A plows over many obstacles. Authen¬ 
tic replica of famous Leopard Tank goes forward, left, right A 
turns in complete circle AT YOUR COMMAND. WITHOUT 
WIRES. Up to 50-ft. range. With 2 button hand-held transmitter, 
antenna, realistic military markings. Ready-to-run except for 
3 “C” A 1 - 9 volt batteries. About 9 x 4 x 3V4”. 
□ 9537M. Radio Control Tank.$39.96 

N. 7-Function Radio Control Camaro Z-28. YOU ACTUALLY 
STEER & CONTROL SPEED . . . WITHOUT WIRES. 2-channel 
Camaro goes forward, reverses, stops at your command. Includes 
latest technology: digital proportional left/right steering A vari¬ 
able slow to fast speed controL Hand-held dual stick transmitter 
unit with steering wheel A speed switch lets you control this 
beauty from up to 100-ft. away. 13” true-to-Ufe scale model 
is brightly colored, realistic in every detail and comes with racing 
decals, antenna A instructions. Ready-to-run except for 4 - ’■’ 
A 2 - 9 volt batteries. 
□ 9536M. Radio Control Camaro.$69.95 

O. Radio Control Firebirds Actually Racol Authentic replica 1/20 
scale models of prize-winning Firebird Trans-Am. The 2 
Firebirds, black A white, are on separate radio frequencies for 
competitive racing. No wires or tracks. You direct action with 
hand-held transmitter (included). Set for 2 speeds, turn left A 
right at your command. Beautifully detailed with true Firebird 
markings A T-bar roof. Not a kit. Ready to run except for 
batteries. Each requires 2 size “C” batteries A 1 9-volt; tn 
mitter requires 1 9-volt battery. 10” long. 
□ H9633. Radio Control Firebird (Black).*49-- 
□ H9534. Radio Control Firebird (Whita).$49.95 

>. Radio Control Cars. Beautiful scale reproductions operate with¬ 
out wires or tracks. You direct movement with wireless hand¬ 
held control unit (included). Available in 2 sleek models 
Features incluoe: Instant response handling: 2 spee<is, smgle 
channel radio control; 30-ft. wireless indoor range; 60-ft. wifeless 
outdoor range; hand lacquered body; authentic Styling; high- 
impact plastic body A transmitter. Manufacturer s warranty. Not 
a kit. Comes ready-to-run except for battenes. Each about 7 . 
Goes over 100 scale mph. Color A markings may vary slightly 
so we can send you best value. 
□ 9515. Gran Prix Porsche.*21-95 
□ 9519. Corvette Stingray.$21.95 

SAVE GAS AND TIME! 

SHOP BY MAIL! 



P. Radio Control Corvette & Porsche S21.95 
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GIANT POSTERS! POPULAR SELECTION 
Finest Quality. Most suitable for framing. Up to 354 ft. high. Most in dazzling color, black light or velvet-feet "FLOCK". 
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FINE QUALITY COLORFUL CLOTH PATCHES $1 1C 
Embroidered cloth emblems for jeans, jackets, anywhere! Most about 3". All are 
washable & colorfast. Some styles in assorted colors. $1.15 each, any 5 for $4.95. tALn 

7939 7966 7963 7769 7971 7966 7965 7801 

7926 7913 7986 7983 7920 7989 7938 7955 

7987 7924 7968 7949_7947_7988_7946 7915 

Baseball Hats With Your Favorite Emblem 
Only $4.95 Ready-To-Wear 

See Opposite Page For Complete Description 

L 
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Fine Quality Colorful Cloth Patches $1.15 each 
Same brightly colored, fine quality embroidered cloth patches shown on opposite color page. 

$1.15 each, any 5 for $4.95. 

Baseball Hats With Emblem Only $4.95 
Shown On Opposite Page 

We will apply any of the cloth patches shown at the bottom of the opposite page to our red or blue baseball caps. The caps are of the 
highest quality: cloth & poly front material with cool mesh back; 5 row stitching on bill; "snap-it" adjustable sizing. One size fits all. 
Please order by number. Only $4.95 each. 

Red Hats Blue Hats 
□ 9700M. Tram AM 
□ 9701M. Confederate Flag 
□ 9702M. Cat Diesel 
D 9703M. U.S. Flag 
□ 9704M. U.S.A. Drinking Team 
O 9705M. Official Mechanic 
□ 9706M. Harley Davidson 

□ 9707M. Tran* AM 
□ 9708M. Confederate Flag 
a 9709M. Cat Diesel 
□ 9710M. U.S. Flag 
a 9711M. U.S.A. Drinking Team 
□ 9712M. Official Mechanic 
□ 9713M. Harley Davidson 
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Grow Flesh Eating Plants 
Venus Fly Trap. The most popular of cami- 

i anything: beautiful plant snaps shu 
finger, pencil, bugs. Watch-- 
phenomenon as your full grown plant traps 
& eats its live prey. Single bulb ready to 
grow. Plants grow several inches high. With 
10-15 traps, lovely flowers. 
q 5011. Venus Fly Trap Bulb —.S1.19 

DWARF 
BONSAI 

TREE 

preplanted in individual enriched peat pots - 
—d water! Set of 8 varieties ready 

grow with illustrated booklet. 
Often sold for $20.00 aach and more. 
[ 1 S017 Complete Sat Only . $3.95 

I Mysteriously 
I Growing Fern 
j Plant or Animal? 

needs NO 
I FOOD. NO SOIL. 
I NO WATER. NO 
I ATTENTION. Big. 

Felix The 
Feline With 

Growing 
Green Hair 

Cuddly clay cat 
_ iws beautiful crop 

10 days. Guaranteed to 
him a 

with ordinary scissors. Includes 2 different 
packages o« seeds & complete instructions. 
Lasts indefinitely - just sow new seed. 
About 5x5x4". 
□ ES039. Grass Cat. 

ediately close up. As time 
goes by, they open - 
ready to respond i 

ns to fall tc 

Plants cc 
growing p< 
quickly Into vigorous plants. 
□ E5024. Sensitive Plant 

Curious, odd 
looking species. 
Thrive under al¬ 
most any condi- 

• with little 

sorted varieties. 

□ 5023. Cactus from Seed.494 
REINCARNATION, 

PLANT 

appaieimy ; 
withers & dies.^SEvn.„g—n 
but it comes V 
to life months & \b0WL-0- 
years later just by 
giving it water! When watered it opens up, 
spreading out in all directions, blooming into 
a beautiful fem plant. Most amazing plant 
you’ve ever seen. 
□ 5000. Resurrection Plant. <2 for SI.501 

Pottery Head With 
Growing Green Hair 

Plant grass seed on heed, fill with water, 
watch green "heir" grow in days. Amusing, 
comical man’s head, attractively made of 
porous pottery. Hair grows in few days. Use 
nvor SL rsupr 4V»” Vliotl With Wfilt St. inStTUC- 

... 894 

:r. 4V4” high. With seeds & instruc- 
ranteed to grow. 

O E5006. Growing Head ■■ ... $5.95 

GROW YOUR 
OWN SPONGES 

Grow up to $100 worth 
of Loofa Sauna Sponges. 
Better than man-made 
sponges. Plant seeds and 
get steady supply year 

after year. Easy to grow almost anywhere. 
About 12 seeds. 
0 5007. ‘ “ 

INDOOR CATNIP GARDEN 
Keeps Cat Happy. Peppy. Pets love easy- ■ 
growing catnip. Add water and have loads of M 
catnip in a few days. Cut and serve, more ■ 
will grow. 8" windowsill planter is complete .■ 
with special soil mixture 4 seed, ready to 

$1.79 | 

GIANT 40 NOTE 
2-OCTAVE HARMONICA 8 Inches long! Key of C and B-Flat range. 

Resonant sound chamber, aerodynamic con- 
’ * “ volume tones. iction gives beautiful, fi 

_y to play because of wide n 
instructions and songs. 
□ 4486. Harmonica. 

□ 5016. Call n Giant 

mm 

10 t 
Just one bean 

feed an entire family for several meals, 
ways tasty and rich in nutrition. The 
delicious vegetable you have ever t; 
Several seeds complete with directions 
grow ing and cooking. 
□ 5203. Butter Bean Seeds 

'for | 

GROW KINGSIZE 
SUPER CORN ? 

Grow giant "Corn Trees” 
in your backyard! 10-ft., jl 
15-ft.,aven 20-ft.tall!These -r 

produce a "Com Forest”^ 
in your backyard that will * 
be the talk of the neighbor-3 
hood. Each hybrid seed ' 
produces one giant stalk, ta 
Grows best when southern:^ 
climatic conditions are 
created. With instructions. J 
Treated with Captan- ■, 

Methoxychlor. Seeds are for planting only- j 
do not use for food, feed or oil purposes. : 
O E5006. Giant Corn.99d 

PERFUME 
PLANT 

Blooms at night giv- a 
ing delightful scent- * 
ed fragrance for J 
quite a distance. 9 

■ Beautiful blossoms. 3 
q 5139. Package of Seeds.594 

Slide Trombone Whistle Q 
Play popular songs after minutes practice. 
Requires only your ability to hum or : 
whistle a tune. Not a toy, but a combination | 
fife 4 trombone. Great "gag" sound for,jj 
band, fun uses, sound effects. Big hit at 
parties. Made of top-quality brass with .j 
nickle-plate finish. About 12”. 
q 4417. Trombone Whistle . . . $6.50 

GENUINE 14-IN. FIFE 
Easy playing, beautiful effects and music.9 
With instructions. Very well made. 
q 4425. 14" Fife.$5.95 

. $2.25 q 3126. Complete 

_by yourself or 
in friends. Fine quality, easy-playinu 

harmonica with full professionals 
24 mcllow-toncd bronze reeds on 

plates. Resonant sound chambet.J 
plated cover. With fast, proven in- ’ 

.fir ... $3.50 



Combat Grenade 
Lighter 

New hand grenade with frrin 

T.1 3006. 

ri when they 
a beautiful, 

—_; lighter. Gun- 
metal finish. Precision made. 

I About 5”. 
■enade Lighter.$13.95 

Confederate Lighter 
Only $1.49 

Zippo type windproof lighter 
with confederate (lag design. 
Flashy, chromium plated 
with brilliant, red £ white 
confederate colors. Sure 
light. 
a 9178. Confederate Lighter-" 

Derringer Table Lighter 

brass & black metal with - 
Lights when trigger is pulled. Brass side plate 
suitable for engraving. Attractively packaged 
in gift carton. About 7V4” long. Excellent gift. 
D G9375. Derringer Lighter.$9.95 

TURKISH WATER g 
PIPE 

to give fii 
He. Cool, ta smoke possible. C 

Removes most tars & nico¬ 
tine. Smoke passes thru any 
liquid or pure water. Set 

Smoke° in comfort. Light 
wt. tube. Wooden bowl. 
Turkish design glass bottle. 
Attractive. About 8-in. high. ' 
□ 416a Water Pipe, $9.96 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Coffin 

Cigarette 

Dispenser 

» dispenser holds full pack 
ui cigarettes, rui it up, then pick it up. As 
coffin is layed to rest, it ejects cigarette. 
Inscription on top: “One more cigarette, one 

Shocking Cigarette 
Lighter 

Next guy who says, “Hey, 
got a light?” is in for the 
shock of his life. Hand him 
your lighter and after he 
flips open the top, he just 
might stop smoking! At¬ 
tractive, chrome plated 
lighter looks like real 
after the “smoke” clears. 

Requires 1 “AA” battery. 
□ 3310. Shocking Cigarette Lighter. $6.95 

Miniature Zippo 
Style Lighter 

Less than 1V4” high- Sure light 
without bulk of regular size lighters. 
Use with or without keychain. H J 
some polished finish. Well m 

O 9300. Midget Lighter __ $1.4! 

Perpetual Match 
S Ingenious perpe 

motch lasts for years 
Always ready. Pull 

Only 1 V*“ high. Hos 
small ring to ottoch 

□ 9364.eyC „„ 
Only, *' “ 

They Smoke <51 
Themselves! 

These are miniature' 
cigarets which smoke 
and puff— even producing 
smoke rings, etc. Punch a small 
hole in a picture, paper 
light it & watch it “s 
most realistic manner! 
□ 2147. Par Package 354 

Instant Lights 
Waterproof. Always ready - even when wet! 
Special flint bar throws extra-hot concen¬ 
trated sparks that, lights same as regular 
match. On beaded chain. Use as key chain 
or attach to belt, handle, anywhere. Never 
deteriorates. Fireproof in solid state. 
U 4063. Metal Match. *3 89 

AUTOMATIC 
GUN LIGHTER 

II Triggar & 
i Up) High gloss 

finish. Semi-auto- 

- MAMMOTH REAL CIGAR 
/ ALMOST A FOOT LONG - EXCEL- 

‘ LENT TOBACCO, TOO. Be a “big cigar 
smoker”. Many joke uses. lOVi-in. long. 
Lin. thick. 
D 2024. Each..89< 

3 for $2.50 Box of 10, $7.95 

COMIC CIGARETTE 

DISPENSER 

You'll HEE-HAW with laughter as Jt 
Cigaret Dispenser goes into action. Pull his 
ear and tail goes up and out comes cigaiet! 
Wonderful, practical gift Attractively made 
of plastic, gift boxed. Loads with regular or 
king-size cigarettes. 6” tall x 7” long. 
q 3009, Donkey Dispenser.. $1,95 

BIG SHOT 
GIANT LIGHTER 
Show everybody you do 
things first class when 
you use this jumbo 
zippo-style lighter. Full 

5" high, 4" wide. Brushed 
chrome lighter weighs over 
1 lb. Uses ordinary fluid. 
One filling seems to last for¬ 
ever. Big. bright flame. 
Thousands of lights. Tell 
them you fed it too many 

Great novelty for desk, 

SMOKING PETS 
Amazing plastic pets smoke & blow 
smoke rings. How do they do III 
(Uses special cigarets). Cute, life¬ 

like. Fully formed plastic dog, monkey, or 
.cat with cigarets. About 2-in. long. 
□ 2158. Smoking Pets. 49< 
O 2147. Self-Smoking Cigarets.3Si 

q 9365, Windproof Lighter 

WINDPROOF 
LIGHTER 

Made famous because of 
rugged dependability 

the field by Ariny & 
Navy. Sure light in strong 
wind. Attractive finish, 
large capacity. 

*1.29 

BAVARIAN 
"CIGARETTE PIPE" 

Only $2.50 
Famous cool smoking, 
ornate pipes. Old world 
craftsmanship assures easy 

Cherry wood s. 
bowl, colorful tas¬ 
sels, plastic mouth¬ 
piece. . Made in 
Europe. About 4” 
long. Bowl is lar 
enough to hold ci| 

Incense Burner & Incense 
Genuine, authentic brass burners & incense im- 

■ • i India 8> the Orient. Now you can 
_ weird, wonderful & magic spell that 

incense has created in both ancient & modem 
times. About 3”. 
q 3078. Brass Incense Burner....*1-49 
q 3079. Cone Incense. Assorted Scents.691 
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Only 
$13.95 

At>:~ 
priced Electric 
Shuffler gives faster shuffle 
than best Las Vegas dealers. And with 
anteed honesty. Cut out 1*“ 
chore of shuffling & cutting counuess times. 
We consider it the finest electric shuffler 
available anywhere. Operates on 2 standard 
batteries. Shuffles 1, 2 or 3 decks, 
a 8123. Electric Shuffler..SI 3.95 

Always Win 
Coin Flip! 

□ 1450. Coin Flips 

Magnetic Chess-Checker Set 

slide. Great for 
travel. Durable 
vinyl case. 6x3x1 
□ 7310. Magnetic Chess-Checkers $1.79 

ticaily an entire 
dictionary.Improve 
your vocabulary. 
Have a crossword 
puzzle Party. 

rail 

si 
Electric 

Slot 
Machine 

I SPEEDS UP TH 
ACTION. Pull th 

Watch 
windows spin elec¬ 
trically. WHO WILL 
BE THE WINNER? 

the excite- 

131I2SL. 
39 Exciting Games $1.49 

Thrilling Fun for Everyone! War Games. 
Popular Sports Games. Space Games. Brain 
busters A -* 

_ . . iu get that the next one 
will? Colorful, durable machine. Operates 
on standard battery (not included). With 
winning combinations shown on front. 
□ 8150. Electric Slot Game.*5.95 

□ 7308. Geme Outfit.. $1.41 

Electric Poker 
Machine 

Pley poker 
black Jr 

b excitement 
a Las Vegas 

t machine to 
ter. Pull lever, 

_| watch tiny cards 
spin, stop them whenever you want. Dur- 

O 8119. Electric Poker... 

150 CARD 
GAMES 

Official rules, in¬ 
structions for-aL 
most every card 

. game. Up-to-date. 
O 1681. 150 Card Games..*1.76 

r games. Includes: Battle in Outer Space, 
Strategy, Auto Rally, Horscracing, Sea 

~ - -'ing, Manage Your Own 

WORLD'S LARGEST MAZE 
ONLY $1.10 

Giant 16" x 22" maze. Thousands of 
mind boggling twists and turns, BUT ONLY 
ONE WAY TO THE FINISH. Tell your 
friends there are hundreds of ways to get to 
the end and watch while they freak out try¬ 
ing lb find even one. Then you blow their 
minds when you show them how to do it in 
seconds. Use as wall poster or get 2 A see 
who finishes first. 
□ 3285. World’s Largest Maze 

shuffle and deal. Great fot magic effects or 
something different at card parties. About 
3”. Attractive design. Long lasting. 
ITP 3113. Circular Cards .$1.39 

> Midget Playing 
Cards 

Complete, standard 

Portable 
Pool 

Game 

ol table sat includes 16 balls, 
spring-action pool sticks. Take 

it anywhere. Colorful, sturdy table measures 
about 714”x6”. Perfect for trips, quick action. 
U 9070. Portable Pool Table.*1.79 

a 3860. Midget Cards 

: yo-yo. Includes 2 
_duded. Nothing to as 
pick it up & spin it. 
&3061M. Glowing Yo-Yo .. 

WITHOUT PRACTICE. It's all in how you 
arrange the balls. Special rack does all the 
work for you. Just remove rack & shoot. 14 
miracle shots possible with our rack. Make 
up to 6 balls 8t once. Look Ilka real hustler, 
even if you know almost nothing about pool. 
D E9056. Trick Pool Rack.$4.95 

Deluxe Electric i 
GLOWING 3 

YO-YO I 
Space Age Electric Vo- i 
Yo. Spins like regular ] 
yo-yo, but both sides - 
light up. When yo-yo 1 
-— lights go off. ' 

Deluxe Wood Puzzle Set ] 
Only $3.95 

.tlf.il T niana ut rtf rlifferonf rxr*»ri«inn 1 

apart, but HARD TO PUT BAC 
GETHER. Real brain busters. You ca 

I puzzles fast, while 
for hours. Handsome hardwood figures such ! 
as ball, cube. etc. 
□ 3883. Wood PuszleGet S3.9B j 

EBB 
CRAZY COLOR CUBES 

Brainbuster Puzzle. Problem is to put them 
together so that each side has 4 different 
colors. Looks A sounds easy - even after you , 
are shown how! Millions sold at SUM. 
□ 3048M. Devil's Dice..*1.t9 
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FAMOUS VENTRILOQUIST DUMMIES 

■aSSBMS 

Electric Windshield 
Wiper Glasses 

Flip “secret” switch & away 
they go. Wear like ordinary' 
specs but with standard bat¬ 
tery (not inch) Power pack 
hidden in pocket. Great gag 
item. Made of sturdy plastic. 
Attractive frames. 
□ 3190. Wiper Glasses 

Makes ventriloquism fun & easy. Each has control in back 1 
very life-like natural vinyl. All in box. Use our Instant 

11P™“ 

Ready for instant use. Just flip the lever, 
S grips tightly to any smooth surface. 
Grabs small parts & holds ’em fast. For 
models, hobbies, jewelry, tying flies, 
etc. Grips anything up to 1 'A” across 

Precision instrument. Loads of fun. 
Performs dozens of mystifying tricks. 
Apparently defies laws of gravity. Spins 
on any angle, even in horizontal position. 
Demonstrates scientific principles such as 
rotation of earth, balancing principle used 

missiles. Complete with pedestal 

sS Gyroscope Top .. 

No Electricity! No Batteries! No 
Power Except Light! The brighter the 
light, the faster it turns. Runs up to 
3000 rpm. Used in science classes for 
experiments. Partial Vacuum in glass 

here 4 vanes spin on needlepoint 

Johnson Smith Company 
35075 Automation, Mt. Clemens, Ml 48043 



< 'FE-LIKE RUBBER MASKS 
All “Come to Life” When Worn! 

ard-To-Find Over-Thc-Top Rubber Masks. Mold 
d of thin latex rublter. Some complete with hair! 
ach covers face, top of head & about hall of back 
I head. Be thrilled & ama/ed at startling, quick 

Vampire 
4632 
$2.95 

Old Hag With Hair 
4624 
$3.95 

Deluxe Character Masks 
These full head rubber or vinyl masks are made by the finest mask makers in the world. Mostlook 
like thev could be used in the movies. All appear extremely realistic and many of our customers 
have report^ wfnni™ fks prize for "best costume." They're great for Halloween or costume 'SOU:SSSaofTSySS. Many come with synthetic "hair". "Skin" looks so real it's hard to tell 

the difference from a distance of only a few feet. 
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LOO/C /A/S/DE... 

YOU'LL FIND 
HUNDREDS OF 

UNUSUAL NOVELTIES! 
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